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FORERUNNERS OF PHILOSOPHICAL COSMOGONY

assertions to the contrary it is as well to subject the evidence to a
careful scrutiny. Pherecydes may have written his book no earlier
than Anaximander, but its matter is likely to be in part traditional,
and therefore not irrelevant to the state ofcosmogonical speculation
even before Thales. On some points reference will be made to the
comparative mythology of earlier near-eastern cultures, especially
Babylonian, Egyptian, and Hittite. There are strong similarities
between some of the Greek theogonical and cosmogonical stories
and the theogonical myths of the great river-civilizations and their
neighbours; these similarities help to explain some details of Greek
accounts down to and including Thales. Translations of the main
non-Greek texts are most conveniently to be found in Ancient
Near Eastern Texts relating to the Old Testament, ed. J. B. Pritchard
(Princeton, 2nd ed. 1955), which will be referred to as Pritchard
ANET. Useful summaries, both in the Pelican series, are H. Frankfort and others, Before Philosophy,! and 0. R. Gurney, The Hittites.
Nothing will be said in this chapter about the development of
the concept of the soul. The Homeric idea of the psyche or breathsoul as an insubstantiaT Image of the body, giving it life and
surviving it in a wretched, bloodless existence in Hades, is too
familiar to need description here. Rohde's Psyche, E. R. Dodds'
The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley, 1951), or chapter 5 of
Jaeger's Theology of the Early Greek Philosophers (Oxford, 1947), give
a good account of the popular, pre-philosophical idea of the soul.
Pythagoras was possibly the first Greek explicitly to treat the soul
assomething of moral importance, and Heraclitus first clearly
indicated that knowledge of the soul was relevant to knowledge of
the structure of the cosmos. Yet the conception that the substance
of the soul was related to aither, or to the substance of the stars,
seems from fifth-century B.c. poetical contexts to have·existed for
some time already as part of the complex body of popular beliefs,
alongside the distinct Homeric concept of a breath-soul. These
antecedents will be summarized in the chapters on Thales,
Anaximenes, Heraclitus and Empedocles (see pp. 95ff., 159ff., 2oo,
205 ff., 360). The main object of the earliest deliberate efforts to
explain the world remained the description of its growth from a
simple, and therefore fully comprehensible, beginning. Matters
concerned with human life seemed to belong to a different type of
enquiry, in which the old inherited assumptions, though sometimes
1

American title: The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man.
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-rrpoy6vovs e186ow · ... ff)s TE Ked OvpcxvoO -rro:i6es 'WKecxv6s TE Ko:i
TT)6vs eyevecr&r)v, TollTwv Se <I>6pKvs Kp6vos Te Ko:l 'Pea: Ko:l ocr01
IJETCx TOVTWV • • ••

X

But the Orphic verses of 14, though established by Plato's time, are
not necessarily as early in origin as the seventh or even the
sixth century B.C. In any case, the view which they express does
not necessarily differ greatly from that of the Hesiodic Theogonyas Plato may have perceived. There, Okeanos, Tethys and the
other Titans are born to Gaia and Ouranos at a comparatively
late stage from the point of view of cosmogonical production, but
it is in their generation that the regular reproduction, by bisexual
- means, of fully personal figures (as opposed to world-constituents
like Tartaros or Pontos) begins. 15, in which 'offspring of the
gods' shows that Plato is describing an Orphic view, indicates that
according to one Orphic account Okeanos and Tethys were the
parents of the Titans (including the theogonically vital pair Kronos
and Rhea), and not their coevals as in the Theogony. That is
probably another reason for -rrp0hos in the Orphic verses of 14:
Okeanos and Tethys are the first fully anthropomorphized couple
(though Okeanos, of course, is very much a border-line case), and
prior even to Kronos and Rhea. Hesiod had assigned less importance to Okeanos than might reasonably have been expected,
especially in view of the well-known Homeric passages 9 and 10;
so the Orphic versions presumably emended the Hesiodic account
to the extent of putting Okeanos and Tethys one generation
earlier than the Titans. Certainly there is no evidence here for
assuming a peculiarly Orphic attribution of cosmogonical importance to Okeanos.
The evidence does not prove (or even, it might be felt, suggest)
that there existed in Greece at a comparatively early date a
systematic doctrine of the cosmogonical priority of Okeanos.
Hesiod gives no indication of it, and later suppositions seem to be
based on the two unusual Homeric passages, which are left as the
only direct evidence for any such cosmogonical theory. They might
have meant no more than that water is essential for life, though
this would be rather odd. It was seen under section (i) that the
idea of an encircling river Okeanos may well have been adapted

-

and Tethys were hom as children ofGe [earth] and Ouranos [sky], and their children were
Phorkys, Kronos, Rhea and their companions . ..•

18
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from Egyptian or Babylonian beliefs. It was part of those beliefs,
too, that the world originated from primeval water (see n. 1 on
p. 13); the isolated Homeric passages could, then, be a reference
to that basic near-eastern assumption, as Plutarch assumed in 70.
The absence of any other such reference (at any rate until Thales)
suggests that the Homeric ones were idiosyncratic-even, perhaps,
pedantic; there are other indications that the composer of the
episode in which they occur had special cosmogonical and theogonical interests. The concept of the encircling river had, of course,
become assimilated in Greece at a far earlier date.

3·

NIGHT

(i) In Homer
16 Homer fl. 14, 258 (Hypnos speaks)
... Kat Ke 1-1' chOTov &rr' aleepos ~~-~~a:Ae n6VT~ (sc. Zeus)
el llfl Nv~ 8!-li}TElf>O eewv ~O'CxU>O'E Kal &v8pwv.
Tl)v tK61l1)V <proYc.>V, 6 8~ na\Jcrcno XU>OI-\Ev6s mp ·
&3ETO yap llft NVKTl eoij &rro6VIlt0 ep8ot.

This is the only place in the Homeric poems where Night is fully
personified. Again, as with the two special Okeanos passages, it
occurs in the episode of the Deceit of Zeus; and again there is an
unusual implication of special power or priority among the gods.
Zeus' respect for Night here is certainly strange,. and quite unparalleled in Homer and Hesiod. In view of later interpretations
it might suggest that the poet of this episode knew some story about
Nyx as a cosmogonical figure. But the reference is an isolated one,
and could be no more than a poetical development of the idea
implicit in the phrase Nv~ 8!-li}TEtpa eewv, 'Night subduer of the
gods' : even gods are overcome by sleep, hence even the virtually
all-powerful Zeus hesitates to offend Night, the mother of sleep,
lest she should subdue him on some unsuitable occasion. (It must
be remarked, however, that he evidently had no hesitation about
offending Hypnos himself, if he was prepared in the present
passage to fling him out of heaven.)
16 ... and M [Zeus] wouJd have cast me from tM aitMr into tM sea, out of sight, had
not Night, subduer of gods and men, saved me; to her did I come in flight, and Zeus
ceased, angry though M was; for M was in awe of doing what would be displeasing to
swift Night.

19
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(ii) An archaic cosmogonical concept according to Aristotle
17 Aristotle Met. N4, 1091 b4 ... oi OE iT'OlT}TCXt ot apxcxiol
Tcx\m;l o)..lokvs, i5 ~cxcrt:Aevetv Kcxt O:pxetv <pcxcrlv ov Tovs ;rpc:)Tovs
oTov NvKTcx Kcxi Ovpcxvov ft Xaos ft 'WKecxv6v, a:A:Aa Tov t.icx. (Cf.
Met. 1\6, I07I b27 ot eeoMyot ot €K NVKTO) YEVVWVTE): also ibid.
1072 a8.)
Aristotle thus accepted that there were poets and writers about the
gods who put Night 'first', or who generated from Night. He may
well have had the Homeric passage, 16, in mind; but this alone
would hardly motivate his inclusion of Night, and it seems probable
that he was thinking primarily of the post-Hesiodic cosmogonies,
compiled mainly in the sixth and fifth centuries, to be described
under (iii)". In these, ~ight, which was produced at a very early stage
(though not the first) in the Hesiodic cosmogonical account (24),
and was classed with Gaia, Okeanos and Ouranos in other more
casual references in the Theogony (20 and I o6 f.), is elevated to the
first stage of all, either by herself or jointly with other substances,
Ai~r Tartaros.!t is natural that both Day and Night should come
into being as soon as Sky and Earth have separated, to occupy the
gap between the two.1 It is clear from Met. 1\6, I07I b27 that by
Tovs ;rpc.OTovs in 17 Aristotle meant 'absolutely first', not simply
'at an early stage'; though all the four figures mentioned are
important in the Hesiodic account, and ~ave no knowledge
of any cosmogony which gave absolute priority to Ouraoos.
Among the offspring of Night in a subsequent passage of Hesiod, Theog.
ff., are the Moipm and Ne(JEcrts. This might seem to suggest that Night
had a primordial distributive capacity (since the idea of distribution underlies both these personifications), in a 5terra~tS or assignment of parts of the
cosmos to different gods. Such a distribution is mentioned in Homer
(again associated with the Deceit of Zeus): 18 Homer It. I5, I8g
•Ptxea 6e nOOn-ex 6e5cxcrTat, {KacrTos 5' e~~ope Ttllfis ·
f}Tot ~yC:,v (sc. Poseidon) V.cxxov not.n'w &Aa vate(JEv cxlei
ncx!.Aollevwv, 'A!5T)s 6' V.cxxe 36~ov 1')ep6eVTcx,
Zevs 5' V.cxx' ovpavov evpw ev cx16ept KCXI ve~EA1JC7t•
ycxia 6' ETI ~wi) mwrwv Kal I.ICXKpos "OAVI.I'TTOS.
1

2I I

17 ... the ancient poets similarly, inasmuch as they say that not the first figures have
rule and kingship (Night and Ouranos or Chaos or Okeanos,for example), but Zeus.( ... those writers about the gods who generate from Night.)
18 In three parts were all things divided, and each got his share of honour: I indeed
gained the grey sea to dwell in for ever, when the lots were shaken, and Hades gained misry
cklrkness, and Zeus the broad sky among aither and clouds; but earth and tall Olympus
belonged in common to all.

20
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So in Hesiod, Theog. I I 2 f. and 881 ff. (the latter passage after the subjection
of the Titans and the probably interpolated Typhoeus; cf. the division of
the heavens by Marduk after the defeat of Tiamat in the Babylonian
Creation-epic, ANET 67). Yet this happens at a relatively late stage in
cosmogony; and Moira and Nemesis are probably associated with Night
merely because, like her other children (Death, Grief, etc.), they can be
regarded as baleful and intractable powers.
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(iii) Night in cosmogonies assigned to Orpheus, Musaeus, Epimenides
19 Damascius de principiis 124 (DK 1 B 12) Tj Se ncxpa Tc{) fTeptTICXTI')TtKC{) Evofj~o~~ avcxyeypcx~o~~o~evT) ws TOV 'Opcpec.os OVO"CX eeoA.oy{cx
nav To vof1Tov ecrtwnf)crev ... <XTio Be Tfjs NVKTos enotTjcrCXTo TT)v
UPXTJV, a<p' fis KCXi ~01J.T)pOS, Ei Kcxi ~J.f} O"VVEXfi lT"ElT"Olf)TCX\ TT)v
yevecxA.oyicxv, iO"Tf)crtv· ov yap <XTiooeKTeov Evofj~o~ov A.eyoVTos em
<XTio 'WKecxvov Kcxi T11evos O:pxeTcxt . . ..
20 Philodemus de pietate 47a (DK3B5) ev Se Tois els 'Em~o~ev{5f1v
(sc. avcx<pepo~o~evots ElT"EO"tV) E~ 'AEpos Kcxi NVKTOS TO lT"CwrCX crvO"Tfjvcxt,
(wcrmp Ked) nollflPOS (<XTiocpcx{)vET' 'UlKECXVOV EK TT)evos TOV) eeovs
yevvav . . . . (Cf. also 40.)
21 Philodemus de pie tate I 37, 5 ev ~o~ev Tt<rtv EK NVKTos Kcxi
TcxpTapov AEyETCX\ TO ll"OVTCX, EV OE T\0"\V E~ nAtoov Kcxl. Aieepos· 6 Se
TT}v TtTcxvo~o~cxxicxv ypa'f'cxs e~ Ateepos <pT)criv, 'AKovcriA.cxos Se EK
Xaovs TIPWTOV TOAACX. EV Se Tois avcxcpepo~o~evots eis Movcrcxiov
yeypCXTITcxt TapTcxpov np&hov (Kcxi N)oocx.
19 (on which see also pp. 40ff.) shows that Eudemus did not
explain the priority of Night in the Orphic cosmogony as being
dependent on the Homeric passage, 16. This was because he
considered that Homer clearly assigned cosmogonical priority to
Okeanos and Tethys (9, 10). Damascius here goes counter to
Eudemus, and may mean to imply that the Orphic account was
to some extent indebted to Homer.' But the crux of the matter
19 The theology ascribed to Orpheus in Eudemus the Peripatetic kept silence about the
whole intelligible realm . .. but he made the origin from Nigh£, from whomJlomer_too
(even though he does not describe the succession ofgenerations as continuous) establis11§J.Jhe
beginning of things; for we must not accept it when Eudemus says that Homer begins from
- okeanos and Tethys . ...
20 In the verses ascribed to Epimenides all things are composed from Air and Night; as
Homer, also, declared that Okeanos begets the gods from Tethys . ...
21 In some sources all things are said to come from Night and Tartaros, and in some
from Hades and Aither; the author of the Titanomachy says they came from Aither, and
Acusilaus says that the other things come from Chaos, which was the first,· while in the
verses ascribed to Musaeus it is written that Tartaros and Night were first.
3

21
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According to 33, q.v., ~ight gave birth to Ouranos and Gaia: this seems
to have been a secondary rd:ilrili of some kind, see p. 40. The detail is not
stressed, and in fact Phanes is the real creator-god; the relation of Night
to sky and earth seems to be an incidental refinement. Another Orphic
succession (Kern fr. I07) is Chaos-Okeanos-Nyx-Ouranos-Zeus. This,
again, may merely imply a rearrangement ofHesiod in the light of Homer.
Chrysippus, who is said to have 'accommodated' to Stoicism ideas
ascribed to Orpheus and Musaeus, described Night as the first goddess
(Chrys. ap. Philodemum piet. 13, 16; 14, IS, DK2B 14).
a On Epimenides see pp. 44 f.: the hexameter cosmogony and theogony to
which his name was later attached was probably not by him (as Philodemus evidently suspected), but it may nevertheless have originated in the
sixth century B.c. Damascius, too, stated that Aer and Night were
Epimenides' first principles, and gave Eudemus as his source for this (40).
Philodemus, therefore, who must also have relied on Eudemus' standard
history of theology, provides in 2.0 an earlier confirmation of Damascius'
reliability.
3 The name of Musaeus, the mythical disciple of Orpheus and eponymous
author of oracle-literature, tended to become attached to any kind of
other-worldly verses-including, evidently, a theogonical poem like that
assigned to Epimenides. The late sixth century B.c. is a plausible tenninus
ante quem for such a poem and ascription: compare the case of Onomacritus,
who according to Herodotus vn, 6 (DK2B2oa) was banished from Athens
by Hipparchus when, having been entrusted with the collection and arrangement ofMusaeus' oracles, he was found to have inserted a spurious one.
4 Acusilaus was a genealogist who might well have given a summary, and
of course unoriginal, account of the first ancestors; though some of the
material assigned to him was later suspected. According to Damascius
(DKgB I) he made a limited rearrangement of the Hesiodic figures which
came after Chaos; but he is almost entirely irrelevant to the history of early
Greek philosophy, and scarcely deserves the space accorded him in DK.

A new and important consideration may be introduced here.
After the episode of the defeat of the Titans in the Tlzeogony comes
a series of passages (726-8rg) which have been widely recognized
as additions to the 'original' text; they are in fact short variant
descriptions of the underworld. These variants, or some of them,
may of course be no later than the rest of the poem, though not
composed for the place where they are now found. The probability
is, however, that most of them were specially composed to
'improve' on the integral references to the underworld. If this is
the case they belong to the later part of the seventh century at the
earliest, while the early sixth century seems a likelier period for
their composition. Now in most of these variants Night is, quite
naturally, given some prominence: see for example 2, where Night
surrounds the 'throat' of Tartaros, and above are the roots of the
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oOs TEKE KVo-a1-1Eln1 'Epe!3e1 <p1MTT)Tl 1-11yeio-a.
rara Se TOl 1TpWTOV !lEV eye{VaTO lo-ov ECXVTfj
Ovpavov 6:CYTEp6evB', iva 1-11v 1Tepi 1t6:vTa Kai\\rrrro1,
o<pp' Ei11 1-\aKOpeo-o-1 6eois eSos &o-<pai\es aieL
ye{VaTO S' Ovpea 1-\aKpa, eewv xcxpieVTCXS EVcxVAOVS
NV!l<pEOOV, ai VCXlOVO"lV av' ovpea !31lCYCYTJEVTa.
,; Se Kai 6:TpliyETov 1Tei\cxyos TeKev, oiS1-1aT1 6viov,
n6VTOV, C'rrep <pli\6TT)TOS E<pli-\Epov· cxVTap E1TE1Ta
OVpavc{) EW116sio-cx TeK' 'WKeavov !3a6vSiv11v,
Koi6v TE Kpi6v e· 'Y1TEpiova T' 'ICX1TET6v TE ... ·"

125

I Line I I8, &eavc:l-roov ol exovcn KOpT) Vt~6EVTOS 'OAVIllTOV, is inorganic and
quite inappropriate here, and has been omitted. It occurs in the medieval
ross., but is absent from quotations by Plato (Symp. I78B) and ps.Aristotle (MXG I, 975 a 11), as well as by Sextus Empiricus and Stobaeus.
Line I I9 was also omitted in these quotations (as, apparently, in the copy
used by Zeno of Citium: SVF I, I04-5), and a scholiast remarks &een1Tat
('it is marked as spurious'); yet it is quoted in its correct place by Chalcidius
· (in Tim. I22), who omitted I I8. Plato's continuation of I I7 by I20 is not
necessarily significant; he was solely interested in Eros, and quoted what
was relevant to Eros and no more. The scholiast's doubt, and postPlatonic omissions, may have originated in Plato's omission; or the line
may have been felt to be incongruous, having been added at the time
when the variant descriptions of Hades accrued (p. 23).
z The list of Titans is completed in the lines that follow; Gaia's subsequent
offspring are patently non-cosmological. At 154ft'. comes the story of the
mutilation of Kronos (32). At 2I Iff. there is a reversion to the production
of personified abstractions, e.g. by Night and Strife, but they have no
cosmological significance.

The author of the Theogony decided to trace back the ancestry of
the gods to the beginning of the world, and 24 is his account of the
earliest stages, in which the production of cosmic constituents like
Ouranos (sky) gradually leads to the generation of vague but fully
anthropomorphic mythical persons like the Titans. This poetical
cosmogony, composed presumably at some time during the seventh
century B.c., was not, however, inuented by Hesiod: its occasional
irrationality and reduplication of stages indicate that it is a
and bore after mingling in love with Erebos. And Earth first of all brought forth starry
Ouranos [sky], equal to herself, tQ cover her completely round about, tQ be a firm seat
for the blessed gods for ever. Then she brought forth tall Mountains, lovely haunts of the
divine Nymphs who dwell in the woody mountains. She also gave birth to the unharvested
sea, seething with its swell, Pontos, without delightful love; and then having lain with
Ouranos she bore deep-eddying Okeanos, and Koios and Krivs and Hyperion and
Iapews .. ..

PRESOCRATIC PHILOSOPHERS

There has been dispute about which region of the world is represented by Xaos in line 700. Either (a) it represents the whole or
part of the underworld : there is a parallel for this usage at
Theogony 8r4 (28), in one of the added variants (see pp. 23f.); or
(b) it represents the region between earth and aither. But (a)
would be difficult: why should the heat penetrate to the underworld
(the concussion of missiles does so at 681 ff., but that is natural and
effective)? The Titans are not in the underworld, but on Mount
Othrys (632); we have been told that the flash reaches the
upper air, and it is relevant to add that the heat, also, filled
the whole intermediate region. The following lines imagine earth
and sky as clashing together-again, the emphasis is certainly
not on the underworld. An objective judge would surely conclude that X6:os at line 700 describes the region between earth
and sky.
In view of the basic meaning of_xSc-25 (as a gap, i.e. a bounded
interval, not 'void' or anything like that), 1 and of one certain fifthcentury usage as~egion between sky and earth, and of another
use of the word in the Theogony in which therneaning is probably
the same, serious attention must be paid to an interpretation propounded most notably by Comford (e.g. Principium Sapientiae
194f.), that Xaos yeve'T' in the first line of 24 implies that the gap
between earth and sky came into b!Jng; that is, that the first stage of
cosmogony was the separation of earth and sky. This would not be
consistent with one existing and indubitable feature of the cosmogony, the postponement of the birth of Ouranos until a second
stage, at lines 126f. (Production from Chaos, lines 123ff., and
from Gaia, 126ff., may take place simultaneously.) Apart from
this peculiarity, the other conditions fit the proposed interpretation: earth, with its appendage Tartaros, appears directly the gap
is made; so does Eros, which in its most concrete form as
~!!/~exists b~~ sky and earth according to poetical
,!_ef~rences.Q It seems not improbable that in the Hesiodic scheme
the explicit description of the formation of Ouranos has been
delayed through the confused use of two separate accounts (a confusion which can be paralleled from other details of the scheme),
and that it is implied in line I x6 at the very first stage of cosmogony.
The separation of sky and earth is certainly reduplicated in the
Theogony, in a fully mythopoeic form, in the story of the mutilation
of Kronos (32); though reduplication of accounts of a different
28
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logical character (quasi-rationalistic and mythopoeic) is easier to
accept than reduplication on the same, quasi-rationalistic level.
1

A comparison has often been drawn between xexos and ginnunga-gap in
the Nordic cosmogony. This gap (which, however, preceded the creation
of the giant from whom earth and sky were made) has been taken to imply
simply an indefinite empty space: but it is important to observe that in
Snorri's schematization it is conceived as being terminated by the realm
of ice (Nijiheim) to the north and that of fire (Muspellsheim) to the south.
This certainly does not invalidate the supposition that xaos implies
primarily a region of vast size, but secondarily and implicitly its boundaries.
Not in Homer or Hesiod; most notably in 26AeschY!_us_ft.44, 1-5 (from
the Danaids)
!e_~ !Jfv &y:v05 o_Qpavos Tpoocral x66va,
ep~ yaiav AaJ.li3Cxvel YO!-!OV TVXSiv.
).,~~-~~po$5'Cin' swaTflpos ovpavov 'TTEO"WV
eKvcrs yaiav· Tj Se TiKTSTal !3poTois
J.li]AWV TE !3oO"KaS Kal !3fov l-T)J.lf)TplOV.
This idea of the rain actually fertilizing the earth may be of great antiquity.

2
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Cornford's interpretation may be helped by the verb used to
describe the first stage of cosmogony: not fiv but yevET', perhaps
implying that Xaos was not the eternal precondition of a differentiated world, but a modification of that precondition. (It is out of
the question that Hesiod or his source was_thinking of the originative
suostance as coming into being out of nothing.) The conception
that earth- and sky were originally one mass may have been so
common (see pp. 32-4) that Hesiod could take it for granted, and
begin his account of world-formation at the first stage of differentiation. This would be, undoubtedly, a cryptic and laconic procedure; and it seems probable that something more complicated
was meant by Xaos yevET' than, simply,' sky and earth separated'though I am inclined to accept that this was originally implicit
in the phrase. The nature of the gap between sky and earth, after
their first separation, may well have been somehow specified in the
popular traditions on which Hesiod was presumably drawing.
There was, conceivably, an attempt to imagine what would be the
appearance of things when there was simply dark sky, and earth,
and the gap between. Here we must turn for assistance to two of
the variants (see p. 23) on the description of the underworld,
appended to the Titanomachy in the Theogony.
26 Holy sky passionately longs to penetrate the earth, and desire takes hold of earth to
achieve this union. Rain from her bedfellow sky falls and impregnates earth, and she

brings forth for mortals pasturage for flocks and Demeter's livelihood.
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long before Homer and Hesiod, and outside Greece; (b) that Phoenicia
had its own versions of myths about the early history of the gods, in the
second millennium B.c., and was a meeting-place of cultures. It is also
true that in the theogony attributed to Sanchuniathon, after the cosmogonical summary, there is one detail (a deity, Eliun, in the generation
before Ouranos) which does not correspond with Hesiod and does
correspond with the cognate Hittite account of the 2nd millennium (see
pp. 36f.). But this may be a detail of the genuine and ancient local cosmogonical tradition; which could be incorporated at any date: it does not
prove that every part of the whole farrago assigned to Sanchuniathon
(Hermes Trismcgistus and all) has any claim to incorporate ancient
material. In particular, it does not even begin to suggest that the cosmogonical account is anything but what it appears to be, i.e. a Hellenistic
eclectic pastiche of Hesiod and later cosmogonical sources {there is a
possible mention of an egg). To use it as a means of interpreting Xaos in
the Theogony, and ofshowing that the idea of an originative windy darkness
was already established for Hesiod to assimilate, must be considered
interesting rather than scientific.
THE SEPARATION OF EARTH AND SKY IN GREEK
LITERATURE

Euripides fr. 484 (from Melanippe the Wise)
KoVl< ~!.lOs 6 ~..~veos Ci).J..' ~l.liis l.l'l'lTPOs 1rapcx,
ilis 0Vpcxv6s TE ycxia T' 1jv 1..10pcpf} l.lfCX •
mel 5' ~c.up{cr&,crcxv Ci).J..i)A.c.uv 5fxcx.
TfKTOVO"I 1TCxvTCX KavEOC.UKCXV els cpaos,
5ev5p,, 1TETElVCx, 6i)pcxs, ovs 6' aAI.lTl Tpecpet,
yevos TE 6V11TWV.
~
30 Diodorus I, 7' I (DK 68 B s, I) KCXTCx yap TTJV E~ apxiis TWV
OAC.UV oVO"TCXO"lV l.liCXV EXElV t5ecxv ovpcxv6v TE Kcxl yi)v, l.lEI.lElYI.lEVTlS
c:xVTwv Ti)s cpvcrec.us · l.lETO: 5e Tc:x\hcx 5tcxCYT<lvTc.uv Twv crc.ul.l<lTc.uv &1T'
Ci).J..i)f..c.uv ~ !.lEv K60"1.l0V 1TEptA.cxpeiV crnCXO"CXV TTJV OpC.UI.l€v,V W cxVTCj>
' S : : .... I
CYVVTcx.,tv
31 Apollonius Rhodius I, 496
T)et5ev 5' ilis ycxicx KCXl ovpcxvQs 1)5e 6CxACXO"O"CX
-:r6 1Tplv rn' Ci).J..i)f..otO"l l.llfj O"VVCXp11p6Tcx l.lOp<pfj

Z9
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29 And the tale is not mine but from my mother, lww sky and earth were one form; and
when they had been separated apart from each other they bring forth all things, and gave
them up into the light: trees, birds, beasts, the creatures nourished by the salt sea, and the
race of"mortals.
30 For by the original compositicn of the universe sky and earth had one form, their
natures being mingled; after this their bod~s parted from euh other, and the world took on
the wlwle a"angement that we see in it ...•
31 He sang lww earth and sky and sea, beingformtrly connected with each other in one
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FORERUNNERS OF PHILOSOPHICAL COSMOGONY

vdKEOS ~ 6/-ooio 0\EKf>l~ aucpis EKao-ra·
1)8'
eumSov alev ev ateept TEKuap exovow
O:o-rpa crEAT)va(T) TE Kat l)e/-ioto KEAEv6ot ....a

ws

1 The cosmogony
and anthropogony in this first book of Diodorus (who,
shortly after this passage, quoted 29) were ascribed by Diels to Democritus. There is no mention of atoms, as Cornford noted; but some details
of later stages may nevertheless come from the MlKpos 6J6:Koa~.tos (p. 403
and n.). The development of society is similar to that described by
Protagoras in the Platonic dialogue. The whole account is eclectic, but its
main features are of fifth-century origin and predominantly Ionian
character; as such it may well embody traditional cosmogonical ideas.
a Orpheus is the singer. The cosmogony has nothing in common with
special 'Orphic' accounts (§ 5) : Apollonius would naturally put into
Orpheus' mouth the most primitive-sounding version that he knew.

It has been suggested above that the implied, although not
emphasized, first stage of the Hesiodic cosmogony was the separation of sky and earth. That this idea was familiar enough in Greece
is shown by 29-31. Only 29, admittedly, is even as early as the
fifth century; but it is particularly important as explicitly describing
the separation of sky and earth as being passed on from mother to
child, i.e. as a popular and traditional account. No scientific
parallel is known; though the idea may have been merged with
specialized Ionian theories as in 30 and its continuation.
SEPARATION IN NON-GREEK SOURCES

The splitting of earth from sky is a cosmogonical mechanism that
was widely used, long before the earliest known Greek cosmogonical ideas, in the mythological accounts of the great near-eastern
cultures. (It is in fact common to many different cultures: cf., most
notably, the Maori myth of the separation of Rangi (sky) and
Papa (earth) by their constricted offspring, a close parallel to 32.)
Thus a gloss from the end of the first millennium B.C. on the
Egyptian Book of the Dead explains that 'Re began to appear as
a king, as one who was before the liftings of Shu had taken place,
when he was on the hill which is in Hermopolis' (ANET 4). Shu
is the air-god which is sputtered out by Re and lifts the sky-goddess,
Nut, from the earth-god, Kcb. In the Hurrian-Hittite 'Song of
Ullikummi' (ANET 125; Gurney, The Hittites, 190-4) Upelluri,
form, Jhrough d~tive stri.[eJ!J!E!gled aJ!art each..JjQm the other; and lww stars, moon
and the sun's paths have forever in the aither a firm boundary • ..•
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the Hittite account. The Greek version was not derived specifically
from the Hittite, of course: there was a widely diffused common
account, with many local variants, of which the Hittite tablet
gives one version and Hesiod another -a version, moreover,
which had suffered the vicissitudes of transmission to a younger
and very different culture.

ele
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1 For
the Kumarbi- tablet see ANET12o -1; Gurney, The Hittites, 19o-2;
R. D. Barnett, JHS 65 (1945) 10of.; H. G. Giiterbock, Kumarbi (Zurich
1946), 1ooff.; AJA 52 (1948) 23ff. The'Song ofUllikum mi' (seepp. 33f.)
records, on separate tablets, the further doings of Kumarbi while he is king
in heaven; that sky and earth had been separated is plainly implied there.
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ORPHIC COSMO GONIES

Several variations in cosmogony were ascribed to 'Opq>tt<of,
'Orphics '. These might be described as people who, uniting
elements from the cult of Apollo on the one hand (as Kcx6apo-tos,
the purifier) and from Thracia n reincarn ation beliefs on the other,
thought that the soul could survive if it were kept pure, and
elaborated a partly individu al mythology, with Dionysus as a
central figure, to illustrate this theory. The Thracia n Orpheus ,
with his sexual purity, his musical powers, and his power of
prophecy after death, represented the combina tion of the two
elements. Orphic beliefs were recorded in sacred accounts, le~
Myot. Now this description would certainly be true, say, of the third
century B.C.; but there has been much controversy about how
early there appeare d a distinct class of people with well-defined
and individual beliefs of this kind. W. K. C. Guthrie has a sober
discussion of the subject in chapter XI of The Greeks and their Gods
(London, I950): his view, which has many supporters, is that the
Orphic doctrine was already set out in sacred books in the sixth
century B.c. I. M. Linforth, however, in The Arts of Orpheus
(Berkeley, I94 I), analysed" all the extant texts mentioning Orpheus
and Orphics, and showed that, at any rate until 300 B.c., the
description 'Orphic ' was applied to all sorts of ideas connected
with practically every kind of rite (TEAETTj). There were writings
attributed to Orpheus , as indeed to Musaeus and Epimenides (see
pp. 2 I ff.), as early as the sixth century B.C.; Herodot us knew of
Orphics and Pythagoreans sharing a taboo in the fifth; Orphic
oracle- and dispensation-mongers were familiar to Plato, and 'so4
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called Orphic accounts' to Aristotle. But the co~us of individual
sectarian literature (of which descriptions of Hades, accounts of
theogony and cosmogony, hymns, etc., are known to us) cannot
for the most part be traced back earlier than the Hellenisticperiod,
and in its present form mostly belongs to the Roman period. The
inscribed metal sheets from graves in Magna Graecia and Crete,
with instructions of an Orphic character for the soul of the dead
man, again do not much precede Hellenistic times. The conclusion
to be drawn from the available evidence seems to the present
writer to be, as Linforth held, that there was no exclusively Orphic
body of belief in the archaic period. However, Orpheus was then
beginning to be treated as the patron saint of rites and ritual ways
of life; and his name, like that of his legendary disciple Musaeus,
became attached to theogonical literature of this period. Beliefs
about reincarnation were becoming current in the Greek world,
particularly in the west, and some adherents of these beliefs were
calling themselves 'Opq>lKoi by the fifth century. The formation of
an exclusive sect with a definite body of relevant sacred literature
came later.
In the present context, however, it is not necessary to try to
establish a hypothesis on the Orphic question in general. The
problem is primarily whether the cosmogonical ideas ascribed to the
Orphics could have affected, or did affect, the development of
philosophical thought in the sixth and fifth centuries.
Some elements of Orphic cosmogony were obviously derived
from the Hesiodic Theogony, which influenced nearly all subsequent mythological thought on the subject. Thus both Chaos
and Ni_ght will be seen to have had considerable importance in
Orphic contexts. These elements passed through the medium of
late archaic accounts like those of 'Epimenides ', 'Musaeus' and
Acusilaus (p. 23 nn. 2-4), and became gradually embedded in an
individual Orphic mythological complex. Other elements are
almost certainly later in origin, and in some cases show awareness
of the details of oriental cult and iconography. 1 (This is a case of
a learned adaptation of specific foreign information, not of the
quite distinct process of the gradual assimilation of a widelydiffused general idea.) There are many scholars, however (including e.g. Gruppe, Mazon, Nestle), who have nevertheless followed
an ancient tendency to regard all beliefs described as 'Orphic',
including these cosmogonical beliefs, as of great antiquity. The
38
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evidence set out below should demonstrate the subjective nature
of any such tendency. The one unusual idea is that of the egg as a
secondary theogonical mechanism.
Most conspicuously, Time, Xp6vos, as a primary cosmogonical figure
may derive from the Iranian hypostatization Zvran Akarana (unending
time). But this Iranian concept finds its earliest testimony in a late 4th·
century B.C. Greek reference, by Eudemus as reeorted in Damascius, and
there is no reason to think that it was formulated as early as the Greek
archaic period. 'Time' is a sophisticated cosmogonical concept in Plato's
Timaeus; it was also personified, probably as an etymology of Kronos, by
Pherecydes of Syros as early as the sixth century, though probably not with
a profound abstract significance (seen. 1 on p. 46 and n. 1 on p. 56). Its
oriental derivation in the Orphic accounts is indicated by its concrete
shape as a multi-headed winged snake. Such multipartite monsters, as
distinct from simpler fantasies like centaurs and perhaps gorgons, are
orientalizing in character, mainly Semitic in origin, and begin to appear
in Greek art around 700 n.c. They were, of course, extremely popular as
decoration during the seventh and the first quarter of the sixth centuries.
(Minoan art, too, had had its monsters, mainly dog-headed deities and
other relatively simple theriomorphic creations.) That the winged-snake
form of Time is much later, in its Greek appearances, than the Orientalizing period in art is chiefly suggested by the identification of an abstractilm
with such a form. This shows an acquaintance with rather complex
oriental (especially Assyrian or Babylonian) modes of thought-something
very different from the mere borrowing of a pictorial motif, or even the
assimilation of a fully concrete myth-form. Such extravagances of the
imagination evoked little sympathy in the Greek mind before the Hellenistic
period. (It should be added, however, that some scholars see no objection
to taking the winged-snake Chronos as archaic in date.)
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NEOPLATONIST ACCOUNTS OF ORPHIC COSMOGONIES

The later Neoplatonists (fourth to sixth centuries A.D.), and in
particular Damascius, with their long schematic allegorizations of
earlier mythological accounts, are the main source for Orphic
versions of the formation of the world. These writers are more
reliable than appears at first sight, since much of their information
was derived from summaries of Eudemus' great Peripatetic
history of theology. In some cases fragments oflate Orphic poetry
can be adduced to confirm details of the Neoplatonic descriptions,
which are tiresomely diffuse (and are therefore schematized in (ii)
and (iii) below) and are expressed in the peculiar terminology of
that school. Four different accounts of a cosmogony specifically
named as Orphic are extant.
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(i) Derivationfrom Night
Damascius in 19 (q.v.) stated that according to Eudemus 'the
theology ascribed to Orpheus ... made the origin of things from
Night'. According to the Rhapsodies, I Night was the daughter of
- Phanes (seen. I on p. 22 and n. 3 on p. 41), himself descended
from Chronos. She was given prophetic powers by Phanes,
succeeded him as ruler, and seems somehow to have given birth
for a second time to Gaia and Ouranos.2 The secondary and
repetitive nature of this production of sky and earth, and the
obvious intention to make Phanes the ultimate creator of the world,
suggest that Night's cosmogonical priority (as distinct from her
undoubted position as a venerable figure among the gods) is here
mainly the result of the derivative and syncretistic character of the
Orphic theogony. Eudemus' judgement, however, is independent
of these later developments, and must clearly be assessed in the
light of Aristotle's references (17) to writers about the gods who
generated from Night. On pp. 20 and 24 it is conjectured that tliese
references are to sixth-century adaptations and elaborations of the
Hesiodic Theogony, and that no earlier, autonomous doctrine is
implied. Two such elaborations are ascribed to Epimenides and
Musaeus in 20 and 21; it was inevitable that similar systems should
be associated also with Orpheus, if not in the sixth century B.c.,
then in the fifth or fourth. It appears probable that it was to this
kind of derivative theogony that Eudemus referred.
The so-called Orphic Rhapsodies (lepoi Myo1 ev pcxljlcp51ms KO according
to the Suda s.v. 'Opq>evs), of which many fragments survive (Kern,
frr. 59-235), mostly through quotation in Neoplatonist works, are a late
compilation of hexameter verses of varying date of composition. None of
them are certainly pre-Hellenistic and most are probably much later.
Their name indicates their heterogeneous origin; it is significant that no
author before the full Christian period seems to have heard of these verses,
and it seems highly probable that their elaboration into an Orphic Iliad
was not taken in hand until the third or fourth century A.D. Genuinely
archaic beliefs might, of course, be embedded in some of these verses, late
as they are in composition and collection.
2 33 Orph. Rhaps. fr. 109 Kern (from Herrnias) (Nv~) t'} 5€ TICcAIV fcxiav
TE Kcxl Ovpcxvov ropvv ETIKTE I oei~ev ,.. e~ &q>cxv&v cpcxvepovs ol ,.. eloi yeve6AT\V.
But Phanes had already created Olympus, sun, moon and earth (frr. 8g,
96, 91-3, 94 Kern, from the Rhapsodies), and sky is also presupposed.
I

33 And she [Night], again, bore Gaia and broad Ouranos, and revealed them as
manifest, from being unseen, and who they are by birth.

PRESOCRATIC PHILOSOPHERS

T H E EGG I N EARLIER GREEK SOURCES, NOT SPECIFI CALLY
ORPHIC

39 Aristophanes Birds 693 (the chorus of birds speak)
Xaos fiv Kal Nv~ "Epe~6s TE IJEAav 1TpOOTOV Kal TapTapos evpvs,
n; 5' ov5' •AT)p ov5' Ovpavos fiv. 'Epe~ovs 5' ~v amlpocn 1<6A1TOIS
TIKTel 1Tpwncrrov \rrnjve~Jlov Nv~ f) IJEAav61TTepos ¢6v,
~~ OV mplTEAAOIJEVals wpms E~Aacrrev "Epws 6 1T06E1V6s,
crrit.j3wv VOOTOV 1TTEpVy01V xpvcraiv, ell<WS WEIJWI<Ecrl 5{vals. 697
o\iTos 5e X&e1 1TTEp6eVTl ~Jlyels vvxl~ KaTa TapTapov ~:vpw
Mmevcrev yevos f111hepov, Kcxi 1TpooTov Cxvl)yayev ~s cp&s.
1Tp6TEpov 5' oV!< fiv yevos &eaverrwv 1Tplv "Epws ~WEIJEl~ev &lraVTcx·
~VIllllYWIJEVWV 5' hepwv rnpOIS yevET' OVpavos 'WKeav6s TE
Kal f f) 1TcXVTWV TE 6eoov IJal<Cxj)WV yeVOS 6:cp61TOV. w5e IJEV ~criJEV
1TOAV 1TpEcr~VTaTOl 1TCxVTWV IJa!<apwv.
40 Damascius de principiis I24 (DK3B5; from Eudemus) Tov 5€
'E1Tl~JEVI5T)V 5vo 1TpWTas apxas V1To6ecr6al •Aepa Kai NVI<Ta .. .
~~ &v yeVVT)ef)Val T apTapov ... e~ &v 5vo T lTCi:vas1 • • • &v lllX6EVTWV
&A/.fi!.OIS ¢ov yevecr6a1 ... e~ ov 1TOA1V Cl:AAT)V yeveav 1Tpoe!.6eiv.
1

The manuscript has Suo Ttvas, but Kroll's emendation to Suo TtTava)
(accepted by Kranz in DK) is indicated by the etymology implied in the
Neoplatonist parenthesis that follows the disputed word, Tl)v voT)Tl')v
11E0"6TT)TCX OVf(A) Ko:AtaCXVTCX, St6Tt ElT' aiJcpc..> 'StcxTE(vet, T6 TE Co<pov xal
To 1rtpas. The other omissions in the text as printed above are Neoplatonic
paraphrases which throw no light on the interpretation.

39 was written in 414 B.c. or shortly before. 40 lays claim to a still
earlier date, but Philodemus in 20 evidently suspected the authenticity of the attribution of this verse theogony to Epimenides. T here
was considerable doubt about Epimenides' historical position,
39 First of all was Cha4s and Night and black Erebos and wide T artaros, and neitlrrr
Ge rwr Aer rwr Ourarws existed; in the bound/us bosoms of Erebos black-winged Night
begets,first, a wind-egg,from which in the fulfilment of the seasons ardent Eros burgeoned
forth, his back gleaming with golden wings, like as he was to the whirling winds. Eros,
mingling with winged, gloomy Cluzos in broad Tartaros, hatched out our race and first
brought it into the light. There was no race of immortals before Eros mingled all things
together; Jut as one mingled with another Ouranos came into being, and Okearws and Ge
and the unfading race of all the blessed gods. Thus we are by far the oldest of all the
·trtessed ones.
40 Epimenides posited two first principles, Air and Night • • .from which Tartaros was
produced . . .from all of which two Titans were produced . . .from whose mutual mingling
an egg came into being . . .from which, again, other offspring came forth.
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1
This sense of TpolTal is absolutely unparalleled and highly improbable,
especially since Tpo1ral i}e:>.loto are mentioned three times in the Hesiodic
Works and Days, always meaning solstice. But (a), as well as (b), is virtually
impossible: for even though Tpo1ral i}e:>.loto can, and indeed does, mean
'solstice' or 'solstices', it cannot conceivably in any kind of Greek mean a
device (whether a cave or anything else) for marking or observing solstices.
2 There were other actual
Ortygias as well as Delos (to which the name is
only applied in contexts which could have been affected by learned
speculation on 49): notably the island forming part of Syracuse, and a
precinct near Ephesus. 'OpTVYIT) means 'of the quail' (6pTv~). and might
be applied to any locality at which quails habitually rested in their
migrations between Egypt and the north. A difficulty in identifying
Ortygie with Delos is that the two places are distinguished in the Homeric
Hymn to Apollo ( 16); but the passage is suspect on other grounds. A far
more serious difficulty, and one that has been widely ignored, is that of
identifying Ivplt), with a short upsilon, with Iiipos, which has a long
upsilon. The conncxion of Syrie with Syracuse is also philologically
improbable. Miss H. L. Lorimer (Homer and the Monuments 8off.) argued
for Ivplt) referring to Syria (which, she maintained, might have been
na~vely taken for an island), and for Tpom:xl meaning 'sunrise', i.e. the
east. But it seems impossible that Syria should be termed an island; and
the Phoenicians would hardly have been conceived as spending a whole
year trading with a place so near their own country (cf. Od. 15, 455).
3 156t Tpo1ral f)e:>.loto could describe either Syrie or Ortygie. Here an
observation of Miss Lorimer's is of great importance: the only other place in
Homer where Ortygie is mentioned is Od. 5, 123, where Orion, having been
carried off by Eos, is slain in Ortygie by Artemis. The implication is that
Ortygie was the dwelling-place of Eos, the dawn, and therefore that it lies
in the east. Miss Lorimer thought that solstices could not carry a directional
meaning. But, since solstices would normally be observed at sunrise (by the
bearing method), 'where the summer solstice is' would signify the general
direction in which the sun rises at the summer solstice, namely north-east
by east; while 'where the winter solstice is' would signify south-east by
east. The summer solstice is the important one for record purposes, and
the mention of the solstice, by itself, might naturally bring to mind the
north-east by east direction. Thus the intention of the Homeric phrase is to
indicate the general direction of this probably mythical Ortygie. It is
worth adding that the dwelling-place of Eos was often conceived as being
Aia, and that Aia was commonly identified with Colchis; and Colchis does
in fact lie roughly north-east by east from the centre of the Ionian coast·
line.

T H E CONTENTS OF PHERECYDES' BOOK

(i) The primeval deities; initial creation by Chronos; the recesses
so Diogenes Lacrtius I, I I9 a<f>seTo:l Se ToO Lvpiov T6 TE
r>lr>Aiov 0 <TWeypCX\j)EV 00 f) apxt). (Fr. I) Zas IJEV Ko:l Xp6vos ~aav
50

There is presmed of the man of Syros the book which he wrote of which the begin·
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Ka\ xeovifl· xeov{1J Se OVOIJCX eyeve-ro rfj, rnetST) cx\rrfj Zexs yfiv
yepas StSoi.
51 Damascius de principiis I 24 his <l>epel<VSfls Se 6 ~vptos Zav-rcx
IJEv elvat &e\ Kcx\ Xp6vov KCXi xeovicxv TCxS Tpeis 1TpWTCXS &pxas ... TC>V
S€ Xp6vov 1T0tficrcxt EK TOV y6vov ECXVTOV 1TVp KCXi 1TVEVIJCX KCXt vScup ...
t~ wv ev 1TE\ITE · ~-~vxois St1JPfliJEVCUV 1TOAAT)v OAAflV yeveexv avCJTfjvcxt
eec;:lV, Ti)v 1TEVTEJ..IVXOV KcxAOVJ..IEVflV, Tcx\rrov Se iacus ei1Teiv 1TEVTEKOCJIJOV.
52 Porphyrius de antra nymph. 3 I . . . TOV ~vpiov <l>epeKv8ov
IJV)(OVS Kat !366povs Kcx\ aVTpcx Kcxi evpas KCXi TIVACXS AEYOVTOS KCXt
StO: Totrrcuv alvtTTOJ..IEvov TCxS Twv \j)VXWV yeveaets Kcxi &1Toyevecrets.
(xel

"'

Zas and Chronos and Chthonie 'always existed' : this resolves the
difficulty of creation ex nihilo. An analogous declaration is seen,
some two generations later, in Heraclitus' world-order, which no
god or man made, but always was, and is, and shall be (220); also
in Epicharmus fr. I (DK23 B x-probably genuine), where the
case is explicitly argued. But already in the sixth century B.c. the
divinity assigned to Anaximander's O:netpov and Anaximenes' air
probably implies that these, too, had always existed. It is surprising
to find this concept stated so explicitly, and in a theogonical
context, at this relatively early date. Yet the gods who always
existed are probably conceived as original forms (by etymology)
of conventional figures from the traditional theogony; and one of
them is 'Time', which Inight naturally be felt, without any deep
abstract reflexion, to have been unborn. Thus Pherecydes was
not trying to solve a logical difficulty about creation so much as to
substitute a new first stage, dependent on etymology and particularly on a new understanding of Kronos the father of the gods, for
the imprecise, if more rationalistic, 'Chaos came into being' of
Hesiod.
The names are unusual. Zas (accusative ZaVTcx) is obviously an
etymological form of Zeus, and is perhaps intended to stress the
ning is:' Zas and Chrorws always existed and Chthonie; and Chthonie got the name ofGe,
since Zas gave her Ge as a present [or prerogative].'
SI Pherecydes of Syros said that Zas always existed, and Chrorws and Chthonie, as the
three first principles . .. and Chrorws made out of his own seed fire and wind [or breath]
and water . • .from which, when they were disposed in jive recesses, were composed numerous
other offspring of gods, what is called 'of the jive recesses', which is perhaps the same as
saying 'ofjive worlds'.
sz ... when Pherecydes, the man ofSyros, talks ofrecesses and pits and caves and doors
and gates, and through these speaks in riddles of the becomings and deceases of souls.
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element 3a- (an intensive prefix), as in 306eos, 3afJs; though there
is some possibility that the form Zas is intended to link the sky-god
Zeus with the earth-goddess Ge, whose Cyprian form is 31i.
X6ovi11, from xewv, is presumably intended to represent Earth in
a primitive role, perhaps as the abode of chthonic daimons, and
at all events with stress on the underparts of the earth. As for
~os, it has been argued, notably by Wilamowitz, that the true
' readUig must be Kp6vos: Kronos played an important part in
Pherecydes' theogonyaccording to one extant fragment, 58, and
'Time' is a surprisingly sophisticated cosmogonical concept for
the sixth century B.c. But Xp6vos, which is widely supported in
the sources, is almost certainly correct; the other two figures are
etymologizing variants of well-known theogonical figures, and we
naturally anticipate a similar case with the third figure. The
substitution of Xp6vos for Kp6vos is just what we should expect
here.1 It appears likely that by the later stages of the theogony the
primeval trio assumed their familiar form as Zeus, Kronos and
Hera. z That Pherecydes was addicted to etymologies emerges
clearly from our scanty evidence: thus, in addition to the idiosyncratic derivations of names already discussed, Xaos was perhaps
connected by him (as later by the Stoics) with xeecr6a1 (p. 59 n.),
and so interpreted as water; Rhea was called 'Pi) (DK 7Bg),
and perhaps connected with peiv etc.; Okeanos was called
Ogenos (54); the gods called a table 6voop6s, 'watcher over
offerings' (DK 7B 12).
1 Wilamowitz roundly declared that 'Time', as a cosmogonical god in the
sixth century, was impossible. Certainly the abstraction implied in the
j<p6vov SIKf} (Solon, see 113}, O{. Tf)v Tov XJ?6vov TCx~tv (Anaximander, see
xu}, is iCsSstartling in its implications, as ar~os 6 TICxvTcuv mrn'lp
of Pin dar Ol. 2, 17 and the hypostatized Time o tragedy; though the two
last instances provide some parallel. The Iranian cosmogonical Time,
Zvran Akarana, was introduced as a refinement of Mazdaism and cannot
be assumed earlier than the fourth century B.C. (n. on p. 39}, though the
possibility of oriental influence in this respect cannot be entirely discounted.
The Chronos of the late Orphic cosmogonies was presented in a Hellenistic
shape, and cannot be taken as any kind of parallel or precedent for the
sixth century B.C. ~exion of Kronos_ with_Chronos was certainly
made by later Orphics (cf. e.g. Kern Orph. Frag. fr. 68}, but according to
Plutarch (Is. Osir. 32) this ~!_~Ommen Greek ide':ltification : we cannot
say whether or not Pherecyaes was 1he originator. That he did intend to
relate them is stated by Hermias and Probus (DK7Ag), probably after
Stoic sources. In any event one should not exaggerate (as Wilamowitz
did) the depth of abstraction, and of metaphysical content, implied by the
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presence of Chronos in so. Pherecydes probably took the Kronos of
legend, asked himself what the etymology was, and arrived at the obvious
answer, Chronos or Time--a familiar and simple concept which is plainly
somehow involved in cosmogony.
:a Chthonie gets the name of Ge, Earth, at a subsequent stage, presumably
when Zas presents her with the cloth embroidered with earth in S4· But
at that point she apparently takes over the control and guardianship of
flarriages; this was Hera's prerogative (as rall'I)Ala) according to the
general view, and in so far as Chthonie-Ge is the wife ofZas-Zeus she is also
thought of as becoming Hera. (Demeter, who is much closer to Ge, was in
charge of certain female activities, as 6ealloq>6pos, but not of marriage;
she may, however, provide a connecting link.) Hera was probably not an
earth-goddess in origin, but there are other isolated cases where she
replaces Gaia; for example, she appears to be the mother ofTyphaon in
the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, 351 f., also in Stesichorus (Et. Magn. 772.
50); cf. 53, and Virgil Aen. IV, 166.

Damascius in 51 is following Eudemus. Chronos makes fire,
wind and water out of his own seed,1 and this is implied to take
place at an early stage. The episode cannot be invented, though it
would not be surprising if some details of it were distorted. One is
reminded of Egyptian cosmogonical accounts in which the first
world-constituents are produced by the onanism of a primeval
god, notably that of Atum-Re mentioned in the Memphis theology
(ANET 5); and also of the mutilation of Ouranos by Kronos in
32, where certain mythological figures are begotten by Ouranos'
member and the blood from it. The idea that the human seed is
creative, and therefore that a primary deity's seed is cosmogonically creative, is neither surprising nor illogical. What is surprising here, however, is the things which are thus created: they
smack of fifth-century four-element theory, earth being omitted
because already accounted for in the very name of Chthonie-Ge.
'TTVEVI..lCX looks suspiciously anachronistic, even though Anaximenes
emphasized its importance at roughly this period (pp. 14gff.).
These substances cannot have formed the raw material of later
cosmic arrangement: for according to 51 what they produce is not
a world but deities of some kind. In fact, I would suggest that the
seed producing fire, wind {1TVEVI-lcx) and water is probably a later
rationalizing interpretation, perhaps Stoic in origin but based on
the Aristotelian concept (itself to some extent indebted to Diogenes
of Apollonia, cf. 619 fin.) that the human o-rrep1-1cx, seed, contains
oV!l<pVTov 1TVEV!lcx, innate breath, which is also described as being
'hot' and aitherial (cf. e.g. Generation ofanimals Bg, 736bggff.). In
accounts of early Stoic physiology, too, the seed is described as
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x Plato probably had Pherecydes in mind in 6z Sophist 242 e-n 1-1ii66v Ttvcx
eKacrros q>alveTalllot SnwetcrBat 'ITatalv ws ova1v Jilltv, 6 ll~v ws Tpla Ta oVTa,
1TOAEI,!Ei Se aAAtlAOIS evioTE a~ITWV OTTCX 'IT!J, TOT~ Se Kal q>I'Acx ytyv6j.IEVCX
yai,!OVS TE KCXI T6KOVS Kal Tpoq>aS TWV ~Ky6vc..>V 'ITCXPEXETCXI . . . • We cannot
assume, however, that all the incidents mentioned here are consciously
derived from Pherecydes.
CONCLUSION

In spite of all uncertainties, Pherecydes is clearly a notable figure
in the history of Greek cosmogonical speculation. As Aristotle
implied (42), he combines the mythological approach with a more
objective one. The assertion that three deities always existed
implies a ratio~l amendment to the traditional genealogical
pattern; yet the method of creation pursued by Chronos is as
crudely anthropomorphic as anything in Hesiod. The details of
the allegory of the decorated cloth, if correctly interpreted, are
part of the stock of pure myth; at the same time the allegory
itself, which is of the highest interest both for its originality and for
its beauty, shows that Pherecydes accepted the naive but not
unempirical view of the structure of the world which was outlined
in §I. His interest in etymology, and consequent handling of the
first gods, is the first clear manifestation of a way of thinking
conspicuous in Aeschylus and Heraclitus, and it evidently still
impressed the Orphic eclectics of three and more centuries later.
Pherecydes was an individualist both in his handling of the
traditional stories of the gods and in his use of uncommon motifs.
There is practically no indication of special near-eastern influence,
except conceivably in the seven recesses. There is, however, one
respect in which his narrative is closer to oriental accounts than
to Greek ones. It is evident that in his book many incidents concerning the three pre-existing deities were related before the
cosmogony proper (that is, the formation of earth and Ogenos) was
reached. This may be compared with the Babylonian creationmyth, for example, where the splitting of Tiamat to form sky and
earth comes only at the end of a long saga of the gods; and con-

6z Each seems to me to tell us a kind ofstory, as though we were children, one saying that
existing things are three, and that certain of them in some way.fight with each other at times,
and at times they become good friends and provide marriages and births and nurturings of
their offspring . . ..

THALES

64 Herodotus I, I 70 (from 66) ... 8ciMw av5pos MIAT)O'lOV ...

To O:v€Kcx6ev yevos eoVTos

<Dolv1Kos ... .

The story of Thales' Phoenician ancestry, barely mentioned by
Herodotus in 64 (though 63 makes it appear as though he had
said more; the references in Douris and Democritus are otherwise
unknown), was later much elaborated, partly, no doubt, to support
the common theory of the eastern origins of Greek science. If
Thales drew the attention of the Milesians to the navigational
value of the Little Bear, used earlier by Phoenician sailors (see So),
this would add to the force of Herodotus' comment. The probability is that Thales was as Greek as most Milesians. 1
I cr. 65 Herodotus I, 146 ... M!VVC(I oe 'OpxOI-lEVIOI O'<j>l (sc. the Ionian
colonists) &vo:!-lellEixcno:t Ko:l Ko:S!-leiot Ko:l £1pvoms.... Thus Thales'
'Phoenician' ancestors were probably Cadmeians from Boeotia and not
full-blooded Semites. His father, Examyes, seems to have had a Carian
name. Herodotus went on to say that even the ostensibly purest Ionian
families were mixed by intermarriage with Carian women.
PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES

66 Herodotus I, I 70 XPT)O"Tl) 5e Kal 1Tpiv i1 5!acpeapf\val 'lwviT)v
0at.€w av5pos MlAT)CTiov eyevETo (sc. 1) yvooj.lT)), TO aveKaeev yevos
e6VTos <t>oiv!Kos, os El<et.eve ev j3ovt.eVTijp10v "lwvas EKTf\0'6al, TO oe
elvm ev Te<{) (Tewv yap IJEcrov elvm 'lwviT)s), Tas oe &AAas 'TTOAias
oiKEOIJevas IJT)OEV ficrcrov vo1Jisecr6m KaTa 1rep ei of\j.lol elev.
67 Herodotus I, 75 ws OE a1T{KETO E1Tl TOV n At.vv 'TTOTaj.lOV 6
Kpoicros, TO eveev-rev, ws IJEV eyw t.eyw, KaTa Tas eovcras yecpvpas
O!Ej3ij3acre TOV cr-rpaT6v, ws OE 6 'TTOAAOS Myos 'Et.Aijvwv, eat.f\s
oi o Mi/.i}cr!OS o1ej3ij3acre. O:'TTopeoVTOS yap Kpolcrov oKc..:>S oi 5!a~i}crETal Tov 1TOTaj.lov 6 cr-rpaT6s (ov yap 51) elva! Kc..:> To\hov Tov
xp6vov TaS yecpvpas TaVTas) /.eyeTa\ 1Tape6VTa TOV eat.f\v EV T<{j
64 ... of Thales, a man of Miletus . .. being a Phoenician by ultimate descent . ...
65 .. . Minyans from Orchomenus are mixed with them [the Ionian colonists], and
Cadmeians and Dryopes . •••
66 Useful also was the opinion, bejQre the destruction of Ionia, of Thales, a man of
Miletus, being a Phoenician by ultimate descent, who advised the Ionians tQ have a single
deliberative chamber, saying that it should be in Teos,jQY this was in the middle of Ionia;
tne other cities should continue to be inhabited but should be regarded as if they were demes.
67 When he came to the Halys river, Croesus then, as I say, put his army across by the
existing bridges; but, according to the common account of the Greeks, Thales the Milesian
transferred the army for him. FQY it is said that Croesus was at a [QSS hQw his army should
cross the Hver, since these bridges did not yet exist at tf!.is}2eri9d; and that Tlzales, who was
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a-rpcrromS~ no1fjaa• cx\rri;> Tov noTallov ~~ &plOTEpfis xe•pbs ptovra
TOV a-rpaTOV Ka\ ~ Se~•fis ptelv, 1T01fjO'a1 s~ wSe· &vc.ueev TOV
a-rpcrromSov &p~<X1.1evov S1oopvxa (3a6eav 6pvaae1v &yoVTa llflV0€1·
Sea, OKC.US av TO O'TpaT6neSov iSpvllEVOV KaTCx VOOTOV A.<X(3o1, Tcx\rn)
KaTex Ti)v S1oopvxa ~KTpan61,.1evos eK Twv &pxatc.uv peEepc.uv, Kai aifns
nap<XIlE1(301,.1EVOS TO O'TpaT6mSov es TCx &pxara ta(3<XAA.o1, WO'T€
~lTElTE K<Xl ~ax{a6fl TClxlO'Ta 6 1TOT<XI,.IOS Ccll<pOTEp'fl Sla(3aTOS eyevETO.
,Herodotus provides important evidence for Thales' activities as
statesman and engineer (also as astronomer, 76). Such versatility
seems to have been typical of the Milesian thinkers, whom it is
tempting to consider too exclusively as theoretical physicists.
Thales, especially, became a symbol for ingenuity of a mathe·
matical and geometrical kind: &v6pc.unos 8<XAfis ('the man's a
Thales'), says a character in Aristophanes (Birds 1009) of Meton
the town-planner; and Plato (Rep. 6ooA) coupled him with
Anacharsis. Herodotus, it is true, did not believe the story in 67
about Thales diverting the river Halys, but he did not deny that
this is the sort of thing Thales might have done. There probably
were crossings over the Halys, but Croesus' army might not have
found them: H erodotus was rightly cautious, although the grounds
of his suspicion were no~ certainly correct. He went on to mention
a variant account by which the river was totally diverted into a
new bed; the story, therefore, may have been widespread. The
circumstantial and restrained nature of the version of 67 suggests
that it contained a kernel of truth.
TRADITION OF A VISIT TO EGYPT

68 Aetius I, 3> I eaA.fis ... <plAOO'O<pf}aas s~ tv AlyVlTT~ i)Aeev els
MiAl)Tov npea(311Tepos.
~
69 Proclus in Euclidem p. 65 Friedl. (from Eudemus) (DK I I A I I)
9<XAfis s~ npWTOV els AiyvnTOV EA.6wv 1-lETftyayev els Ti)v <Et.Aaoa
-ri)v eec.upiav TaVTfJV (sc. -ri)v YEC.UilETpiav) ....
present in the army, made the river, which flowed on the left hand of the army, flow on the
right hand also. He did so in this way: beginning upstream of the army he dug a deep
channel, giving it a crescent shape, so that it should flow round the back of where the army
was encamped, being diverted in this way from its old course by the channel, and passing
the camp shouldflow into its old course once more. The result was that as soon as the river
was divided it became fordable in both its parts.
68 Thaks . .. having practised philosophy in Egypt came to Miletus when he was older.
69 Thaks, having first come to Egypt, transferred this study [geometry] to Greece ....
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70 Plutarch de Is. et Osir. 34, 364 D oioVTat St Kal ·ollT)pov

wcrrrep 9<XAfjv lla66VTa Tiap' Aiyvrrrlc.>v VOc.>p apxf)v ern&VTc.>v Kat
yeveow Ti6ecrBat.
It was the custom to credit the sixth-century sages (notably, for
example, Solon) with visits to Egypt, the traditional fountain-he ad
of Greek science. Thales as the earliest known Greek geometer had
a special reason for being associated with the home of landmeasurement.1 The implication of68 that he spent a considerable
time there is unique and not persuasive. That he did visit Egypt,
however, is possible enough: several of his achievements are quite
plausibly located there (e.g. 81; see also p. 86), and Miletus' relations with its colony N aucratis were so close as to make a visit by any
prominent citizen, trader or not, perfectly feasible. The reference
to Homer in 70 is, of course, to the Okeanos-passages 9 and 10:
Plutarch knew that in some Egyptian mythological cosmogonies
water played an essential part, and we shall in fact see (pp. go f.) that
Thales probably derived his idea that the earth floats on water from
earlier near-eastern, and possibly Egyptian, mythological accounts.
I cr. 71 Herodotus n, 109 SoKfet Sf 1!01 ev6e0TEV (sc. from re-measureme nt
of holdings after the annual flood of the Nile) yec.>I!ETPIT) evpe&iaa els Tflv
'EAMoa hraveAeeiv.

Further, Thales appears in Aetius as the holder of a theory
about the flooding of the Nile which is one of three already
recorded by Herodotus:
71. Herodotus u, 20 (there are two particularly improbable
theories about the cause of the flood) Twv 1i hepT) 1.1€v f..eyet Tovs
E-n)crlas aVEilOVS elvat ahiovs 1TAT)6VEtV TOV 1TOTall6V, Kc.JAVOVTas ~s
eat..acrcrav El<peetv TOV Neif..ov.
73 Aetius xv, r, 1 9af..fjs Tovs E-rf)crias &v€1.1ovs oieTat 1TVEOVTas
Tfj AlyV1TT~ aVTmpocrc~movs rnaipetv TOV Neif..ov TOV oyKOV O!Cx
TO TcXS tKpoas aVTOV Tfj 1TapotSl)cret TOV aVTmapl)KOVTOS 1TEA6:yovs
avaK6TITEcrBat.
70 They think that Homer also, like Thales, made water principle and birth of all
things through learning from the Egyptians.
71 It seems /Q me that geometry was discovered from this source (sc. re-measurement of
holdings after the Nile flood) and so came to Greece.
72 Of these, one theory says that the Etesian winds are the cause of the river flooding,
by preventing the Nile from running out into the sea.
73 Thales thinks that the Etesian winds, blowing straight on to Egypt, raise up the mass
ofthe Nile's water through cutting offits outflow by the swelling ofthe sea coming against it.
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Aetius probably depends on a lost Peripatetic treatise, of which
traces have survived in other sources (Diels Doxographi Graeci 226f.):
therefore his information may be reliable and not, as is nevertheless possible, a purely speculative ascription. IfThales did advance
this theory then he may have seen the Nile himself; though it
should be remembered that he could easily·have got the relevant
information (that the Etcsian winds blow in Egypt too), and even
the idea, from Milesian traders.
ANECDOTES ABOUT THALES AS THE TYPICAL PHILOSOPHER

Plato Theaetetus I 74A ... wamp KO:i eo:t..fiv &a-rpoVOI.IOVV'Ta,
ave.:> !'t..rnoVTo:, ma6VT<X els q>peap, BpCFr-ra TIS
~~-~~-~et..T)s K<Xi xapieaao: eepcrno:tvis CrnOO'KW\J'O:l AEyET<Xt, oos TO 1-!Ev tv
ovp<XV~ 'Tl'p06vi-!OiTO e15£vo:t, TO 5' 6-rrtaSev o:VTov K<Xi 'Tl'<Xpa n6Sas
t..aveavot o:VT6v.
75 Aristotle Politics A 11, I259a9 6vet5ts6vTwv yap o:VT~ Sta
TT)v mv{av oos &vc.:>q>ef..ovs Tfis q>tf..oaoq>io:s OVO'T)S, K<XT<XVo{]aCXVTa
q><Xatv o:VTov ~A<XIWV q>opav ~0'01-!Evf'IV ~ Tfis CcO'Tpof..oy{as, m
XEtllWVOS OVTOS, eV'Jl'opi)aCXVTo: XPfll.lCrrc.:>V 6/..fywv &ppa/3&vo:~ Sta5owo:t TWV EAO:tovpye{wv TWV T' Ev Mtf..i}T~ K<Xi Xicp mwrwv, 6ft.iyov
llta6c.:>O'ai.IEVOV err' OV5EVOS rnt!'at..f..oVTOS. rnet5T) 5' 0 KO:tpos ~K£,
'Tl'OAAWV 3T)TOVIlEVc.:>V 01-10: KO:i E~O:lq>VT)S, ~Kilta6ovVT<X OV Tp6lTOV
T)!'ovf..eTo not..t..a XP1'ill<XTO: avt..t..£~CXVTo: ~m5ei~o:t oTt f>*5t6v ~c:nt
nf..oVTEiv Tois q>tf..oa6q>ots av !'ovf..c.:>VTo:t, &i.X ov To\h'' ~O'Ti mpi o
O"Tl'ovoa3ovatv. (Cf. alsoDiog.L.r,26(D K 1 I AI),fromHieronymus
of Rhodes, and Cicero Div. I, 49, I 1 1.)
Neither of these stories is likely to be strictly historical, even though
they originated in the fourth century B.c. at the latest, before the
great period of fictitious biography in the third and second
74

c.:> 8e65wpe, Ko:i

74 .. .just as, Theodtn'US, a wit9' and attractive TI1racian servant-girl is said to have
mocked Thalesforfalling into a well while he was observing the stars and gazing upwards;
declaring that he was eager to know the things in the sky, but that what was behind him
and just by his feet escaped his notice.
75 For when they reproached him because of his pover9, as though philosophy were no
use, it is said that, having observed through his study of the heavenly bodies that there would
be a large olive-crop, he raised a little capital while it was still winter, and paid deposits on
all the olive presses in Mile/us and Chios, hiring them cheaply because no one bid against
him. Whm the appropriate time came there was a sudden rush of requests for the presses;
he then hired them out on his own terms and so made a large profit, thus demonstrating that
it is tasy for philosophers to be rich, if they wish, but that it is not in this that they are
interested.
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centuries. They well demonstrate how at a comparatively early
date Thales had become accepted as the typical philosopher:
though 74, one of the oldest versions of the absent-minded
professor theme, would have had more point if applied to someone
not so notoriously practical in his interests as Thales. The detail
of the witty slave-girl is added to make the whole situation more
piquant; possibly it is a vestige of a separate and mildly malicious
joke at the philosopher's expense. Plato liked making fun of the
Presocratics, a truth frequently overlooked in the interpretation of
certain less obvious passages. The story in 75 may have gained
currency, even before Aristotle, as a standard reply to the reproach
of unpracticality implied in 74· It might have had a slight basis
of truth (though Aristotle did not think so): details like the
addition of Chios to Miletus are possibly too elaborate for the
wholly invented anecdote. At all events, anyone reading this
book might draw some consolation from such a clear and influential formulation of one of the classical defences of abstruse
studies.
THE PREDICTION

OF THE

ECLIPSE, AND

OTHER ASTRO-

NOMICAL ACTIVITIES

76 Herodotus I, 74 oteeq>epovcrt oe crq>t (sc. Medes and Lydians)
rn' lOT)S TOV 1TOAEIJOV Tc;> m~ rnt OV~Jj3of.fls yevo~JEvr)s ovvtl\ISII<l:
W<TTE Tfls 11Cxx11S ovve<ITEWOT)S TI)v TJI-IEPT)V e~CC1TtVT)S vooee yevecr6c:u.
Tl)v Be ~JETeeAf.eeyr)v Tcc&rt)v TflS TJI-IEPT)S eeet.f)s 6 Mtf.f}cnos Toicn
"lc.ucn 1TpoT)y6pevcre ecrecr6eet, ovpov 1Tpo6E~JEVOS EVICCVTOV TOVTOV EV
Ti;> OTJ Keel eyEVETO TJ IJETee(3of.f}.
77 Diogenes Laertius I, 23 OOI<l:i OE KCCT6: Ttvees 1TpWTOS acrTpoAOyfjcreet Keel i}f.tCCKas EKAEl'J'EIS Keel Tpo1ras 1rpoemeiv, ws q>T)crtv
Ev5T)IJOS EV Tfj mpi TWV aO"Tpof.oyoVIJEVC.UV lcrTop{c;x. 86ev ccVTOV Keel
ZEVOq>6:VT)S Keel •Hp680TOS 6ccv116:3EI. lleepTVpei o' CCiiT4'> Keel •HpOKAEITOS
KCXl LlT)~J6KplTO).

76 In the sixth year of the war, which they [Medes and Lydians] had carried on with
equal fortunes, an engagement took place in which it turned out that when the battle was in
progress the day suddenly became night. This alteration of the day Thales the Milesian
foretold to the Ionians, setting as its limit this year in which the change actually occurred.
77 Some think he was the first to study the heavenly bodies and to foretell eclipses of the
sun and solstices, as Eudemus says in his hisfory of astronomy; for which reason both
Xenophanes and Herotkltus express admiration; and both Heraclitus and Democritus bear
witness for him.
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78 Dercyllides ap. Theon. Smyrn. p. Ig8, I4 Hiller Evorwos
lO"'ropei Ev Tais >AOTpoAoy{ats chl Olv01T{OflS evpe 1TpWTOS -ri)v TOV
3<1>01CX1<0V M~oocnv [Diels; ot<X3ooow ms.] Kal Tl)v TOV !ley<lAov
Evl<XVTOV mp{OTaow, 9aAfiS oe l)A{ov ~KAEllf'lV Kal T'l)v KaTCx TclS
Tpo1TCxS cx\rrov mp{ooov, ws o\n< iOTl O:el CTV1ll3o:fve1.
The prediction of the eclipse must have been based on a long series
of empirical observations, not upon a scientific theory of the true
cause of eclipses. The cause was unknown to Thales' immediate
successors in Miletus and therefore, presumably, to him. If the
contrary was implied by Eudemus in 78 (it is asserted by Aetius,
e.g. n, 24, I, DK I I A I 7a), then Eudemus was guilty of drawing a
wrong conclusion from the undoubted fact of Thales' prediction.
.The Babylonian priests had made observations of eclipses ·of the
sun, both partial and total, for religious purposes, at any rate since
72 I B.c.; and by the sixth century they had probably established
a cycle of solstices (or less plausibly of lunations) within which
eclipses might occur at certain points. It is overwhelmingly
probable that Thales' feat depended on his access to these
Babylonian records; we know that many cultivated Greeks visited
Sirdis at this period,1 and relations with Ionia were naturally
particularly close. Some scholars have argued that Thales'
information more probably came fm_m ~pt, with which he had
other contacts; but there is no evidence that sufficiently detailed
observations, over a long enough period, were made and recorded
by the Egyptian priests. Even on the Babylonian data it could not
be predicted that an eclipse would be visible at a particular point.
Priests were despatched to different parts of the Babylonian empire
when a possible eclipse was due, and even within this large area
the expected phenomenon was sometimes not visible. Further, no
precise date could be predicted, only broad limits of time. Thus
Thales appears to have said that an eclipse was likely to occur
within a certain year.2 It was pure chance that it happened on
the day of the battle and so seemed especially remarkable, and to
some degree a matter of luck that it was visible near the Ionian
area at all.
78 Eudemus relaks in the Astronomy that Oerwpidesfirst discovered the obliquity of the
Zodiac and the cycle of the Great Tear, and Thales the eclipse of the sun and the variable
period of its solstices.

So
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was not made free-swinging until Anaximander) ; at the most they
had semi-orbits, and the ratio of diameter to celestial path would
be twice that given.I
I The determination of this ratio was a recurrent problem in Greek
astronomy, which might naturally come to be associated with the earliest
known astronomer. The ratio suggested in Diogencs, 1/720th, implies a
sexagesimal measurement of the circle of the ecliptic such as was adopted
by the Babylonians: so A. Wasserstein, JHS 75 (1955) 114-16. Cf. Hdt. n,
109 (99), also n, 4·

v

One further observation is attributed to Thales, again with a
possible implication that he may be indebted to foreign sources:
So Callimachus Iambus r, 52, fr. xgi Pfeiffer (DK I I A3a)
••. Tjv yap f) vh<T)
80AT)TOS, OS T' Tjv ai\Aa 8e~lOS yvWI,lT)V
Kai Tfls 'A1.16:~T)S et..eyETo O'Tcxelli)aa~at
TOVS aO'Tep{aKovs, 15 7TAEOV<71 <l>o{vtKE).
This is part of the apocryphal story of the cup (in some versions,
tripod) which had to be presented tE the wisest man living: Thales
was the first, and in some versions also the final, choice, but he
modestly sent it on to Bias, and he to others of the Seven Sa,g~.
The 'little stars of the Wain' are the Little Bear (cf. Aratus Pluzen.
39, with scholium); this constellation, because its revolution is
smaller, provides a more accu:cate fixed point than the Great Bear
or Wain as a whole (as opposed to the Pole star itself). O'Tcxe1.10:cr6at
strictly means 'to measure', but sometimes, more vaguely, 'to
mark out, define' (~on Pindar OZ. Io, 53). The probable meaning
is that Thales defined the Little Bear, and drew the attention of
Milesian sailors to its navigational usefulness. Diogenes Laertius, z,
23, interpreted the lines of Callimachus as meaning simply that
Thales 'discovered' the Little Bear. Ionian sailors may previously
have neglected it, since for all except long open-sea crossings the
more conspicuous Great Bear was adequate.
Thus the 6:0'Tpo'Aoy{a, the study of heavenly bodies, mentioned
as characteristic ofThales by Plato (74) and Aristotle (75)/ seems
to have comprised these activities: the lucky prediction of an
eclipse, probably with the aid of Babylonian tables; the measurement of solstices and their variations, possibly undertaken in part
8o .. .for the victory belonged to Thales, who was clever in judgement, not least because
he was said tlJ ~measured out the little stars of the Wain, by which the Phoenicians sail.
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information in 84, that the work was also ascribed to one Phokos of
Samos, almost settles the matter: any astronomical work of archaic
appearance might naturally be ascribed to Thales, but works
actually by Thales would not be alternatively ascribed to men of
comparative obscurity. It is possible that the' Nautical star-guide'
was a genuine sixth-century work similar to the hexameter
•AOTpo:Aoy!cx of Cleostratus ofTenedos (DK ch. 6) or the so-called
Hesiodic •AOTpovol-liT) (DK ch. 4): so Diels and others have
assumed. It is also possible that it was a Hellenistic forgery.
Diogenes in 84 is a little worried by Callimachus' mention in 8o
of a particular nautical star-aid ascribed to Thales; but this need
not have been described by Thales in writing. However, there is
nothing inherently improbable in Thales having recorded such
aids to navigation, a plausible enough activity for a practical sage
in a maritime centre: but it was probably not in the 'Nautical
Star-guide' known to the Hellenistic world that he did so. The
other works mentioned in 84, on the solstice and the equinox (only
the latter in 85), are unlikely, from their similar contents, to have
been separate books. Simplicius in 83, and those recorded in 84
who thought that Thales left no book, evidently did not accept
this work as genuine. Thales studied the solstices according to
Eudemus in 77 and 78, and it would be on the ground of this
known interest that such a work would be ascribed to him. Once
again, however, it must be remembered that observations of
solstices and of star-risings and -settings were widely made in the
archaic period, and also set down in verse, partly in the attempt to
establish a satisfactory calendar: see Cleostratus fr. 4 (DK6B4)
·and the Hesiodic Astronomy (DK4B I- 5)· Observations about the
Hyades and the setting of the Pleiades were also attributed to
Thales (~ onAratus I72, Pliny N.H. xvm, 2I3; DK I I B2, II A 18);
the latter observation, incidentally, was accurate for the latitude of
Egypt, not that of Greece.
The evidence does not allow a certain conclusion, but the
probability is that Thales did not write a book; though the ancient
holders of this view might have been miSled by the absence of a
genuine work from the Alexandrian library, and also by the
apophthegmatic nature of the wisdom assigned to the Seven Sages
in general.
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THALES

In fact, all we know about Thales' views on water (apart from that
the earth floats on it) is that, in a hearsay and probably much
abbreviated and somewhat distorted form, they appeared to the
not over-discriminating Aristotle to fit his own idea of a material
&pxi]. Yet it is possible, contrary to Aristotle's automatic assumption, that Thales declared earth to come from water (i.e. to be
solidified out of it in some way) without therefore thinking that the
earth and its contents are somehow water, that they have any
continuing relation to it (beyond the fact that the earth floats on
water) except that of a man to his remote ancestors: for Thales, we
may conjecture, was still to some extent influenced by the genealogical view of cosmogony best exemplified in Hesiod (z4). See
further pp. 92 f.
1 Theophrastus' abbreviated account of Thales' material principle is
given by Simplicius, Phys. p. 23, 2I Diels (=Theophr. Phys. Op. fr. I),
DK I I A I 3· It is a close parallel of Aristotle in 87, using in many parts the
same phraseology. It adds one more conjectural reason for Thales' choice
of water, that corpses dry up (Ta veKpov11evcx ~T}pcxiveTcxl): this perhaps
came from Hippon (see next n.), who is probably credited with a similar
argument in Anon. Lond. XI, 22 (DK38A I r), i.e. in a Peripatetic source.
The addition occurs also in Aetius.

The reasons conjectured by Aristotle in 87 for the importance
attached by Thales to water as a constituent of things are mainly
physiological. x From the analogy of his immediate successors we
might have expected Thales to have adduced meteorological
reasons, more conspicuously, in support of the cosmic importance
of water. 2 Yet we must beware of exaggerated generalizations like
that implied in Burnet's view that sixth-century thinkers were
almost exclusively interested in meteorological (in the strict sense,
including astronomical) phenomena. It is undoubtedly true that
the scientific study of medicine began in the fifth century B.c., and
that analogies between the world and details of human structure
become much commoner then. Yet chapter I has shown the strongly
genealogical colouring of much pre-philosophical Greek speculation, and also the importance of the analogy of physiological
reproduction. In the case of Thales there are reasons for thinking
that his explanation of the world was influenced not only by this
variegated traditional background of earlier Greek quasi-mythological cosmogonical versions, but also by a specific cosmological
idea derived directly, perhaps, from further east.
8g
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could have made the entirely new inference that water is the
continuing, hidden constituent of all things. Certainly his near
successor Anaximenes believed that all things were made of air
(but he had thought of a way in which this could be so: air takes on
different forms when compressed or rarefieq.), and it is invariably
assumed that he was extending and refining a line of thought
initiated by Thales. It would be imprudent entirely to reject this
assumption, which goes back to Theophrastus and Aristotle. The
physiological reasons instanced by Aristotle, that all living things
depend on water for nourishment, that the sperm is moist, and so
on, although conjectural, are of a kind that might well have struck
Thales. With other indications (e.g. the Homeric statement that
the surrounding Okeanos is the source of all springs and rivers, 5)
they could have led him to the conclusion that water, as well as
being the cosmogonical source, is also involved in the very essence
of the developed world. On the other hand, one must remain
aware of the possibility that Aristotle was simply making his own
kind of inference, in the absence of other information, from Thales'
belief that the world originated from water and that water still
plays a major part in the cosmos by supporting the earth.
1 Thales would have accepted Simplicius' judgement (Phys. 458, 23,
DK II A 1 3) that water was, for him, <'hmpov; though for Thales this would
mean 'limitless', i.e. of indefinite extent, and not 'infinite', and be a
natural assumption rather than a consciously propounded theory.
Simplicius was more seriously misleading in asserting (Phys. r8o, 14) that
Thales, like Anaximenes, generated by means of the condensation and
rarefaction of his material principle. This is a purely schematic judgement
based on an over-rigid dichotomy in Aristotle (xo6). Theophrastus only
found the device explicitly used in Anaximenes: see 145·

Two things, then, have emerged from the present discussion:
(i) 'all things are water' is not necessarily a reliable summary of
Thales' cosmological views; and (ii) even if we do accept Aristotle's
account (with some allowance, in any event, for his inevitably
altered viewpoint), we have little idea of how things were felt to be
essentially related to water.
(ii) Even apparently inanimate things can be' alive'; the world isfull ofgods
91 Aristotle de an. A 2, 405 a I 9 eotKE OE Kal 8a:Af)s, e~ wv
CmOI-lVfJI.lOVEVOV<YI, ~T)TlKOV Tl ~ ~V)(flV VnOAaj3eiV, ehrep TflV
Ai6ov Eq>fJ 'i'V)(TJV exerv

oTt

TOV cri8fjpov Ktvei.

91 Thales, too, seems,from what they relate, to htwe supposed that the soul was something
kinetic, if he said that the (Magnesian) stone possesses soul because it moves iron.
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92 Diogenes Laertius 1, 24 'Apio-TOTEAfJS S£ Ko:l ·rmTio:s q>o:crlv
o:\rrov KO:l TOiS cX1¥Vx01S llETO:SiS6vo:\ I!'V)(TlS, TEKilO:lpOI-\EVOV EK Tfj)
1-.l6ov Tfls llo:yvi}T!Sos Ko:l TOV i}1-.El<Tpov.

93

T~ o1-.~ Se Ttves o:\rrt)v (sc.
I!'V)(ftV) I-\EilEiX60:{ q>O:O'IV, 06EV lO'WS KO:t 6o:Ai)S ¢1)61") 1TCxvTO:
1TA1}f>fJ 6ewv elvm.

TllV
X

Aristotle de an. A 5, 41 xa 7 Ko:l ev

...

The two passages from Aristotle's de anima allow us to conjecture,
but no more, about Thales' vision of the whole world as somehow
alive and animated . Aristotle himself was reporting second-hand
evidence, and his statements are jejune and cautious (although in
91 e'imp need not, and probably does not, express doubt, while
'icrws in 93 qualifies o6ev and not the assertion that follows). The
concluding words of 93, 'all things are full of_gQds ', occur also
in Plato, in a probably consoous1>ut unattribu ted quotation.'
92 cites the sophist and polymath Hippias as an earlier source than
Aristotle for Thales' attributio n of motive power to Magnesian
(magnetic) stone, to which is added amber, which becomes
magnetic when rubbed. Presumab ly the addition is from Hippias,
who may well have been Aristotle's source here. 2
1 94 J>lato Laws 10
~B
€<re' 6crns TcxVTa 61-lOAo:y&'>v V'ITOI-IEVEi w'l
. ~ec.:>v eivcxt 'ITATlPfJ

'IT~CXj The context deals with souls being called gods,
but contains no explicit reference to Thales. It is quite in Plato's style to
1 introduce, rather laboriously, a familiar phrase to enlighten an unfamiliar
argument of his own, without naming the author. His use of the words in
question is important, in any case, because it shows that they are not
simply an Aristotelian summary. They could (in direct speech) be a
genuine quotation from Thales; they have a totally different appearance
from the banal apophthegm s hopefully assigned to Thales in Demetrius of
Phaleron's collection (ap. Stob. m, 1, 172, DK10, 3). Aristotle repeated
them, with the substitution of 'VVXfiS for 6e&v and without attribution, at
G.A. ru, 762a2I.
2 Snell, in an important
and elusive article, Philologus g6 (1944) 17o-82,
shows that Hippias was quite possibly the source of Aristotle's other remarks
on Thales, including the comparison with older ideas on Okeanos etc. (u,
cf. 14). The fragment of Hippias quoted by Clement, DK86s6, shows
that he made a collection of key passages on similar topics from Homer,
Hesiod, Orphic writings, and Greek and other prose-sources. He was
therefore the earliest systematic doxographer.
1

9Z Aristotle and Hippias say that he gave a share ofsoul even to inanimate [lit. soulless)
objects, using Magnesian stone and amber as indications.
93 And some say that it [soul] is intermingled in the universe,Jor which reason, perhaps,
Thales also thought that '!l!JMnu are..[ull gfgf!.1:!.
94 Is there anyone who will accept this and maintain that all things are not full of
gods?
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All that Aristotle seems to have known in 91 was that Thales
thought that magnetic stone possesses soul because it is able to
move iron; but the further inference, that for Thales the soul was
something motive, is clearly legitimate. Soul, whether it was
associated with breath, blood, or spinal fluid, was universally
regarded as the source of consciousness and life. A man is alive~ h~
,. can move his limbs and so move other things; if he faints, it means
that his soul has withdrawn or become incapacitated; ifhe dies, it
has become permanently so, and the 'soul' that goes squeaking
down to Hades in Homer is a mere shadow, because it is dissociated
from the body and can no longer produce life and movement. It is
a common primitive tendency to regard rivers, trees and so on as
somehow animated or inhabited by spirits: this is partly, though
not wholly, because they seem to possess the faculty of self-movement and change, they differ from mere stocks and stones. Thales'
attitude was not primitive, of course, but there is a connexion with
that entirely unphilosophical animism. It should be noted, however, that his examples are of a different order: magnetic stone
looks as unalive as could be, and cannot move or change itself, only
a certain kind of external object. Thus Thales appears to have made
explicit, in an extreme form, a way of thinking that permeated
Greek mythology but whose ultimate origins were almost prearticulate. Now it is possible that our second piece of specific
information, 93, is a generalization based on this very conclusion
that certain kinds of apparently inanimate object are alive, possess
soul, because they have a limited power of movement. 'All things
arc full of gods' :1 the chief distinguishing marks of the gods are
that they are immortal, they enjoy perpetual life, and that their
power (their life-force, as it were) is unlimited, it extends both
over the animate and over the inanimate world. Thus the assertion
may well imply (since even apparently dead things like stone may
possess soul of a kind) that the world as a whole manifests a power
of change and motion which is certainly not even predominantly
human, and must, both because of its permanence and because of
its extent and variation, be regarded as divine, as due to the
inherence of some form of immortal \j'V)({).2
1

Or of daimons, according to the paraphrase in Aetius after Theophrastus:
I I 9cxAi'jS vovv TOV J<6(11JOV Tov 6e6v, TO St 1TCiv ll.lljiV)(OV

95 Aetius I, 7,
95

Tholes said that the mind cif the world is god, and that the sum cif things is besouled,
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&IACX KCXI OCXt1J6vciv lTAi'jpes- ot{jKEIV 5£ t<CXI OlcX TOV O"TOIXEtc.Ooovs vypoii
6elcxv t<tVf)Ttt<t'lv cniToii. The juxtaposition of the two statements
from Aristotle is not significant. The last sentence is Stoic in form and
content; the first clause (6cxAi'jS .•. 6e6v), too, is entirely anachronistic, and
probably due to Stoic reinterpretation. It was repeated by Cicero, N.D. 1,
10, 25, who added that god, as mind, made the world out of water.
A considerable number of recognizably fictitious opinions, like this one,
were attributed to Thales by puzzled or unscrupulous doxographers and
biographers. Compare, perhaps, the 30,000 daimons of Hesiod Erga 252 ff.
2 The claim
by Choerilus of Iasus (3rd-2nd c. B.c.) and others, recorded
in Diog. L. I, 24 (DK 11 A I), that according to Thales the soul was
immortal, obviously arose as an illegitimate conclusion from this kind of
argument, and is again due to Stoic perversion (primarily) of the type of
95· Thales could have distinguished clearly between the human 'YVXti and
the divine life-force in the world as a whole, at the same time as implicitly
recognizing their underlying connexion.
ovvcx~JtV

The precise nature ofThales' belief that all things are full ofgods
is obviously not determinable. Even along the line of interpretation suggested above there is one notable uncertainty: did Thales
make the bold induction, from the observation about Magnesian
stone and amber, that all apparently inanimate things really
possess soul to some degree? Or was Burnet right in maintaining
(EGP 50) that 'to say the magnet and amber are alive is to imply,
if anything, that other things are not'? Formally this is an
illegitimate contention (since only a part of what Thales said is
known), and in itself the fragmentary observation implies nothing
either way. Nor does the assertion that all things are full of gods,
even if it is closely connected with the observation about magnetic
stone, necessarily imply that the universal induction was made;
for just as one can say in English 'this book is full of absurdities'
without meaning that every single thing in it is absurd, so TrAfJPT)S
in Greek could mean 'containing a great number of', as well as
'absolutely filled out by'. A priori, it perhaps seems more probable
that Thales meant that all things in sum (rather than each single
thing) were interpenetrated by some kind oflife-principle; although
there would be many kinds of matter from which this life-principle,
with its kinetic power, might be absent. The point was that the
range of soul, or of life, was much greater than it appeared to be.
Thales was giving an explicit and individual statement of a broad
presupposition common to all the early physicists, that the world
and full of daimons; right through the ekmmtal moisture there pemtrates a divine poUNT
that moves it.
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was somehow alive, that it underwent spontaneous change, and
(what irritated Aristotle) that there was therefore no need to give
any special account of natural change. This presupposition is still
sometimes called 'hylozoism'; but this name implies too strongly
that it is something uniform, determinable, and conscious. In fact
the term applies to at least three possible and distinct attitudes of
mind: (a) the assumption (conscious or not) that all things
absolutely are in some way alive; (b) the belief that the world is
interpenetrated by life, that many of its parts which appear
inanimate arc in fact animate; (c) the tendency to treat the world
as a whole, whatever its detailed constitution, as a single living
organism. (a) is an extreme, but in view of the universalizing
tendency of Greek thought not an impossible, form of the general
presupposition; in a way it might be said to be exemplified by
Xenophanes. Thales' belief, it has been suggested, approaches
closer to (b). (c) is implicit in the old genealogical view of the
world's history described in chapter I, which still persisted to a
large extent under the new rationalized (orm of philosophical
cosmogony. Aristotle is seen at his most perspicuous in 118, where,
perhaps with Thales especially in mind, he shows himself aware of
the possibility of this kind of attitudc. 1
1 The spears in the Iliad (II, 5 74 etc.) which are 'eager to devour flesh',
and other similar cases, are sometimes cited as an indication that the
animistic view was an old one. Animism is, of course, as old as man
himself, and it arises out of the failure to objectify one's experience of the
outside world, a technique which requires some practice. The Homeric
expressions are better described as a literary conceit, like the pathetic
fallacy-a deliberate rejection of the technique.
CONCLUSION

Thales was chiefly known for his prowess as a practical astronomer,
geometer, and sage in general. His prediction of the eclipse was
probably made feasible by his usc of Babylonian records, perhaps
obtained at Sardis; he also probably visited Egypt. His theory
that the earth floats on water seems to have been derived from
near-eastern cosmogonical myths, perhaps directly; water as the
origin ofthings was also a part of these myths, but had been mentioned in a Greek context long before Thales. His development of
this concept may in itself have seemed to Aristotle sufficient
warrant for saying that Thales held water to be the apx{), in its
Peripatetic sense of a persisting substrate. Yet Thales could indeed
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1

Especially since the two words are applied to the structure of the natural
world, in a description of philosophical contemplation, by Euripides
(fr. 910 Nauck'): 'observing the unageing structure of immortal Nature',
&6avchov Ka6op&v q)\JCT€CJJS K6<71lOV &y{Jpoo.

(vi) The Indifinite is rwt in eternal motion, nor is it a mixture
(These further points concerning the Indefinite arc discussed
under 'Cosmogony', pp. 126ff.)
THE EXTANT FRAGMENT OF ANAXIMANDER
liZ Simplicius Phys. 24, 17 (repeated from I03A)
••. htpav
TIVO cpvcnv crnetpov, ~~ i'\s crnavTCXS y{vea6at TOVS ovpavovs Kal TOVS
wa\!Tois KOO"j.lOVS. ~~ i!)v 8€ 1) ytvecris ~crT! TOiS ovcrt, Kal Tl)v cpeopav
els TcxVra y{vea6at < KaTa TO xpeoov. 8t86vat yap a\!Ta 8{KTJV Kal
T{crtv &A:hi}AOIS Tfjs 0:8tK{as KOTO Tl)v TOV xp6vov TO~tv', 1TOITJTIKC.UTEpots o\hc.vs 6v61-1acrtv a\!Ta :heyc.vv.

(i) Extent
Simplicius is undoubtedly quoting from a version ofTheophrastus'
history of earlier philosophy, and from the section on the material
principle, mpl O:pxfjs. The concluding clause, a judgement on
Anaximander's style, shows that what immediately precedes is still
a direct quotation. Thus KaTa Tl)v TOV xp6vov TO~tv, which many
have held to be a Theophrastcan paraphrase of KOTO TO xpec.vv,
should provisionally be accepted as original.' 8t86vat - 0:8tK{cxs is
certainly original, am~ well exemplifies the poetical style noted by
Theophrastus. KaTa To xpe~:w, too, should probably be accepted
as by Anaximander: xpeoov retained a marked poetical colouring
(except in the special usage xpeoov ~crTt) until the expression TO
xpeoov became popular in the Hellenistic period as a circumlocution for death. It is the most plausible restoration in Heraclitus
fr. 8o, KaT' eptv KCXi xpeoov (for XPEOOj.lEVa), to give a similar phrase
to the one under discussion. The preceding words, ~~ wv - els
TcxVTCX yivea6cxt, have been much disputed. The use of the
abstracts yevecrts and cp6op6:, well established in Peripatetic but not
(from the other extant evidence) in Presocratic vocabulary,
.. . some other apeiron nature,from which come into being all the heavens and the
worlds in them. And the source of coming-to-be for existing things is that into which
destruction, too, happens, 'according to necessi~; for they pay penal~ and retributio11 to
each other for their injustice according to the assessment of Time', as he describes it in these
rather poetical terms.
liZ
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The underlined words here are commonly accepted as a direct
quotation from Anaximenes. There must, however, have been
some alteration and some re-wording: for the sentence is not in
Ionic (cf. 141), and it contains one word, ovyKpCXTei, which could
not possibly have been used by Anaximenes, and another, KOO"I.lOV,
which is unlikely to have been used by him in precisely this sense. 1
That the sentence does, however, represent some kind of reproduction of a statement by Anaximenes is shown by Aetius' comment
that' air' and' breath [or wind]' have the same meariing here, and
also by the fact that the comparison with the soul complicates the
simple Aristotelian criticism which Aetius is reproducing, that
Anaximenes did not specify a moving cause. On the other hand
the use of qrrwl, 'he says', does not guarantee a direct quotation in
this kind of writing. mptexet, of air enfolding all things, is quite
likely to be Anaximenean, cf. 110; while the concept of the soul as
breath (one suspects that TrVEVI.lCX, not O:i}p, originally stood in the
first clause) is certainly an archaic one-compare the Homeric
distinction between the life-soul, which normally seems to be
identified with the breath, and the sensory and intellectual soul
normally called 6v1.16s. Tov KOO"I.lOV could have replaced e.g. simply
&TrcxvTcx, 'all things'. The degree of re-wording, then, probably is not
very great; unfortunately we cannot determine whether, or how
far, it affected the exact point and degree of comparison.
1

cnJYl<pcrreiv is otherwise first used in Plutarch (twice), then in 2nd-cent.
medical writers and Diog. L. (of restraining the breath etc.); also in
the Geoponica and the Christian fathers. I t is an unnatural compound
which could only have occurred in the Ko1v{j; it is really a compendium for
awexelV Ked Kpcrreiv. This is illustrated in Plut. Vit. Phoc. 12, aweKp<hel
To l.l<X)(II.lGOTcrrov TfjS Swcq.aecus: he kept control of his troops by keeping
them together (on a hill-top). KOOI.lOS originally means 'order', and it is
probably not established in th~ meaning 'world-order' until the second
half of the fifth century B.c. It must have been used in descriptions of the
order apparent in nature much before then, and probably by early
Pythagoreans; Pythagoras himself is credited with using Koavos = ovpav6s,
but this is perhaps an over-simplification (Diog. L. vm, 48). Heraclitus'
KO<YIJOV T6vSe (220) is probably transitional to the later and widely
accepted usage, which appears unequivocally for the first time in
Empedocles fr. 134, 5· (This passage was omitted by an oversight from the
discussion in Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments 312-14, and the conclusions there should be modified accordingly.)
A.D.

As it stands the comparison is not very clear: 'Breath and air
enclose (surround) the whole world in the way that our soul, being
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XENOPHA NES
THE ASSOCIAT ION OF XENOPHA NES WITH ELEA

166 flato Sophist 242 o (DK 2 I A 29) To oe 'TTcxp' i}~iv 'Ef..eCXTtKov
eevos, CmO Z€\IO<j>CcVOVS 'TE KCXi m 'TTp6cr6ev ap~a~evov, ~ 8/as OV'TOS
Twv 'TTaVTwv Kcxf..ov~evwv otn-w ote~epxETcxt Tois ~VOots.
167 Aristotle Met. A 5. g86 b I 8 n~e~OT)S ~ev yap EO IKE 'TOV
KCX'Ta TOV Myov 8/os Crn-recrOcxt, MEf..tcrcros oe TOV KCX'Ta .,;v VAT)V · 010
KCXi 6 ~EV 'TTE'TTEpcxcr~EVOV, 6 o' Crrretpov <pf)O"IV elvcx1 cxVTO ·~ ZeVO<pCcvT)~
oe 'TTPWTOS 'TOVTWV Mcrcx9 (6 yap ncxp~eviOT)S 'TOVTOV AEyETCXl
yevecr6cxt ~cx6T)Tf}s) oveEv otecrcxcpi}vtcrev .... (For continuat ion see
177·)
It is commonly assumed in the doxograp hers that Xenophan es
spent a part at least of his life in Elea, and that he was the founder
of the Eleatic school of philosophy. This is exemplified in 165. That
he was Parmenid es' master stems from Aristotle in 167, and was
categorica lly asserted by Theophra stus according to Simplicius
(168). Yet Aristotle's judgemen t possibly arises from Plato's
remark in 166. This remark was not necessarily intended as a
serious historical judgemen t (one may compare the statement s in
the Tluaetetus (I 52 D-E, I 6o o) that Homer and Epicharm us were
the founders of the Heraclitc an tradition) , as is confirmed by the
addition of the words Kcxl ht 'TTp6creev, 'and even before'. The conncxion between Xenophan cs and Parmenid es obviously depends
on the superficial similarity between the motionless one deity of
the former and the motionless sphere of Being in the latteralthough it will be seen that Parmenid es' theoretica l constructi on
was reached in a quite different way from Xenophan es', a way
which is in fact incompati ble. The extreme example of the treatment of Xenophan cs as an Eleatic is seen in the pseudo-Aristotelian de Melisso Xenophane Gorgia (DK2IA2 8), a treatise written
probably about the time of Christ in which Xenophan es' god is
explained in fully Eleatic terms, and the inference is drawn from
Aristotle's judgemen t in 167 that it was neither limited as in
166 Our Eleatic tribe, beginning from Xenophanes and even before, explains in its

myths that what we call all things are actually one.
167 For Parmenides seems to fastm on that which is one in dtfinition, Melissus un that
wllich is one in material; therefore the former says that it is limited, the latter that it is
unlimited. But Xenophanes, the first of these to postulate a uniry (for Parmenides is said
to have been his pupil), made nothing clear ....
12
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Xenophanes' monistic conception was not 'physical' in the normal
sense. 1 Xenophane s was not, like Anaximenes or Heraclitus,
primarily engaged in giving a comprehensive explanation of the
natural world. He was interested, without doubt, particularly in
theology, and many of his remarks on physical topics are connected
with that; others may have been ironical rejections of previous
theories, and others again would naturally reflect the interest
which many educated Greeks must have felt about natural
problems at this time. Such remarks, together with comments on
particular poets and thinkers (e.g. 169; cf. also DK21 A22), could
have been expressed in separate poems in a variety of metresthough the extant theological and physical fragments are nearly
all in hexameters. There may have been a separate collection of
convivial songs in elegiacs.
l Cf. x68 Simplicius Pliys. 22, 26
~kxv !is TT)v 6:p2(f\V liTO\ ~v TO ov Kcxl
'IT<iv (Kcxl o(iTe 'ITE'ITEpCXO'Iltvov o<he emelpov obTe KIVOV11EVOV o(he l'Jpe~ovv)
!evocp&vrtv Tov Ko;>.ocpwv1ov Tov ITcxp~evl!iov lil!iaO'KcxAov \rrroTI6tcrllcxi <p1)0'1V
6 9e6cppcxO'Tos, 611o;>.oywv htpcxs dvcx1 llCXAAov i\ Tfjs mpl cpvaec.>s IO'Topicxs
TT)v IJVi]I11)V Ti)S ToiJTov !56~1)S. Theophrastus is here misled by Aristotle in
177 into thinking that Xenophanes' one god is definitely non-physical,
and is the whole of existence like the Parmenidean Being. But he can
hardly have thought this if there was a poem which in any way resembled
the works of the Milesians.

HIS IMPORTAN CE

l

Widely different views have been held on the intellectual importance of Xenophanes. Thus Jaeger (Theology 52) writes of his
'enormous influence on later religious developmen t', while Burnet
(EGP I 29) maintained that' he would have smiled if he had known
that one day he was to be regarded as a theologian'. Burnet's
depreciation is certainly much exaggerated. Yet it is plain that
Xenophane s differed considerably from the Milesians or Heraclitus
or Parmenides. He was a poet with thoughtful interests, especially
about religion and the gods, which led him to react against the
archetype of poets and the mainstay of contempora ry education,
Homer. His attacks on Homeric theology must have had a deep
influence both on ordinary men who heard his poems and on other
168 Theoplirastus says llw.t Xenop!w.nes tile Cowphonian, tile teaclier of Parmenides,
supposed tile principle to be single, or that tile whole of existence was one (and neither
limited nor unlimited, neither in motion nor at rest); and Theophrastus agrees t/w.t the
record ofXenophanes' opinion belongs to another study rather than/hat ofnatural philosophy.
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thinkers; Heraclitus' attack on blood-purification and images
(244), for example, was presumably influenced by him. His
positive description of deity conceivably lay behind Aeschylus'
description of divine power in the Supplices (176). The assessment
of the true relative merits of poets and athletes (fr. 2) was developed
by Euripides in the Autorycus (fr. 282 Nauck, DK21c2); this is a
less specialized instance of Xenophanes' rational intellectualism.
Nor is it safe to exaggerate his non-scientific character on the
grounds of his theological interest; the study of gods was not
divorced from that of nature, and the deduction from fossils
(pp. I 77 ff.), whether or not it reflects original observation, shows
careful and by no means implausible argument from observed fact
to general hypothesis-a procedure notoriously rare among the
Presocratics. Some of his other physical statements are unutterably bizarre, but we cannot tell how serious they were meant to be.
He was a critic rather than an original dogmatic, not a specialist
but a true cro<ptOLf)S or sage, prepared to turn his intelligence upon
almost any problem (though as it happens we know of no political
pronouncements)-which is why Heraclitus attacked him in 193·
His opinions on almost all subjects deserve careful attention.
THEOLOGY

(i) Attacks on (a) the immorality, (b) the anthropomorphic nature, of the
gods of the conventional religion
169 Fr. II, Sextus adv. math. Ix, 193
1rrorra Seois CxVEST)KOV "0JJT)pOS S' 'Hcrio56s TE
8crcra Tiap' &vSpW1T01CY1V ovei5ea Kal 1.j16yos tOL{v,
l<Abrretv J.lOlXeVE1V IE Kal &AAf)A.ovs &1faTEVE1V.
170 Fr. 14, Clement Strom. v, rog, 2
t;!!:A' ot j3poTol 5oKeovcrt yevvacrSat Seovs,
Tijv cr<prnpl')v 5' tcrefjTa exetv <i>"'vilv 'TE 5eJJas 'TE.
171 Fr. r6, Clement Strom. vrr, 22, r
AteioTies 'TE (Seovs crq>ETepovs) crtJ.lovs J.lEAcxvexs '1C
8pfjKES TE yA.avKovs Kal TIVppovs ( <pacrt TIEAecrSat).

169 Homer and Hesiod have attributed to the gods everything that is a shame and
reproach among men, stealing and committing adultery and deceiving each other.
170 But mortals consider that the gods are born, and that they have clothes and speech
and bodies like their own.
171 The Ethiopians say that their gods are snub-nosed and black, the Thracians that
theirs have light blue eyes and red hair.
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171. Fr. 15, Clement Strom. v, 109, 3
aM' ei xeipas ~xov f'6es (i1T1T01 T') t)E UoVTEs,
f} ypropa1 XEipEO'O'l Kal epya TEAEiV crnep avBpes,
i1T1TOl !lEV e· i1T1TOIO'l f'6es Be TE f'ovcriv 0!-lOias
Ka{ (Ke) 6ewv tBeas eypacpov Kai 0'001-laT' rno{ovv
TotaOO' oT6v mp Kcx\rroi Be1-1as eTxov (eKaO'Tot). 1
171 is convincingly reconstructed by Diels from an unmetrical quotation in Clement. The supplements in 172 are respectively by Diels,
Sylburg and Herwerden; the text as in DK. Line I of 170 is an iambic
trimeter.
1

Xenophanes' criticisms are clear enough: first, the gods of Homer
and H esiod are often immoral- this is patently true; second, and
more fundamental, there is no good reason for thinking that the
gods are anthropomorphic at all. Xenophanes brilliantly perceives,
first that different races credit the gods with their own particular
characteristics (this is an early example of the new anthropological
approach which is seen in Herodotus and culminated in the cpvcrtsVO!-lOS distinction) ; second, as a reductio ad absurdum, that animals
would also do the same. The conclusion is that such assessments
are subjective and without value, and that the established picture
in Homer ('according to whom all have learned', fr. xo) of gods as
men and women must be abandoned.
(ii) Constructive theology: there is a single non-anthropomorphic deiry
173 Fr. 23, Clement Strom. v, Iog, I
els ee<2_s..! EV TE eeoicrt Kai ecv6poo11:0l0'1 1-lEYIO'TOS,
ovn BEl-lOS 6vflTOiO'IV 0!-lOhos 0\iBe VOfl!-lO.
174 Fr. 26 + 25, Simplicius Phys. 23, I 1 + 23, 20
aiel B' Ev Tcx\rr(i) 1-lil-lVEI KIVOV!-lEVOS ovBEv
0\iBe !-lrnpxecreat IJIV hmrprne• <iAAoTe &AA1J,
aM' O:rravev6e n6voto v6ov cppevi nWTa KpaBalvet.
172 But if cattle and horses or li011s had hands, or were able to draw with their hands
and do the works that men can do, horses would draw the forms ofthe gods like horses, and
cattle like cattle, and they would make their bodies such as they each had themselves.
173 One god, greatest among gods and men, ir1 no way similar to mortals either in body
or in thought.
174 Always he remains in the same place, moving not at all; nor is it .fitting for him to
go to different places at different times, but without toil he shakes all things by the thought
of his mind.
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175 Fr. 24, Sextus adv. math. xx, 144
~AOS op~. ovA.os Se voei, OVAO') Se T' 6:Ko\Jet. I
I Diog. L. rx, I 9 (DK 2 I A I) implies that the concluding words are not
oo;\os Se T' &Kovet but ov llEVTOI &vaTTVei. This is probably a later version
by someone interested in Pythagorean cosmology.

'Greatest among gods and men' in 173 should not be taken
literally; men are mentioned by a 'polar' usage, as in Heraclitus
fr. go (zzo), where this world-order was made by 'none of gods or
men'. This is simply an emphatic device, and for the same reason
the plural of'gods' need not be intended literally. In fact Xenophanes wrote of' gods' in other places also, e.g. in 191; partly, no
doubt, this was a concession, perhaps not a fully conscious one, to
popular religious terminology. It seems very doubtful whether
Xenophanes would have recognized other, minor deities as being
in any way related to the 'one god', except as dim human projections of it. The one god is unlike men in body and thought-it
has, therefore (and also in view of 175), a body; but it is motionless,X for the interesting reason that it is 'not fitting' for it to move
around. Xenophanes thus accepts the well-established Greek
criterion of seemliness. Not only is it unfitting for the god to move,
but movement is actually unnecessary, for the god' shakes all things
by the active will proceeding from his insight'.3 This insight is related
to seeing and hearing, but like them is accomplished not by special
organs but by the god's whole unmoving body. This remarkable
description was reached, probably, by taking the very antithesis of
the characteristics of a Homeric god. That thought or intelligence
can affect things outside the thinker, without the agency of limbs,
is a development-but a very bold one-of the Homeric idea that
a god can accomplish his end merely by implanting, for example,
Infatuation ("ATTl) in a mortal. That it was nevertheless a possible
idea is shown by its acceptance and expansion by Aeschylus.J
I It was probably because of its motionless unity that Xenophanes' god
was identified with Parmenides' Being, and later absorbed some of its
properties. As early as Timon of Phlius it is called 'equal in every way'
([!JOV aTr&v-n:l, cf. llE!J!J60ev I!JOTraAts TI"CxVTI) in Parmenides, 351), and so
becomes credited with spherical shape. Xenophancs may have described
it as 'all alike' (o~o~oiT)v in Timon fr. 59, DK21A35), since this is implicit
in the whole of it functioning in a particular way as in 175; its sphericity
goes beyond the fragments and is highly dubious.

175 All of him sees, all thinks, and all hears.
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This translation is based on K. von Fritz, CP 40 (1945) 230, who has a
good discussion of the sense of v6os and q>p{}v. The phrase v6ov q>pevi looks
more curious than it is: it is obviously based on v6et q>peui and voeoo q>peal
at Iliad g, 6oo and 22, 235 respectively. Further, Kpo:5o:lvet can only mean
'shakes', which suggests that Xenophanes had in mind Il. 1, 530, where
Zeus shakes great Olympus with a .,.!lOd of his head. These are other
lnaications that Xenophanes' god is more Homeric (in a negative direction)
than it seems.
3 176 Aeschylus Supplices g&-103
(Zeus) I la-n-tEt 5' ~f.1T15oov I &q>'
Vljii1TVpyoov 1TO:VWAE1S I ~pOTOVS, j3io:v 5' oihtv' ~~01JAI3E1, I 1TCXv crnovov
5o:tllov{oov. I TtllEVOS ov q>p6Vflll6: 1TOOS I o:VT66ev ~~hrpo:~ev Ell-/1To:S f5p6:voov
&q>' ay;wv. In some ways this reminds one of Solon; we cannot be quite
sure that Xenophanes' view of deity was as original as it now seems to be.
2

(iii) Is the one god coextensive with the world?
177 Aristotle Met. As, g86b2r (for what precedes see 167)
. . . ZEVOq>6:VflS OE ~pWTOS TOtr~~~craslo yap napJ.lEVlOflS TO\JTOV
AEYETOl YEVEO'Bal J.l06flT~S) oveev OlECTaq>i}VlCTEV, ovo€ Tfjs q>VCTEWS
To\!Twv ovOETepas (sc. formal or material unity) eolKE 61yeiv, ft.M'
Els TOV OAOV ovpavov erno!3AE\J'OS TO EV ETvai <£flCTl TOV 6e6v.

.

........-

Xenophanes arrived at the concept of one god by reaction from
Homeric anthropomorphic polytheism; Parmenides arrived at the
sphere of Being by logical inference from a purely existential
axiom. The processes are absolutely different, and, as has already
been emphasized, Parmenides is unlikely to have been a pupil of
Xenophanes, even though he might have noted the older poet's
~iew with some interest. Aristotle obviously could not understand
what Xenophanes meant by his one motionless god, but complained that he 'made nothing clear' and went on to dismiss both
him and Melissus as being 'rather too uncouth' (1-llKpov 6:ypolK6TEpOl). This puzzlement of Aristotle's suggests that Xenophanes
did not produce a discursive elaboration of his theological views,
which might not, indeed, have gone very far beyond the extant
fragments on the subject. Aristotle's implication that the one god
was neither immaterial (as he thought Parmenides' One to be) nor
176 (Zeus) hurls mortals in destruction from their high-towered expectations, ~t puts
forth no force: e~er;tthing of gods is without toil. Sitting, he nevertheless at once accomplishes his tho~ght: somehow, from his holy resting-place.
I77 ... but Xenophanes, thefirst ofthese to postulate a uni9' (for Parmenides is said to have
been his pupil), made nothing clear, nor does he seem to have touched the nature ofeither of
these [sc. Parmenides' formal uni9' or Melissus' material uniry],· but with his eye on the
whok heaven he says that the One is god.
171
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material like Melissus' One (cf. 167) was due to the presence of
both corporeal and apparently non-corporeal elements in Xenophanes' description- the body, 8e!lcxc;, on the one hand (173), and
the shaking of all things by intellect on the other (174). It is
significant here that Aristotle did not adduce Anaxagoras' Nous
(which was the ultimate source of movement and the finest kind of
body, and wiiiCh"p~ate<f some but not all things) in illustration
of :kenophanes' deity. Instead he made the cryptic remark that
Xenophanes 'with his eye on the whole world said that the One was
god' (for ovpcxv6c; can hardly mean 'first heaven' here). This
clearly implies that god is identical with the world, which is what
Theophrastus seems to have assumed (168). But Aristotle must be
wrong here: how could the god be motionless if it is identical with
a world which is itself implied to move (174)? It is probable,
indeed, that although Xenophanes' god is not a direct development from the cosmogonical tradition, yet it is to some extent
based upon the Milesian idea of a divine substance which, in the
case of Thales and Anaximenes, was regarded as somehow permeating objects in the world and giving them life and movement.
Yet Xenophanes cannot have precisely worked out the local relationship of the god on the one hand and the manifold world (which
he cannot have intended to reject) on the other. Aristotle, by treating
him as a primitive Eleatic, misled the whole ancient tradition on this
point. If Xenophanes had even implied that the god lay outside the
world, then Aristotle or his elaborators could have seized upon
this as an anticipation of the Prime Mover. The conclusion seems
to be that Xenophanes' -goa
conceived as the negation of
Homeric divine properties, and was not precisely located- any
more than the old Homeric gods were thought by Xenophanes'
contemporaries to be necessarily located on Olympus. It had a body
of sorts because totally incorporeal existence was inconceivable,
but that body, apart from its perceptual-intellectual activity, was
of secondary importance, and so perhaps was its location.

was
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(i) The heavenly bodies
178 Hippolytus Ref. I, I4, 3 Tov 8e i)l\tov eK 1-ltKpwv Tivpt8£wv
&epotsO!lEvwv yfveO'Bcxt Kcx6' eK6:o-rT)v 1)!-lepcxv, T'l)v 8e yfjv Chretpov
178 The sun cows into being each day .from little pieces offire that are collected, and the
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elva1 Ka\ ~l)Te \rrr' exepos ~TJTE VITO TOV ovpavov 1TEplE){em3al. Kal
0:-rreipovs 1)A!ovs e!va1 Kai creAl)vas, Ta oe TiaVTa elva1 eK yf)s.
I79 Ps.-Plutarch Strom. 4 (DK 2 I A 32) TOV oe i)AlOV <pT)O"l Kal TCx
a<TTpa EK TWV vecpwv yiveaem.
ISO Aetius u, 20, 3 Z:evocpav11s eK vecpwv TieTrvpoo~evoov elva1 TOV
i)AIOV. 9e6cppao-Tos ev Tois <l>vcr!Kois yeypacpev EK TIVploioov ~ev TWV
crvvcx6p013o~evoov EK Tf)s V'ypas O:vcx6v~1acreoos, crvvcx6po136VToov oe
TOV i)i\IOV.
ISI Fr. 32, L BLT in Iliadem I I, 27
i)v T' ylplV Kai\eovcrl, vecpos Kal TOVTO 1TE<pVKe,
1TOpcpvpeov Kai <pOlVlKEOV Kal xi\oopov [oem3al.
IS2 Aetius n, 24, 9 Z:evocpavT}s TIOAAovs elva~ 1)Aiovs Kai creAl)vas
KaTCx KAl~aTa Tf)s yf)s Kai WOTO~CxS Kal sWvas, KaTCx OE TIVa Kalpov
EK1Tl1TTelV TOV o!crKOV eis TIVa WOTO~TJV Tf)S yf)s OVK o[KOV~EvT)V vcp'
l)~wv Kai OVTOO) wcrmp Keve~j3aTOVVTa EKi\ellfllV V1TocpaivelV. 6 o'
aUTO) ;!OV i)AIOV eis amlpov ~ev 1Tpo'ievm, ~Keiv oe KVKAeicrtal OlCx
Tl)v 6:TI6o-Tacr1v.

There is a divergence in the doxographical accounts of the constitution of the heavenly bodies: were they a concentration of fiery
particles as the sun is said to be in I7S, the second part of ISO, and
ps.-Plutarch a few sentences before I79; or ignited clouds as is said
of sun and stars in I79, of the sun in I So, and of the stars, which
are said to re-kindle at night like embers, in Aetius II, I3, I4,
DK21A38? Theophrastus is named in ISO as supporting the
former view, but the latter also, which is widely represented in the

earth is infinite and mclosed neither by air nor by the heaven. There are innumerable suns
and moons, and all things are 7TUJde of earth.
179 He says that the sun and the stars cotnefrom clouds.
180 Xenophanes says that the sun is made of ignited clouds. Theophrastus in the
Physical philosophers wrote that it is made of little pieces offire collected together from
the moist exhalation, and thetnselves collecting together the sun.
181 What they call Iris [rainbow], this too is cloud, purple and red and yellow to
behold.
182 Xetwphanes said there are many suns and moons according to regwns, sectwns and
zones of the earth, and that at a certain titne the disc is banished into sotne section of the
earth not inhabited by us, and so treading on nothing, as it were, produces the phenotnenon
of an eclipse. The satne man says that the sun goes onwards ad infinitum, but seetns to
moL'e in a circle because of the distance.
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a na.lve but understan dable view which Xenophan es probably
intended as an implied criticism of the dogmatic theories of the
Milesians on this subject. Aristotle (de caelo B I g, 294 a 2 I,
DK2IA47 ) criticized Xenophanes and others for holding this
view, on the grounds that they were being idle in not seeking a
proper explanation. The first part of 183 is such an obvious statement of fact that it cannot have been intended as anything else;
which confirms our interpreta tion of the second part. Ps.-Plutar ch
(Strom. 4, DK2IA32 ) and Hippolytus in 178 state that the earth
is not totally enclosed (mptexe<recxt) by air. This is presumab ly
a further deduction from 183.
(iii) Water, or sea, and earth
184 Fr. 29, Simplicius Phys. I89, r
yf) Kcx\ v5wp newr' e<re' OCJCX ylvoVT' f)5e q>VOVTCXl.
185 Fr. 33, Sextus adv. math. x, 34
1TCwreS yap ycxi'I)S lE Kcx\ v5CXTOS EKyEVO(J.E<recx.
186 Fr. go,~ Genav. in Iliadem 2I, I96
1T1)yi] 5' ECTT\ eaA.cxcrcr' v5CXToc;, 1T1)yi] 5' CxvE!-1010.
oV-re yap ev veq>ecrtv (y{votT6 KE is &ve1-1oto
EK1TVEiOVTOS) ecrweev avev 1TOVTOV 1-lEYMOlO
oV-re pocx\ 1TOTCXI-lWV o\iT' cxt(eepos) Ol-lf3ptov v5wp,
&J.J...a 1-lEyCXS 1TOVTOS yevhwp VEq>EWV CxvEI-lWV TE
KCXi 1TOTCXI-lWV.

_....

The idea that everything, men included, is composed of and
originates from water and earth is a na.lve popular one: flesh and
bone may be compared with earth and stone, blood with water.
Compare our burial service, 'earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to
dust'; and Iliad 7, 99, 'but may you all become earth and water'.
Further, the surface of the earth, that which lies by our feet (183),
is obviously broadly composed of earth and sea. Xenophanes takes
this simple apprehension and develops it into a rudiment ary
184 All things that come-to-be and grow are earth and water.
ISS For we all came forth from earth and water.
186 Sea is the source ofwaUr, and source ofwind;for neither {would there be tluforce of
wind blowing forth from) inside clouds without the great ocean, nor river-streams nor tlu
showery water from the upper air: but the great ocean is begetter of clouds and winds and
ricers.
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physical theory in 186 (where the main suppleme nt is by Diels) : sea,
which is the most extensive form of water, is noted as the source of
all rivers as in Homer (see 5)-but also ofrain and of clouds (which
Anaxima nder had assumed to be condensations of the exhalatio n
from the sea) and of the winds which appear to issue from clouds.
This importanc e attached to the sea gains significance from the
observation and deduction to be described in the next section, that
the earth's surface in its present form must have developed from sea.
(iv) The earth's surface becomes sea once again
187 Hippolytu s Ref. x, 14, 5 6 Se Z:evo~<:Xtn,s IJt~tv Ti)s yfis 1rp0s
Ti}v eaA.acrcrcxv yfvecreat SoKEi Kai T~ XPOVC}l \mo TOV \rypov MecrSat,
~Cx<TKC.VV TOtcxV-ras EXEIV Cx1!o8ef~EIS, OTI EV IJE<rt;J yfj Kal opE<riV
rupt<rKOVTOI KOYXOI, Kai EV LVpaKOVO"OIS Se EV Tais AOTOIJlOIS AEyEI
evpficrSat Tlfrrov txevos Kai ~VKwv [Gomperz ; ~c.vKwv mss.], ev Se
n6:pef> Tlfrrov SCx~VT)S EV T~ j3Cxeet TOV A.feov, EV Se MeA{Tt;J 1TACxKOS
<rVIJlTCnrrC.VV TWV eaA.acrcric.vv. (6) TaVTa Se ~1')0"1 yevecrSat OTE 1TCnrra
E1TT)A.w61')crcxv 1r6:Aat, Tov Se Tlfrrov ev T~ 1TT)A~ ~T)pcxvet;vat. &vatpeicrSat Se Tovs &vepwlTovs 1T6:VTas oTav T] yfi KanvexSeicra els TTJV
e&Aacrcrcxv 1T1')AOS YEVT)TOI, eha 1TCxAIV O:p_xecrS_a~ Tfis yevecrec.vs, Kal
TcxV-rT)v lTCX<rl Tois KO<riJOIS yivecrSat KOTaj3oA.{jv l [H. Lloyd-Jones;
KOTaj36:A.AEIV mss., 1JETaj3oA.{)v Diels, DK].
188 Fr. 37, Herodian 1T. 1,1ov. A.e~. 30, 30
Kat IJEV ev\ <r1TECxTE<r<rl TEOIS KaTaAEi!'ETal v8c.vp.
The deduction based upon fossils is a remarkab le and impressive
one. The enumerat ion of different occurrences is in itself unusually
scientific; the assertion ascribed to Xenophan es in the Aristotelian
Mirabilia (DK21A4 8), that Stromboli tended to erupt in the
seventeenth year, shows a similar method. Not that the poet himself need have observed fossils in all three places-fossil-impressions
187 Xenophan.es thinks that a mixture of the earth with the sea is going on, aJUi that in
time the earth is dissolved by the moist. He says that he has demonstrations ofthe following
kind: shells are found inland, and in the mountains, and in the quarriM in Syracuse he says
that an impression of a fish and of seaweed has hem found, while an impression of a bayleaf was found in Paros in the depth of the rock, and in Malta fozt shapes of all marine
objects. These, he says, were produced when everything was long ago covered with mud, and
the impression was dried in the mud. All ma~~kind is destroyed whenever the earth is
carried down into the sea and becomes mud; t~n there is another beginning of coming-to-be,
"2
and this joundotiolt happens for all the worlds.
188 And in some caiJes water drips down.
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might naturally arouse popular curiosity, and so become known;
though it is notable that two of the three places were in Xenophanes' Sicilian orbit. (Paros has been doubted on geological
grounds; but its north-eastern part is neither marble nor schist,
and could have contained fossils. The Director of the Institute for
Geology, Athens, confirms that plant fossils have recently been
found there.) We cannot even be sure that the observations were
first made in Xenophanes' lifetime; they might conceivably have
been available to Anaximander. However, Xenophanes may
reasonably be accepted as the first to draw attention to their real
significance. The conjecture that the earth's surface had once been
mud or slime was again not new; this was a Milesian theory
possibly originating with Thales and certainly held by Anaximander, who believed that life started from mud. The fossils,
however, seemed to be positive proof. It has been seen (pp. 139f.)
that Alexander attributed to Anaximander (as well as to Diogenes)
the belief that the sea is diminishing and will eventually dry up.
In Anaximander, however, there is no positive information that the
process is a cyclical one. Hippolytus in 187 ad fin. definitely
ascribes a cyclical theory to Xenophanes: the earth must once have
been mud because plants once existed in what is now rock, fishes
in what is now dry land, and men are destroyed when it turns back
to mud; then they are produced anew, and this happens for all the
arrangements of the earth's surface. Thus Xenophanes accepted
that living creatures come from mud, after Anaximander; but
while Anaximander seems to have seen their destruction as arising
from extreme drought, for Xenophanes it was due to flood; it has
already been suggested that myths of great catastrophes, notably
the flood of Deucalion and Pyrrha and the earth-scorching of
Phaethon, may have provided a precedent for this kind of theory.
This divergence between the two thinkers was connected with
divergent interpretations of the present trend of change in the
earth's surface: for Anaximander it was drying up, for Xenophanes
it was already turning back into sea or mud. This might have been
a conscious correction on the part of the latter; it may not be
coincidence that the sea was receding round Miletus, but in Sicily
was supposed to have engulfed the land-bridge which became the
Messina strait.
The cyclical transformations between earth and sea-neither of
which, however, can have been completely eliminated-were
178
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clearly related to the assertions in 184 and 185 that things come
from earth and sea; while the products of sea in 186 showed that
sea is surprisingly potent. 188, fragmentary as it is, may be
intended to illustrate the passage between the two basic materials:
Diels and others have thought of stalactitic caves, i.e. of water
turning to earth (rock not being clearly differentiated), while
Deichgraber (Rh. M. 87 (I938) I6) thought that both this and the
reverse process might be meant; certainly, damp caves can appear
to produce moisture from earth. This, like much else, remains
uncertain (for example, at what stage is the dryi!J.g-up of the sea
reversed?). The clear exposition of a cyclical theory supported by
concrete evidence is indisputable, and once again shows that
Xenophanes must be seriously reckoned with. The way in which
such a cyclical theory could encourage the doxographers in an
innumerable-world interpretation is demonstrated by the ambiguous use ofKOO'IJOlS in 187 (there properly 'world-arrangements',
i.e. of the earth's surface, but appearing to mean 'separate
worlds').

XENOPHANES' EMPHASIS ON THE LIMITATIONS OF HUMAN
KNOWLEDGE

189

Fr. 34, Sextus adv. math. vu, 49 and
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Ka Tu IJtV OVV craq>ES OVTlS avT]p lvEV OVut TlS EO'Tal
-e{5d>s OIJ<pl eewv TE Kai &crcra f..eyw mpl 1TCxvTWV.
-ei yap Kal TCx IJaAlcrTa TV){01 TETEAEO'IJEVOV EhTWV,
CXIJTOS OIJWS OVK oTSe. _S6KOS S' rni 1TO:crl TETVKTal.

190

Fr. 35, Plutarch Symp. IX, 7, 746B
TaVra SeSo~&crew IJEV eotK6Ta Tois WIJOlcrt ....

191

Fr. I8, Stobaeus Anth. I, 8, 2
OVTOl &1T' &pxils 1TOVTa eeoi eVT]TOicr' &rreSet~av,
cr:J.J\0: xp6vc.p 3T]TOVVTES ecpevptcrKOVO'lV OIJElVOV.
,/~,
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No man knows, or ever will know, the '1ffllk about the gods and about everything I
!_Peak of: for even if one chanced to say the complete troth, yet oneself knows it tzot; but
seeming is wrought over all things [or fancy is wrought in the case of all mm] .
190 Let these things be opined as resembling the truth . ..•
191 Yet the gods have not revealed all things to men from the beginning; but by seeking
men find out better in time.
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19~

Fr. 38, Herodian 1T. l.lOV. Ae~. 41, 5
el llti XAWpov ecpvcre eeos IlEAl, 1TOAAOV e<paO"KOV
yAvcrcrova oiil<a 1TEAecr6at.

It has been suggested by K. Deichgra ber (Rh. M. 87 (1938) 23ff.)
that Xenophan es in his utterances on the shortcomings of human
knowledge is developing a common poetical contrast between the
comparat ive ignorance of the poet and the all-knowledge of the
Muse whom he calls on to assist him: cf. e.g. Homer ll. 2, 485f.,
Pindar Paean 6, 51 ff. Yet this contrast is merely a special form of
that between the capacity of the gods in general and the limitation s
of men, which is re-stated, after Xenophan es, by Heraclitu s in
fr. 78 (~o8) and by Alcmaeon in fr. 1 (~85). In Xenophan es himself it is implicit, too, in the assertion of 173 that the one god is
unlike men either in body or in thought. Parmenid es, when he
came to propose dogmatic views which could not be corrobora ted
from human experience, gave them the form of a divine revelation.
Yet there is no indication that Xenophan es claimed anything like
a revelation ; 191 suggests that arduous investigation is rewarded ,
and the probabilit y is that he, like Heraclitus, felt himself to be in
a special state of knowledge for this reason. Deichgrab er also
thought that 189 was intended as the prooemiu m of the physical
doctrine, not of the constructive theology; but it seems most
unlikely that the plural of &l.l<pt eewv should be taken literally to
mean 'about the gods of conventional religion'; the phrase means
simply 'about theology'. The assumption of two distinct poems is,
it has been suggested, a dubious one; and this is confirmed by the
linking of' theology' and 'what I say about all things'. The constructive description of the one god must ultimately have come
within the scope of 189: it was the antithesis of the mistaken
Homeric concept, but, though it might be 'like the truth', in the
words of 190, it could not be taken as absolutely certain. Even
Xenophan es' special position as one who had given much attention
to the subject could not ensure that. However, Xenophan es did
not suggest that one could not be certain that a belief was wrong;
and his destructive criticism of the Homeric gods, based as it was
on a demonstra ted subjectivity, might be accepted as true.
19~ shows that Xenophan es thought about problems of relationship, which were to be especially significant for Heraclitu s
192

If god had not made yellow honey, men would consider figs far sweeter.
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HERACLITUS OF EPHESUS
DATE AND LIFE

193 Diogenes Laertius IX, I (DK 22 A I) 'Hpal<AetTOS BMcroovos
1), ws nves, 'Hpffi<c.:>VTOS ,E<pecrtos. oVTos i)t<~-ta3e ~-tev t<CXTa TT'Jv
a,6:Tr)v Kai ~~l)t<ocrTT'Jv OAV~-tmaoa. ~-teyaA6<ppc.:>v oe yeyove -rrap•
oVTtVaow Kat \rrrep61TT1)s, ~s t<ai Et< Tov cruyypa~-t~-tCXTos cx\JTov
of)Aov, a, 4} <pl)O"I · (Fr. 40) noAU~-tcx6i1) v6ov ~E\V ov 0\000"l<E\ •
'HcriOOOV yap av eO{Oa~e 1<0\ nueay6p1)V a\h{c; TE ZEVO<pavea TE Kat
'Et<CXTaiov•.•. (3) ... t<al TEAOS ~-ttcrav6poomicras Kat et<-rrcmicras Tois
c5pecrt Ot1JT<ho, -rr6as crtTov~-tevos Kai i3oTavas. t<al ~-tEVTot t<al 8ta
TOVTO 1TEptTp01Tels els voepov t<aTf)Mev els CXO"TU Kal Tc;:>V ICXTpwv
alvtyi-!CXTOOOWS rnweavETO el OWOIVTO E~ hro~-t~pias aVxi-IOV 1TOtf)crat.
Twv oe 1-lTJ cruvtEVTc.:>v a&rov els ~ovO"Tacrtv KCXTopv~as Tfj Twv ~oAhoov
aAECf.i)Amcrev E~CXTI-lla6t'lcrecr6at. ovoev oe avvoov ovo· OVTOOS mAMa
t31ovs E-rr) e~KoVTa.

ev

The information that Heraclitus was at his acme, i.e. aged forty, in
01. 6g (504-501 B.c.) was doubtless taken from the chronographer
Apollodorus: H eraclitus' middle age is placed about forty years
after Anaximenes' assumed acme and Xenophanes' departure from
Colophon. (According to Sotion (Diog. L. IX, 5, DK 22 A I) some
people said that Heraclitus 'heard' Xenophanes. That there was
some influence is probable enough, but the critical tone of fr. 40,
quoted in 193, does not suggest a formal master-pupil relationship.)
There is no need seriously to doubt Apollodorus' dating here, since
Heraclitus mentioned Pythagoras and Hecataeus as well as Xeno193 Heraclitus son ofBloson (or, according to some, of Herakon) of Epmsus. This man
was at his prime in tm 6gth Olympiad. He grew up to be exceptionally haughty and
supercilious, as is clear also from his book, in which he says: 'Learning of many things does
"not teach intelligence; if so it would have taught Hesiod and Pythagoras, and again
Xenopllanes and Hecataeus.' . .. Finally he became a misanthrope, withdrew from the
world, and lived in the mountains feeding on grasses and plants.'liowever, having fallen
in this way into a dropsy he came down to town and asked tm doctors in a riddle if tmy
could make a drought out of rainy weather. When they did not understand he buried himself
in a cow-stall, expecting that the dropsy would be evaporaud off by the mat of the manure;
but even so he failed to t./Ject anything, and erukd his life at tm age of sixty.
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phanes,I and was perhaps indirectly referred to by Parmenides
(345, cf. p. 272; also fr. 8, 55ff., 353). Attempts have sometimes
been made to place Heraclitus' philosophical activity later than
the Apollodoran dating would reasonably suggest, after 4 78 B.c.
(and even, most imprvbably, after Parmenides); but they have not
won acceptance, and rest on implausible hypotheses such as that
no trace of self-government (suggested by the information offr. 121
that the Ephesians had exiled Heraclitus' friend Hermodorus)
would be possible in Ephesus until after its liberation from Persia
around 478. Heraclitus might have lived longer than Apollodorus'
sixty years (at which age Anaximenes also, and Empedocles
according to Aristotle, were said to die); but we may nevertheless
provisionally accept that he was in his middle years at the end of
the sixth century and that his main philosophicar activity had
ended by about 480.
The past tense in fr. 40, 'would have taught', need not mean that all
those mentioned were dead (Xenophanes at any rate lived until after 478),
but it implies that they were all widely known at the time of writing.
Another fragment, 129 (261 ; it may be to some extent re-worded but is not
spurious, seep. 21gn.), implies that Pythagoras was already dead; he is
said to have 'flourished' in 532/1 B.c. (p. 217), and perhaps died between
510 and 505. The Suda places Hecataeus' birth as late as 52o-516 B.C.
I

The rest of 193 is quoted as a sample of the kind of biographical
fiction that proliferated round the name ofHeraclitus. We are also
told by Diogenes that.he refused to make laws for the Ephesians
but preferred playing with children in the temple of Artemis.
Most of these stories are based on well-known sayings of Heraclitus;
many were intended to make him look ridiculous, and were
invented with malicious intent by Hellenistic pedants who resented
his superior tone. For example, extreme misanthropy is deduced
from his criticisms of the majority of men (e.g. 197), vegetarianism
from a mention of blood-pollution in z44, the fatal dropsy from his
assertion 'it is death for souls to become water' in z3z. He was
known as an obscure propounder of riddles, and this is made out to
have cost him his life: the doctors, whom he appeared to criticize
in fr. 58 (p. 190), do nothing to save him. He is said to have buried
himself in dung because he had said in fr. g6 that corpses are more
worthless than dung; ' being exhaled' refers to his theory of
exhalations from the sea. The only details about Heraclitus' life
which it might be safe to accept as true are that he spent it in
183
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Ephesus, that he came of an old aristocratic family,X and that he
was on bad terms with his fellow-citizens.
Cf. 194 Diog. L. IX, 6 <:Tfl~eiov 5' cx\rroO TflS ~_ya;\ocppo<nivTJS
'AVT1o-6tvfls cpfl<:rlv tv t.1alioxats· tK)(c..>pfl<:ral yap :r&Se;\cpc;> •fls f'a<:riAefas.
There is no apparent reason why this information should be fictitious.
Strabo, 14, p. 633 Cas. (DK22A2), said that the descendants of Androclus
founder of Ephesus were still called 'kings', and had certain privileges like
that of front seats at the games.
1

'THE OBSCURE'

Timon of Phlius, the third-century B.C. satirist, called Heraclitus
cdvtKTftS, 'riddler' (Diog. L. IX, 6). T his legitimate criticism of his
style later gave rise to the almost invariable epithet OKOTetv6s,
obscurus in Latin (Cicero de.finibus n, 5, I 5, etc.). Another common
description in the Roman period was 'the weeping philosopher'.
This latter judgement is entirely trivial, being founded partly on
humorous references to the idea that all things flow like rivers (cf.
e.g. Plato Crat. 440 c, believers in flux are like people with catarrh),
and partly on Theophrastus' well-known attribution to Heraclitus
of IJEAayxo:>-.ia (Diog. L. IX, 6), by which, however, he meant
'i~pufsiVeness.., (seeAristotle'sdescriptionatE th.Nic. H 8, x150 b25)
and not 'melancholy' in its later and its modern sense.
HERACLITUS' BOOK

195 Diogenes Laertius xx, 5 TO 8e cpep61Jevov rohov 13ti3P.{ov eOTi
IJEV CrnO TOV ovvE)(oVTOS nepl cpvaec.us, 8n)pf}Ta\ Se els Tpeis Myovs,
e'Cs TE TOV ~ TOV lTOVTOS Kal ~OAITIKOV Kal eeo:>-.oytK6v. (6) ave6f}Ke
8' aUTO eis TO Tfis 'ApTEIJt8os tep6v, ws IJEV TIVES, ~1T1Tfl8Evaas aaa<j>EO'Tepov yprovat OlTC.US ot 8vv6:1Jevot 1rpoaiotev aliTc';:> Kal 1J1) ~K Tov
8fliJW8ovs eliKaTacpp6VT)Tov ;:i .... ToaaVTf}v 8e 86~av gaxe To
oVyypOIJIJO ws Kal alpETtO'TCxS ern' aVTOV yevea6at TOVS KAf}6mas
•HpaKP.etTEiovs.
Ancient biographers and historians of philosophy assumed that all
the Pres_ocratics wrote one or more books (though there was doubt

I

194 Antisthenes in his Successions quotes as a sign of his [Heraclitus'].E_rrol:!!nce that
he resigned the hereditary 'ki11gship' to his brother.
195 ,The book said to be his is called 'On Nature',from its chiefCOTitmt, and is divided
i11to three discourses: -On the Universe, Pol~okgy. He dedicated it and placed it in the
temple of Artemis, as some say, havi11g purposel;"writtm it rather obscureTj so that only
iliost O}Tank and irifluence sluJuld Juwe access to it, and it should not be easib> fkspised by
llii]Jipulace.... The W()rk had so great a reputation that from it arose disciples, those
called Heracliteans.
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over Thales, see pp. 84ff.). They certainly assumed that Heraclitus
wrote one, and Diogenes tells us that its title was 'On nature'. This
title was regularly assigned to works by those whom Aristotle and
the Peripatetics called 'natural philosophers', and cannot be
regarded as necessarily authenti c in all cases: see n. on p. 102.
The division into three sections is unlikely to have been original,
and suggests that Diogenes or his source was thinking of an edition
or collection of sayings, probably made in Alexandria, which
followed a Stoic analysis of the parts of philosophy. Diels maintained that Heraclitus wrote no consecutive book, but";.ere1y gave
repeated utteranc e to a series of carefully-formulated opinions or
yvWIJCXl. This view has found few supporters, but could be correct.
The surviving fragments have very much the appeara nce of oral
pronouncements put into a concise and striking, and therefore
easily memorable, form; they do not resemble extracts from a
continuous written work. The obstacle to this view is fr. I (197),
a structurally complicated sentence which looks very like a written
introduc tion to a book. Possibly when Heraclitus achieved fame /
as a sage a collection of his most famous utteranc es was made, for
which a special prologue was composed. In any event the fragments we possess (and not all those in DK are fully authentic) were
for the most part obviously framed as oral apophth egms rather than
as parts of a discursive treatise; this was in keeping with Heraclitus' oracular intentions (seep. 212). The suggestion in 195 that
the 'Heracli teans ', also mentioned by Plato and Aristotle, were
devotees of the book is almost certainly guesswork; its importa nce
lies in its implication that there was no 'school' of direct followers
at Ephesus. 1 No follower of note is known until Cratylus, an older
contemp orary (probably) of Plato, who developed a debased form
of Heracliteanism by exaggerating, and combining together, the
Ephesian's belief in the inevitability of change and his belief (quite
a common one in his time) in the significance of names.
1 In
spite of 196 Plato Thaet. 1790 1TOAAo0 Kai Set ~AT) dvat (sc. 'fl
llOxfl) , &A;>..a mpl IJlv Tf)v 'lc.>viav Kal tm61Sc.><7t mli11TOAV. ol yap ToO
• Hpa:KAE!Tov eTaipot xopT)y00<7t To\rrov TOO A6yov llCxAa tppc.>I!Evc.>s.
(Cf. ibid. 179E, ... a\rrois ~!tv TOiS 1TEpl TflV •E<pe<1ov.). This whole passage
is intentionally humorous, as indeed are most of Plato's remarks about

196 (Th battle) is far from being a slight one, but in the region of Ionia it is even
greatly increasing. For the companions of Heraclitus minister to this argument with might
and main. (Cf... . to those around Ephesus.)
185
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Heraclitus, and the local references need not be intended literally; anyone
using what Plato would consider to be a Hcraclitean type of argument
might be ironically associated with Ephesus. Plato's most extreme
Heraclitean acquaintance, at any rate, namely Cratylus, was neither an
Ephesian nor from Ionia.
SPECIAL DIFFICULTIES OF INTERPRETA TION

As has been seen, Heraclitus was renowned in antiquity for his
obscurity: his pronouncements were undeniably often cryptic,
probably intentionally so, and little serious attempt seems to have
been made by Plato and Aristotle to penetrate to his real meaning.
Theophrastus, on whom the later doxographical tradition depends,
unfortunately based his interpretation on Aristotle's. He does not
appear to have had access to a complete book by Heraclitus, or
even (to judge, for example, from the omission of all but the barest
reference to Heraclitus in Theophrastus' de sensu) to a fully representative collection of separate utterances; in fact he complained
that Heraclitus' pronouncements were either unfinished or inconsistent. The Stoics further distorted the account. They adopted
Heraclitus as their ancient authority, chiefly on physical matters,
and in some respects produced an accurate development of his
ideas; for example in their ideal of o~oAoyov~evcus sf\v, living in
accord with4!*atnre (cf. e.g. 198). In other respects, however, they
radically re-adapted his views to meet special requirements of their
own-for example in their attribution to him of the idea of
ecpyrosis, the periodical consumption of the whole world by fire.
Our sources subsequent to the founder of Stoicism, Zeno ofCitium,
accepted this particular interpretation of Heraclitus, which can be
reconciled with some of the extant sayings and may have been
encouraged by Theophrastus, but is incompatible with others and
wholly at variance with the basic Heraclitean concept of measure
in natural change: see further pp. 1 g6-g and n. on p. 202.
As for Plato and Aristotle, there is little verbatim quotation of
Heraclitus in either, nor were they really interested in the accurate
objective assessment of early predecessors. Plato occasionally mentions him, mainly in a humorous or ironical way and with emphasis
on a view freely attributed to him in the dialogues, that 'all things
are in flux'-1Tewra pei or 1TCwra xcupei. According to Aristotle at
Met. A6, g87a32, Plato was influenced in youth by the emphasis
laid by Cratylus on this kind of view. But all Presocratic thinkers
were struck by the dominance of change in the world of our
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experience. Heraclitus was obviously no exception, indeed he
probably expressed the universality of change more clearly than
his predecessors; but for him it was the obverse idea of the measure
inhering in change, the stability that persists through it, that was
of vital importance. Plato may have been genuinely misled,
especially by fifth-century sophistic exaggerations, in his distortion
of Heraclitus' emphasis here; and Aristotle accepted the Platonic
flux-interpretation and carried it still further. Other references to
Heracl~us in Aristotle attack him for denying the law of contradiction in his assertions that opposites are 'the same'. Again, this
• is a misinterpretation by Aristotle, who applied his own high
logical standards anachronistically: by 'the same' Heraclitus
evidently meant not 'identical' so much as 'not essentially
separate', or 'belonging to one single complex'.
In view of these defects in the authors of the ancient assessment
it is safer to attempt the reconstitution of Heraclitus' thought, in
the first instance, on the basis of the extant genuine fragments.
Even so one cannot hope for more than a very limited understanding, mainly because Heraclitus, as Aristotle found, did not
use the categories of formal logic, and tended to describe the same
thing (or roughly the same thing) now as a god, now as a form of
matter, now as a rule of behaviour or principle which was nevertheless a physical constituent of things.
HERACLITUS ' THOUGHT

(I) Men should try to comprehend the underlying coherence of things: it is expressed in the Logos, the formula or element ofarrangement common to all things
197 Fr. I, Sextus adv. math. VII, I32 ~ s~ Myov 'l:OVS' t6v-ros..

~\ a~VVETOl yivoVTO:l &vepu:rrro1 1<0:\ 1rp00'6ev T) &l<oVO"O:l 1<0:\ &l<ovCr<XVTES TO 1rpwTov · yLVo~-t€vwv yexp 1rav-rwv K<XTCx Tov A.6yov T6vSe
eme!polO"IV eoiKO:O"l, ~WEVOI KO:l rnswv Ko:l ~pywv TOIOVTWV
oKoiwv eyoo onwev~-to:L K<XTCx cpvo-1v Sto:tpewv eKo:O"Tov Ko:l cppa_Jwv
oKws exe1 · Tovs s~ &AA.ovs &vepw1rovs A.cxveavet o1<600 eyep6€VTEs
·1Totovo-tv oKc.v0"1Tep 6K6o-o: evSov-res tmA.cxveavov-ro:t.

197 Of the Logos which is as I describe it men always prove to be uncomprehending, both
before they have heard it and when once they have heard it. For although all things happen
according to this Logo!_men are like peojJle ofnq_ exl!!:!if.nce, even when they experience such
words and deeds as I explain, when I distinguish each thing according to its constitution and
declare how it is; but the rest of men fail to notice what they do after they wakl up just as
they forget what they do when asleep.
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198 Fr. 2, Sextus adv. math. vn, I 33 010 oei hreaecn T(i) (~vv(i)) ·
TOV Myov o' E6VTOS ~ov 3WOVOW ol TrOAAOi Ws lolav ExOVTES
<pp6V110W.1

199 Fr. so, Hippolytus Ref. IX, 9, I _ovK .~1.1ov &.f.../..0. Tov Myou
&Kovo-<XVT<X_LOl.lof...oyeiv o-ocp6v ~O"T~~..ev TraVTaj elva1.
1 610 5ei rneo-60:1 T4l KOIV4l' ~Os yap 0 KOIVOs' TOV. . . mss. ~W05 and
Kotv6s are different words for the same idea, the former being the normal
epic and Ionic form and that used by Heraclitus. The later jorm was
evidently given in a gloss, and then this gloss replaced the origfnal word,
though the appended explanation remained.

These sayings make it plain that Heraclitus regarded himself as
having access to, and trying vainly to propagate, an all-important
truth about the constitution of the world of which men are a part.
The great majority fail to recognize this truth,1 which is' common'that is, both valid for all things and accessible for all men, if only
they use their observation and their understanding2 and do not
fabricate a private and deceptive intelligence. What they should
recognize is the Logos, which is perhaps to be interpreted as the
unifying formula or proportionate method of arrangement of
things, what Inight almost be termed the structural plan of things
both individual and in sum. The technical sense of Myos in
Heraclitus is probably related to the general meaning 'measure',
'reckoning' or 'proportion'; it cannot be simply Heraclitus' own
'account' that is in question (otherwise the distinction in 199
between El.lOV and TOV Myou is meaningless), although the Logos
was revealed in that account. The effect of arrangement according
to a common plan or measure is that all things, although apparently
plural and totally discrete, are really united in a coherent complex
(199) of which men themselves are a part, and the comprehension
of which is therefore logically necessary for the adequate enactment of their own lives. Yet 'formula', 'proportionate arrangement' and so on are misleadingly abstract as translations of this
technical sense of Myos: the Logos was probably conceived by
Heraclitus as an actual constituent of things, and in many respects
it is co-extensive with the primary cosmic constituent, fire (see
p. 200). It must constantly be remembered that no firm distinc198 Therefore it is necessary to follow the comnwn; but although the Logos is comnwn
the 17UlnY lwe as though they had a priua~staiiding.
199 Listening not to me but to the Logos it is wise to agree tluzt all things are one.
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tion between different modes of existence had yet been envisaged,
and that what to us is obviously non-concrete and immaterial, like
an arrangement, might be regarded before Plato as possessing the
assumed ultimate characteristic of 'being', that is, concrete bulk.
To put it in another way, the arrangement would not be fully
distinguished from the thing arranged, but would be felt to possess
the same concreteness and reality as the thing itself.
1
Men are attacked for this failure in many other extant fragments: see
frr. 17, 19, 28, 34, s6, 72. But nothing substantial is added there to the
content of 197, 198, 199. Analogous rebukes are also hurled at individuals- Homer, Hesiod, Xenophanes, Hecataeus, Archilochus and Pythagoras: see e.g. 193, where the ground of criticism is that such men (of
whom Pythagoras comes in for special attack elsewhere, cf. e.g. 261)
pursued the wrong kind of knowledge, 1TOAVIlcx6[T) or the mere collection
of disparate and unrelated facts.
~
z Cf. 200 Fr. 55, Hippolytus Ref Ix, g, 5 ocru::w Olj)tS O:t<ol\ llc:XeT)crts,
Tcxihcx eyw 1TpoTtlltk.:>. But observation must be checked by understanding,
<pp6vT)crts: this is shown by 201 Fr. 107, Sextus adv. math. vn, 126 t<aKol
llcXPTVPES &v6pw1Totcnv 6<p6CXAilol Kcxi &Tcx l3cxpl3apovs \f'VXCxS exoVTwv. Here
'barbarian souls' are those that cannot understanq the language of, cannot
correctly interpret, the senses, but are misled by superficial appearances.
An analogous distinction between mere sensation and the intelligent
interpretation of sense-data was later made by Democritus (pp. 423f.).

(2) Different types of example of the essential unity of opposites
202 Fr. 6I' HippolytusRif. IX, IO, 5 66:f..acrcra v8wp Ka6apwTaTOV
Kai ~.uapwTaTOV, ixevcrt IJEV TTOTIIJOV Kai crwn)plOv, avepwrrots 8e
CXrrOTOV Ka\ 6f..e6plOV.
203 Fr. 6o, Hippolytus Rif. IX, IO, 4 680s O:vw K6:Tw !J{a Kal
WVTT).
204 Fr. I I I ' Stobaeus A nth. III, I, I 77 vovcros vytEiTJV ETTOlTJO"EV
Tj8v Kai &ya66v, Al!JOS Kopov, KCc!JaTOS av6:rravcrtv.
205 Fr. 88, [Plutarch] Cons. ad Apoll. IO, I06E TaVTO T' EVI sWV
Kai TE6VTJKOS Kai TO eypTJyopos Kal TO Ka6e\J8ov Kai veov Kai YTJPOIOV.
The things of which there is seeing and hearing and perception, these do I prefer.
Evil witnesses are ~es and ears for men, if th~ have souls that do not understand
their language.
202 Sea is the most pure and the most polluted water; forfiShes it is drinkable andsalutary,
but for men it is undrinkable and deleterious.
203 The path up and down is one and the same.
204 Disease makes health pleasant and good, hunger satieo/, weariness rest.
205 And as the satne thing there exists in us living and dead and the waking and the
200
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TaSe yap j..lETCX1Tecr6vrcx b<eiva EcrTl K&!<eivcx [ 1TOAlV] l..lETCX1Tecr6vrcx
TcxVTCX.

These fragments exemplify four different kinds of connexion
between evident opposites:
(i) In 202 the same thing produces opposite effects upon
different classes of animate object; so also fr. 13 (pigs like mud
(but men do not)) and fr. 9 (donkeys prefer rubbish to gold, (men
gold to rubbish)).
(ii) In 203• different aspects of the same thing may justify
opposite descriptions; so also fr. 58 (cutting and burning (which
are normally bad) call for a fee when done by a surgeon) and
fr. 59 (the act of writing combines straight, in the whole line, and
crooked, in the shape of each letter).
(iii) In 204 good and desirable things like health or rest are
seen to be possible only if we recognize their opposites, sickness or
weariness; so probably fr. 23 (there would be no right without
wrong).
(iv) In 205 certain opposites are said to be essentially connected
(literally, to be 'the same', a pregnant expression) because they
succeed, and are succeeded by, each other and nothing else. So in
fr. 126 the hot substance and the cold form what we might call
a hot-cold continuum, a single entity (i.e. temperature). So also
fr. 57: night and day, which Hesiod had made parent and child,
are, alia must always have been, essentially connected and coexistent.
These four kinds of connexion between opposites can be further
classed under two main headings: (a) i-iii, opposites which inhere
in, or are simultaneously produced by, a single subject; (b) iv,
opposites which are not susceptible of simultaneous distinction
in relation to different objects, or parts of the subject, but are connected through being different stages in a single invariable process.
1
This seems the most probable interpretation of'the road up and down'.
Theophrastus and a few of his followers applied the phrase to the interchanges between world-masses in the cosmic process, and most modern
scholars have done the same. But the same words 'one and the same' are
used of evident opposites in the formally similar fr. 59; and Hippolytus,
a reliable source of verbatim quotations from Heraclitus who seems to have

sluping and young and old: jM these things having changed round are those, and those
luwing changed round are these.
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used a good handbook in which sayings of Heraclitus were grouped by
subject, certainly took 'the road up and down' as another illustration of
the unity of opposites and not as a cosmological metaphor, to which indeed
it is not completely appropriate. We should think of an actual road or
path, which is called 'the road up' by those who live at the bottom, 'the
road down' by those at the top. Vlastos, AJP 76 (1955) 349 n. 26, objects
to this interpretation on the grounds of its 'banality'; but it only appears
banal to us because of its familiarity, and fr. 59, for example, undoubtedly
has precisely the same quality.

These and similar reflexions (cf. also frr. 103, 48, 126, gg), on
objects conventionally treated as entirely separate from and
opposed to each other, evidently persuaded Heraclitus that there
is never any real absolute division of opposite from opposite. (For
a re-statement of this view by Anaxagoras seep. 381.)

(3) Each pair of opposites thus forms both a uniry and a pluraliry.
Different pairs are also found to be inter-connected
206 Fr. 10, [Aristotle] de mundo 5, 396b2o crvAACc\jJIES oAa. Ka.l
oli)( OAa., O'VIlq>Ep61lEVov OICt.q>Ep61lEVov,

ev KCI.I ~~ eves 1TCnrrCI..

crvv~oov 01~oov · ~K

1TCnrrwv

I

Fr. 67, Hippolytus Ref. IX, 10, 8 6 6E6s flllEPfl Evq>p6Vf1,
XElllC:.>V eepos, 1TOAEilOS Elpi)VT), K6pos AI !lOs [TW<XVTICI. Crn<XVTCI., o\rros
6 vovs] · &Mo!oiiTa.l o~ oKw0'1TEp (1Tiip) cm6Ta.v O'VIllliYi:i evc.:,lla.mv
6volletsETa.l Ka.6'T}oovi}v 8<aO"Tov. [wp suppl. Diels.]
207

I OVAAOOpiES is textually slightly preferable to avvrop1es, which would mean
'things in contact'. A more important question is whether the word is
subject or predicate. Snell showed that it is subject, contrary to the
common view; neither 'wholes' and 'not wholes' nor 'in tune' and 'out
of tune' are typical pairs of Heraclitean opposites, nor indeed are they
connected by Heraclitus' regular principles.

In 206 'things taken together' must be, primarily, opposites: what
one takes together with night, for example, is day. (Here we may
note that Heraclitus expresses what we should call 'quality'
always in terms of simple extremes, which he can then classify as
opposites; so that all change can thus be regarded as that between
zo6 Things taken together are whole and not whole, something which is being brought
together and brought apart, which is in tune and out of tune; out of all things there comes
a uniljl, and out of a uniljl all things.
207 God is day night, winter summer, war peace, satieljl hunger [all the opposites, this
is the meanmgJ,· he undergoes alteration in the way that fire, when it is mixed with spices,
is named according to the scent of each of them.
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The superiority of god to man, and of the divine 'synthetic' view of
things to the human chaotic view, is heavily stressed by Heraclitus: e.g.
zo8 Fr. 78, Origen c. Celsum vt, 12 Ji6os yap avepc:nmov llEv OVK EXEI
yvro11o:s, 6eiov Se lxe•. See also frr. 79, 82-3, and compare the Hebrew
concept: 'As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher
than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts '-Isaiah lv. Sf. One
saying specifically asserts that for god the separateness implied by opposites
does not exist: 209 Fr. 102, Porphyrius in Iliadem 4, 4 TC\> 11ev 6ec'l> Ko:!.O:
1T<lVTO: KO:I &yo:ea KO:I S{KO:IO:, cS:vepw'ITOI Se & llEV aOIKO: \mEIAD~O:O"IV a Se
SIKO:IO:.
I

(4) The uniry of things lies beneath the surface; it depends upon a balanced
reaction between opposites
I
ZIO Fr. 54, Hippolytus Ref. IX, g, 5 ...apiJOV{'I) a<pavf}s <pavepfis
t<pelTTCUV.

Fr. 123, Themistius Or. 5, p. 69 D. <pVO'IS t<pV1TTEcr6al <p1f..ei.
ZIZ Fr. 51, Hippolytus Ref. IX, g, I ov ~VVICXO'IV ot<cus 51acpep61Jevov ecuVTCi) ~VIJq>EpETal • "TTaAiVTovos exp!JOV{'I) ot<cuci-rrep T6~ov
211

t<al Mp'l)s.I

-

I Hippolytus, the fullest source here, and usually a reliable one, has
01-\0AoyieiV (for 01-\0AOYUI) and TraAIVTpO'ITOS. ~VIl~tpETO:I is a probable
restoration from Plato's version, Symp. 187A, and avoids a difficult use of
OllOAoyeiv-a verb which could easily have been repeated accidentally,
since Hippolytus used it twice in the infinitive just before he quoted the
fragment. Tr<lAIVTovos has as much support as Tr<lAIVTpoTrOS in the versions
(of the second part only) by Plutarch and Porphyry, and is preferred
because it gives a fully intelligible sense. G. Vlastos, AJP 76 {1955) 348ff.,
defends Tro:AIVTpoTros: his strongest point is that Diog. :C. rx, 7, a summary
and often imprecise version of Theophrastus, has the phrase S1a TfiS
~vo:vTIOTpoTrfiS lip~o~6a6a1. This certainly appears at first sight to be based
upon 'ITO:AIVTpO'ITOS ap~o~ov{T}; yet the ~VO:VTIOTpoTrf} (which would have to
be ~vo:VTloTpoTrla if derived from an adjectival form -TpOTrOS) probably
refers to the TpoTral of 2ZI, combined {as they certainly were by Theophrastus, cf. the fuller account of him in Diog. L. IX, 8) with the 'way up
and down' interpreted as change between opposites. 'lip116ailo:• could be a
general application of the concept of ap~o~ovin, cf. 210. It is also possible

2o8 Human disposition does not have true judgement, but divine disposition does.
To god all things are beautiful and good and just, but men have supposed some
things to be unjust, others just.
210 An unapparent connexion is stronger than an apparent one.
2II The real constitution of things is accustomed to hide itself.
212 They do not apprehend how being at variance it agrees with itself [literally, how
being brought apart it is brought fogetlier with itself]: there is a back-stretched connexion,
as in lhe bow and the we.
209

1
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that there was doubt about the form of the epithet as early as Theophrastus,
as there certainly was later. Objections to lTaAhrrpolTOS are (i) can 'a
turning-back connexion' really be said, even by Heraclitus, for 'a connexion achuved by contrary changes'? Perhaps it can-it would be possible,
certainly, in Aeschylus. If this is accepted, the meaning given fits in well
enough with Heraclitus' theory of natural change. Unfortunately (ii) it
does not make any intelligible sense when applied, as it is, to the bow and
the lyre. Vlastos suggests that the sequence of tension and relaxation of
the string, which discharges the arrow or makes the note, is meant: but
this sequence cannot be described as an 'adjustment' or 'connexion', in
any kind of Greek. The lTaAIVTpOlTOS I<£Aev6os in Parmenides fr. 6 (345) is,
of course, perfectly intelligible, and does not necessarily contain a reference
to Heraclitus (cf. p. 272), or at any rate to this fragment.

What is stated in 210 is a general rule; comparison with 211
(where cpvcns probably means not 'Nature' but 'a thing's true
constitution'}, and also with 212, suggests that the rule is intended
to apply to the working of the world as a whole, as a sum of
constituent parts whose connexion is not apparent at first sight.
The unseen connexion of opposites is in fact stronger than other,
more obvious types of connexion.' 212, one of Heraclitus' most
familiar sayings, contains a characteristic looseness in predication:
the subject of ~VJ..l<pepe-rat is probably not (To) 8tcxcpep6J..levov, i.e.
another example of a specific opposite, but a generalizing 8tcxcpep6J..lev6v (Tt), where 'anything being carried apart' means
something like 'any discrete pair of opposites'. Thus the sense
given is similar to that implicit in OVJ..l<pep6J..levov 8tcxcpep6J..levov in
206: any pair, or sum of pairs, can be regarded either (a) as
heterogeneous and analysable in terms of separate extremes, or
(b) as tending together with itself to form a unity. Now comes an
important addition: there is (sc. in it, i.e. it exemplifies) a connexion or means of joining (the literal sense of apJ..lOVIfl} through
opposite tensions,a which ensures this coherence-ju st as the
tension in the string of bow or lyre, being exactly balanced by the
outward tension exerted by the arms of the instrument, produces
a coherent, unified, stable and efficient complex. We may infer
that if the balance between opposites were not maintained, for
example if' the hot' (i.e. the sum of hot substances) began seriously
to outweigh the cold, or night day, then the unity and coherence
of the world would cease, just as, if the tension in the bow-string
exceeds the tension in the arms, the whole complex is destroyed.
1 A number
of fragments imply that it needs both faith and persistence to
find the underlying truth. So e.g. 213 Fr. x8, Clement Strom. n, 17, 4
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tav J.ID e~TI1)Tal &vt~mcnoy OVK t~evpl)O"EI, ave~EpEVV1)TOV lov Kal &-rropov.
See also 247, and frr. 22, 86; compare Xenophanes (191).
2 Tia~iVTovos= 'counter-stretched', i.e. tending equally in opposite directions. A tension in one direction automatically produces an equivalent
tension in the other; if not, the system collapses.

\"

(5) The total balance in the cosmos can only be maintained if change in one
direction eventually leads to change in the other, that is, if there is unending
'strife' between opposites
214 Fr. 8o, Orifen c.}Celsum VI, 42 ei8evcx1 XPtl .Tov :J!OAEJ.lOV
!6VTcx ~w6v, KO:l OlKT)V eptv, KO:l Y1VOJ.1EVCX TICxvrCX KCXT' EplV KO:i
2(PEWV.

~

1

215 Fr. 53, Hippolytus Ref. IX, g, 4 ;u6i\e1-1os n6:vTwv !lEV nCXTf!p
ecrn, n6:VTWV OE ~cxcni\evs, KO:l TOVS !lEV eeovs EOEl~E TOVS OE 6:v6_pwnovs,
.TOVS !lEV Sovi\ovs ETIOiT)O"E TOVS OE ei\ev6epovs.
.

1 xpewv Diels, xpew~va ms. The emendation is not certain, but is hard to
improve; the three extra letters may be connected with the omission of
three letters just before, where the unique Vatican ms. has el oe for the
obvious original eloevat.

Strife or war is Heraclitus' metaphor for the dominance of change
in the world. It is obviously related to the reaction between
opposites; most kinds of change (except for e.g. growth, which is
the accretion oflike to like), it may be inferred, could be resolved
into change between opposites. At all events, change from one
extreme to the other might seem to be the most radical possible.
The 'war' which underlies all events, and is responsible for
different and indeed opposed conditions of men and for their fate
after death (cf. 239 and 242 for the difficult assertion about men 1)._M
and gods), is called oiKT), the 'indicated way' (from the same root
as oeiKVV!-11), or the normal rule of behaviour. This must be a
deliberate amendment of Anaximander's dictum (112) that things /, 117
pay retribution to each other for the injustice of their alternate
encroachments in the processes of natural change. Heraclitus
points out that if strife-that is, the action and reaction between

f

213 If one does rwt expect the unexpected one will rwt find it out, since it is not to be.,Y
searched out, and difficult to compass.
214 It is necessary to know that war is common and right is strife_ and that all things }
...happen by strife and necessiry.
215 War is the father of all and king of all, and some he shows as gods, others as men;
some he makes slaves, others free.
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opposed substances-were to cease, then the victor in every
contest of extremes would establish a permanent domination, and
the world as such would be dcstroyed.I Yetjust as in a battle there
are temporary local stoppages, or deadlocks produced by the exact
balance of opposing forces, so Heraclitus must have allowed that
temporary stability is to be found here and there in the cosmic
battlefield, so long as it is only temporary and is balanced by
a corresponding state elsewhere. This would not diminish the
validity of the domination of strife (which, as for Anaximander,
provides a metaphorical motive for change), but it allows the
principle to be applied to the world of our actual experience, in
which all things must eventually change but some things are for
the time being obviously stable.
I
Cf. 216 Aristode Eth. Eudem. H r, 1235a25 Kal 'Hpc'n<AetTOS ~1TtTt~~
T4' 1TOtt')craVTI 'U)s rptS ~1< TE 6eoov Kal av6pclmc.>v a1T6AOITO ( = Jl. I 8, I 07) ·
oi.J yap av elvat ap~ov(av ~1'\ 6VTOS O~EOS Kal !3apeos oi.JSe TCc 34'a 6:vev
6t')Aeos Kal &ppevos evavTic.>v 6vTc.>v. Here ap~ovla has its special sense of
'musical scale'.

(6) The river-image illustrates the kind of uni~ that depends on the
preservation of measure and balance in change
217 Fr. I2, Arius Didymus ap. Eusebium P.E. xv, 20, +fr. 91,
l Plutarch deE 18, 392B 1TOTC:XIJOicn Toiow cruToiow E1Jj3c:x{vovow
ETEpC:X l<C:Xi hepC:X V5CXTa E1TlppEi ( = fr. 12). I • • • Old5VT)O"l l<C:Xi. .. O"VVCryEl. • • O"VV(O"TCXTC:Xl l<C:Xi crrroAei1TEt. •. 1Tp6o-eto-1 1<ai CrnElO"l ( = fr. 9 I).
I The words Kal lfiV)(al Se &1!6 Toov i.Jypwv ava6v~tooVTat, which follow
vS<XTa ~1Tippel in Arius, are counted as part of fr. 12 by most editors; but
they are out of place here and are almost certainly part of an attempt by
Cleanthes to find an exhalation of soul in Heraclitus as in Zeno: see Kirk,
Heraditus, the Cosmic Fragments 367ff. The pairs of verbs which form fr. gr
occur in Plutarch immediately after a summary by him (in Platonic
terms) of the main river-statement; see further p. rg8.

According to the Platonic interpretation, accepted and expanded
by Aristotle, Theophrastus, and the doxographers, this riverimage was cited by Heraclitus to emphasize the absolute con216 Heraclitus rebukes the author of the line : Would that strife might be destroyed
from among gods and men': for there would be no musical scale unkss high and low
existed, nor living creatures without female and male, which are opposites.
217 Upon those that step into the same rivers different and different waters flow .. . . It
scatters and• •• gathers . .. it comes together and flows away . .. approaches and departs.
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tinuity of change in every single thing: everything is in perpetual
flux like a river. So 2.18 Plato Crary/us 402 A "Aeye11Tov • HpCn<Aenos
cht 1T<XVTCX XU>pEi KCXl ov8~v J..IEVEl, Kcxl l!:OTCXJ..IOV pofj CmElKCx3U>V TCx
ovTcx Myel ws Ols ~s Tov cxVTov 1TOTCXJ..lov oliK O:v Elll3cxiT)s. It is to t:his
interpretation that Aristotle refers in 2.19 Aristotle Phys. e 3,
253 bg KCX{ cpcxcr{ TlVES KlVEio-Bcxl T&'>V OVTU>V OV TCx ll~V TCx 8' OV,
CxAACx 1TCxVTCX KCXl ae{, CxAACx "A.cxveavelV TOVTO TTJV DllETEpcxv cxicreT)O"lV.
Aristotle here makes explicit what is implicit in Plato, that many
things (those that appear to be stable) must be undergoing invisible
or unnoticed changes. Can Heraclitus really have thought that a
rock or a bronze cauldron, for example, was invariably undergoing invisible changes of material? Perhaps so; but nothing in the
extant fragments suggests that he did, and his clearly-expressed
reliance on the senses, provided they be interpreted intelligently,
suggests that he did not. 1 It cannot be too strongly emphasized
that before Parmenides and his apparent proof that the senses
were completely fallacious- a proof that was clearly a tremendous
shock to his contemporaries- gross departures from common sense
must only be accepted when the evidence for them is extremely
strong. In the present case it is quite conceivable that Plato was
misled by post-Heraclitean exaggerations and distortions of
Heraclitus' emphasis on eventual change; in particular, perhaps,
by Cratylus, who thought that you could not step even once into
the same river (Aristotle Met. r5, IOIOaig), and who is said by
Aristotle to have influenced Plato as a young man (Met. A6,
g87a32).:z
1
See 200, 201. It is true that Mclissus in fr. 8 (392) drew attention to the
appearance that some 'stable' things do change: iron is worn away by the
finger, and so on. This observation occurs in a context which perhaps has
verbal references to Heraclitus (e.g. T6 t t 6€p~ov ljN)(pov y!vte75at Kal TO
ljN)(pov 6€p~6v, cf. fr. 126). Yet there is no reason whatever to think that
Melissus meant that change must in this case be continuous, even though it
can be irwisible. Every time the finger rubs, it rubs off an invisible portion
of iron; yet when it does not rub, what reason is there to think that the
iron is still changing? Melissus' point is rather that appearances show that

218 Heraclitus somewhere says that all things are in process and nothing stays still, and ) '
likening existing things to the stream of a river he says that you would not step twice into
the same river.
219 And some say not that some existing things are moving, and not others, but that
all things are in motion all the timey but that this escapes our perceptwn.
14
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example, is balanced by a corresponding stability elsewhere of
corresponding masses of sea, and of fire or aither (the mountain
being mostly earth); on which see the next section.

(7) The world is an ever-livingfire,parts of which are always extinguished
to form the two other main world-masses, sea and earth. Changes between
fire, sea and earth balance each other; pure, or aitherial,.fire has a directive
capacity
220 Fr. 30, Clement Strom. v, I04, I Koa!,lov T6v5e [Tov a\rrov
em6:VTWV]I OVTE TIS eewv OVTE &vepwnwVli-roiT)O"EV, al\A: Tjv O:el Keel
gO"TIV Keel go-Ta1· mlp O:e!swov, <hrT6!,levov l.lhpa Keel O:noa[3evvv!,levov
fl~a.
Z21 Fr. 3I, Clement Strom. v, 104, 3 nvpos Tpona{ · npwTov
e6Aaaaa, eaA.aO"O"T)S Se TO !lEV filliOV yfj TO Se filliOV npT)O'Tl)p ..•
(yfj) e6Aaaaa SI<:X)(EETCCI, Kai llETPEETCCI eis TOV a\rrov Myov OKOios
np6aeev Tjv f) yeveaeCCI yfj.
Z22 Fr. go, Plutarch de E 8, s88 D nvp6s TE OVTCC!-101[31) TCx n6:VTa
Keel nvp em6:VTwv OKv.>amp XPVO"OV XPiJilCCTa Kal XPT)IlCcTWV xpva6s.
zz3 Fr. 64, Hippolytus Ref. IX, xo, 6 Ta Se n6:VTa olaKi3e1
Kepavv6s.
Vlastos, op. cit. 344ff., argues that 'the same of all' is original, and
contrasts the real physical world of common experience with the deceptive
private imaginings of men who do not follow the Logos {cf. 198 etc.).
This would be possible enough if (what does not seem particularly
probable) fr. 30 followed directly upon a reference to men's delusions;
but neither Plutarch nor Simplicius, who also quote the first part of the
fragment, gives the debated phrase. More important, Vlastos does not
mention that Clement in the context of the quotation is following some
Stoic source in endeavouring to explain away this fragment's inconsistency with the Stoic ecpyrosis-interpretation, by arguing that 'this
world-order' in Heraclitus is the all-inclusive, eternal system, Tov ~~
cmaaTJS Tfjs ovaias 15icvs 1Totov K6a~Jov as Clement had just said, and not
this particular world. Thus the interpolation is very strongly motivated;
see further Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments 307ff.
I

220 This world-order [the same of all] did none of gods or men make, but it always was
and is and shall be: an everliuing fire, kindling in measures and goir.g out irt measures.
221 Fire's tumings:jirst sea, and ofsea the half is earth, the half' burner' [i.e. lightning
or fire] ... (earth) is dispersed as sea, and is measured so as to form the same proportion
as existed bifore it became earth.
222 All things are an equal exchange for fire andfire for all things, as goods are for gold
and gold for goods.
223 Thunderbolt steers all things.
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Fr. 94, Plutarch de exit. I I, 604A •Ht.tos o\Jx &rrepj3{Jcre-rat
~hpa· d B~ ~t'l. >Eptwes ~·v LliKT]S rn{Kovpot e~evp{Jcrovcrtv.

ZZ9

No extant fragment clearly reveals Heraclitus' ideas on the nature
of the heavenly bodies; but Theophrastus evidently gave a
moderately detailed if subjective account of his views, the non·
Peripatetic parts of which there is no reason to disbelieve.
Diogenes preserves the fullest version of this account, of which 227
is a part; for the rest (the stars are further from the earth than the
sun, the moon nearer) see DK22 A 1. The heavenly bodies are
solid bowls filled with fire. This fire is maintained by moist
exhalations or evaporations from the sea, which are somehow
collected in them and burned as fuel. 1 This is presumably the way
in which water changes into fire in the balanced interaction
between world-masses described in 221. The idea that, since
moisture is evaporated by fire, fire is physically nourished by it
is a naive and popular one. Similarly the solid celestial bowls are
probably a quasi~scientific elaboration of the popular myth that
the sun each night sails from west to east in a golden bowl round the
northern stream ofOkeanos (see 7, 8). Eclipses and phases of the
moon were explained by the turning away of the bowls: but no
true cause (as opposed to a mere mechanism) was given, and
Diogenes (rx, II, DK 22 AI), presumably still following Theo·
phrastus, stated that Heraclitus said nothing about the constitu·
tion of the bowls. Heraclitus was _probably not interested in
astronomy for its own sake, and seems to have been content With
adaptations of popular accounts so long as his general theory of
cosmological Change was preserved. 228 is consonant with
Theophrastus' account of the celestial bowls: the sun is 'new'
every day in the sense that its fire is replenished each night with
entirely fresh exhalations. Naturally, this replenishment and
consumption form a regular cycle, though one which could admit
slight variations. The principle of measure in natural change is
illustrated also in 229, where the sun is restrained by Dike, the
personification of normality and therefore regularity, from exceeding its measures-for example from coming too close to the earth
or shining beyond its proper time.
229

Sun will not overstep his measures; otherwise the Erinyes, ministers of Justice, will

find him out.
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Theophrastus and his followers usually attributed two exhalations, a
moist and a dry one, to Heraclitus: this is most probably a misunderstanding based upon Aristotle's own dual-exhalation explanation of
meteorological (as opposed, in his case, to astronomical) events. Aristotle
seems to have elaborated this theory out of Heraclitus' ideas on the
importance of the exhalation from the sea and other terrestrial waters; but
it appears from passages in his Meteorologica that Aristotle considered the
dry exhalation from the earth to be his own discovery (Kirk, Heraclitus, the
Cosmic Fragments 273ff.). Yet, because it is kindled, he can treat Heraclitus'
exhalation as fiery: seep. 207 n. x. The explanation of night and day (as
well as winter and summer) as due to the alternating prevalence of the
dark and bright exhalatipns, ascribed to Heraclitus in Diogenes' Theophrastean account, is absurd: Heraclitus knew as well as anyone that day
is due to the sun, and declared in fr. 99 that 'if there were no sun, it would
be night'.

(g) Wisdom consists in understanding the way the world works
Fr. 41, Diogenes Laertius IX, I ev To o-oq>6v· en{crTcxcreo:t
yvWIJT)V, OKT) KVj3epvfrro:t nmno: 5t0: naVTwv. 1
231 Fr. 32, Clement Strom. v, I 15, 1 ev TO croq>ov J..lovvov
Aeyecreo:t o\n< eeeAet Ko:i eeeAet ZT)vos ovoiJo:.
230

~I

1
C>TETJ Kvl3epvfjaat P'B, oT' ~yKvl3epvfjaat F; OTtTJ €Kvl3epVTJO"E Diels, DK,
o'Trfj Kvl'epvihat Gigon, Walzer, OTEIJ Kv!'epvihat Vlastos, OKTJ Kvl3epv1iTai
scripsi. The feminine form OTETJ is not, in fact, found; OKTJ is one obvious
source of corruption. This involves taking yvw(..lTJV as internal accusative
with errlaTaa6at, after Heidel: 'to be acquainted with true judgement how
all things are steered through all'. This would be a development of Solon
fr. x6 Diehl: yvw(..lOaVVTJS o' ~ xat.mwTaT6V €O"Tt vofjaat/ (..lETpov, 0
Oft lTCxVTWV m(paTa (..lOVVOV exet ('Most hard is it to apprehendtlle'Unapparent measure ofjudgement, which alone holds the limits of all things').
On the other hand the Stoics took yvw(..lTJV in Heraclitus' saying as direct
object of ElrlO"Taa6at (cf. Cleanthes Hymn to Zeus 34f.), as representing their
own familiar idea of divine Reason; that they should place this interpretation on the dictum is not surprising, in any case. But that Heraclitus should
have used yvw(..lTJ by itself, with no definite article and no possessor
expressed, to stand for Fire or Logos (cf. zz3), has seemed improbable to
some. Each of the two alternative interpretations has its difficulties, but
the resulting sense in each case is not very different: wisdom consists in
understanding how the world works-which in any event involves understanding the divine Logos.

230 gives the real motive of Heraclitus' philosophy: not mere
curiosity about nature (although this was doubtless present too)

The wise is one thing, to be acquainted with true judgement, how all things are
steered through all.
Z31 One thing, the only truly wise, does not and does consent to be called by the name of
Zeus.

Z30
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but the belief that man's very life is indissociably bound up with
his whole surroundings. Wisdom-and therefore, it might be
inferred, satisfactory living-consists in understanding the Logos,
the analogous structure or common element of arrangement in
things, embodying the J.uhpov or measure whic~ ensures that change
does not produce disconnected, chaotic plurality. Absolute understanding here can only be achieved by god (z31; cf. also zo9), who
in some respects, therefore (but not of course in anthropomorphism
and in the demand for cult), resembles the Zeus of the conventional religion. God, with his synoptic view, is thus 'the only thing
that is (completely) wise'. Fire (zz3) and the Logos itself (199)
are to a large degree co-extensive with, or different aspects of, this
completely wise thing.
It remains to describe Heraclitus' views about men-their soul,
institutions and ideas. But for Heraclitus this subject was in no
way separate from the study of the outside world; the same
materials and the same laws are found in each sphere. Z30 clearly
depends upon this assumption, which is implicit also in 197 (fr. I).

(I o) The soul is composed offire; it comes from, and turns into, moisture,
total absorption by which is death for it. The soul-fire is related to the
world-fire
ZJZ Fr. 36, Clement Strom. VI, I7, 2
'1'vxfjow 66:vaTOS voc.:>p
yeve<J6al, VOOTI OE 66:vmos yf\v yeve<J6al. EK yf\s oe vowp yiveTat,
e~ &omos oe 'i'VXTJ.
Z33 Fr. II8, Stobaeus Anth. III, 5, 8 aVfJ '1'VX'Ii crocpc.:>TCcTfJ Kal
6:piO'T1').
Z34 Fr. I I7, Stobaeus Anth. III, 5, 7 &vi)p oK6Tav 1JE6v<J6fj O:yeTal
V1TO 1Ta!OOS &vi)~ov, crcpaAAOIJEVOS, OVK rnalc.:>v OKf) ~aivet, Vypi)v Ti)v
l.l'VXiJV exwv.
Z35 Fr. 45, Diogenes Laertius IX, 7 '1'VXf\S nelpmcx lwv ovK av
e~evpOIO, 1TCXO'CXV rnmopEVOIJEVOS 656v· OVTU> ~aevv Myov EXEI.
,\;
232 For souls it is death to become water, for water it is death to become earth; from
earth water comes-to-be, and from water, soul.
233 A dry soul is wisest and best.
234 A man when he is drunk is led by an unfledged boy, stumbling and not knowing
where he goes, having his soul moist.
235 rou would not find out the boundaries of soul, even by travelling along every path:
so deep a measure does it have.
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Anaximenes had probably drawn cosmological conclusions from
the nature of the soul, which, following the Homeric view, he
envisaged as breath. Hera~litus abandoned this idea in favour of
another popular conception of the soul, that it was made of fiery
aither. On this foundation he built up a rationalistic psychological
theory, in which for the first time (unless Pxthagoras himself went
further in this direction than we suspect) the structure of the soul
is related not only to that of the body, but also to that of the world
as a whole.
The soul in its true and effective state is made of fire: in 232
soul replaces fire in a list of what might otherwise be taken for the
main interactions of the world-masses (cf. 221). The implication
is not only that soul is fiery, but also that it plays some part in the
great cycle of natural change. It comes into being from moisture
(and, if it is analogous to cosmic fire, is maintained, at least in
part, by some kind of moisture-see p. 203), and is destroyed
when it turns entirely into water.1 The efficient soul is dry (233),
that is, fiery. A soul that is moistened, for example by excessive
drinking as in 234 (which well illustrates the still naive character
of H eraclitus' psychology), is diminished in capacity and makes
its owner behave childishly, without either wits or physical
strength. Thus intellect is explicitly placed in the soul. The soul,
which can move to all parts of the body at need,2 has limits that
cannot be reached (235); probably the thought here is not so much
of the problem of self-consciousness as of the soul being a representative portion of the cosmic fire-which, compared with the
individual, is obviously of vast extent. Thus it could be conceived
as an adulterated fragment of the surrounding cosmic fire,J and
so as the possessor in some degree of that fire's directive power
(223). All this, as has been indicated, is a development of what
may be reasonably taken as a popular conception of the nature of
aither (cf. n. r on p. 200); but a simpler and more empirical
indication of the fiery nature of soul was at hand, since it must
have been commonly observed that warmth is associated with the
living body and that the dead, soulless body is cold (so Vlastos,
op. cit. 364f.).
A Stoic re-formulation of 232, in which air is characteristically added
to the three genuinely Heraclitean world-masses (to produce the four
'elements' of post-Empedoclean speculation), gives 'the death of fire is
the birth of air', etc.; this appears as fr. 76 in DK, but is totally misleading
1
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for Heraclitus. He appears to have ignored air as a major cosmic constituent, in spite of Anaximenes; though the exhalation from the sea, by
which sea turns to fire, might have been termed a,;p. Aristotle (de an. A2,
405a24, DK22A 15) wrote that Heraclitus made soul the same as the
material principle, namely 'the exhalation from which he compounds
the other things'. Aristotle himself accepted two kinds of exhalation, one
being fiery, so that the 'exhalation' here represents fire .
2 According to the scholiast on Chalcidius (fr. 67a in DK) Heraclitus
compared the soul to a spider which rushes to any part of its web which is
damaged. The soul is described as 'firme et proportionaliter iuncta' to
the body; the idea of proportion is appropriate to Heraclitus. Cf. on
Anaximenes, pp. 158 ff.
3 So Macrobius S. Scip. 14, 19 (DK22A 15), 'Heraclitus said that the soul
is a spark of the essential substance of the stars' (scintillam sullaris essentiae)the stars being no doubt conceived as concentrations of aither.

(I I) Waking, sleeping and death are related to the degree offieriness in the
soul. In sleep the soul is partly cut offfrom the world-fire, and so decreases
in activi!)l
236 Fr. 26, Clement Strom. IV, I4I, 2 av6pC.U1TOS ~v svcpp6V1J
cp6:os 6:-rrrrrat E<xvT<;> [6:1To6cxvoov] 6:1TocrJ'E~elS O~EIS, sWV 5~ 6:-rrrrrat
TE6vEWTOS ruSc.uv [6:1TocrJ3e~els o~ets], EypT)yopoos CrnTETat EV50VTOS.
(Text as in DK, after Wilamowitz.)
237 Sextus adv. math. vn, 129 ( DK22AI6) Toihov ovv Tov
6eiov Myov Ka6' 'Hp6:KAE1TOV St' &vcrnvof\s <11TCx<TaVTES voepol
ytv61.leea, Kat ev ~-~~ trrrVOIS AT)6aiot, KaTCx Se eyepcrtv 1TCxAIV El.l<ppoves·
~V yap TOiS trrrvOIS 1-lVO"CxVTC.UV TWV a{~T)TIKWV 1Topc.uv XC.UPfsETat Tf\S
1Tpos TO 1TEptexov <TVI.l<pVtas 6 ev TJI-liV vovs, 1-lOVT)S Tf\S KaTCx &vcrnvoi}v
1TpocrcpvcrEC.US <T'P$01-lEVT)S otove{ TWOS plsT)S, xc.upt~Els TS 6:1ToJ36:AAEI
f}v 1Tp6TSpov ElxE 1-lVT)I.lOVIKl)v SVval.llV. ( 130) ev Se EypT)y6pcrE\1TCxAIV
StO: Twv alo-61')TtK&v 1Topc.uv w<11Tep St6: nvc.uv 6vp!Sc.uv 1Tpo~as Kai
T4' 1TEpttxoVTt crv~-LJ3at.oov t.oytKf}v wSvETat swa1-1tv ...•
236 A man in the night kindles a light fM himself when his vision is extinguished;
living, he is in contact with the dead, when asleep, and with the sleeper, when awake.
237 According to Heraclitus we become inulligent by drawing in this divine reason
[logos] through breathing, and forgetful when asleep, but we regain our senses wlien
we wake up again. FM in sleep, when the channels of perception are shut, our mind is
sundered from its kinship with the su"ounding, and breathing is the only point of attachment to be preserved, like a kind of root; being sundered, our mind casts off its former power
of memory. But in the waking stau it again peeps out through the channels ofperception
as tlwugh through a kind of window, and meeting with the ~ounding it puts on its power
of reason .•.•
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hension of the Logos (see fr. I, 197) would mean in psychological
terms that the active, fiery part of the soul has made contact with
the fiery Logos-constituent of the objective situation, and has been
increased by it. 2
1 Sextus went on to compare the resuscitation of the soul-fire by restored
contact with the universal Logos (here expressed in Stoic-Sceptic terms)
with the way in which embers glow again when brought near to a live fire.
This image, already perhaps used by Xenophanes (p. 173), may well have
been re-used by Heraclitus. Conceivably the word &yxtj3ao-IT), 'going
near to', which Heraclitus used (fr. 122) according to the Suda, belonged
to the same image.
z Chalcidius, probably after Posidonius, ascribed to Heraclitus a view
quite different from Sextus', according to which the soul only has contact
with the cosmic reason when free in sleep from the interruption of the
senses (in Tim. ch. 251, DK22A20). The 'cosmic reason' is Stoic, and the
rest is quite obviously (pace A. Delatte) Platonic; though cf. Pi. fr. 131 b.

(I 2) Virtuous souls do not become water on the death of the body, but
survive to join, eventually, the cosmic fire
238 Fr. 25, Clement Strom. IV, 49, 3 ~6pot yap ~E:~oves ~e3ovo:s
~oipo:s Ao:yxexvovcn Ko:6' 'HpOI<AetTov.
239 Fr. 63, Hippolytus Ref. Ix, IO, 6 teveo: 8' e6VTtt hrcxv£O"To:cr6o:t KO:t q>VACXKO:) y£vecr6o:t EyEpTl 3WVTU>V Ko:l VEKpwv.
240 (Fr. 136), L Bodl. ad Epictetum, p. lxxxiii Schenkl
'f'V)(O:l &pT)lq>CXTOl Ko:6o:pwTepcxt f) evl VOVO"Ol).
The 'better portions' which are won in 238 must belong to the
soul alone, since after death the body is 'more fit to be cast out
than dung' (fr. 96). Therefore not all souls can equally undergo
the 'death' (232) of becoming water, that is, of ceasing to be soul,
which is essentially fiery. 1239 (whose first words are probably
corrupt) seems to suggest that certain souls survive death and
become daimons; this is manifestly developed from a famous
passage in Hesiod. 1 The key to Heraclitus' belief here is, I think,
provided by 240, which is clearly not a verbatim quotation but a
verse summary of perhaps considerably later date than Heraclitus
himself (although we know from Diogenes Laertius IX, x6,
238 For better deaths gain better portions according to Heraclitus.
239 t To him [or it], being there, t they rise up and become guardians, wakefully, of
living and dead.
240 Souls slain in war are purer than those (that perish) in diseases.
,1(
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DK 22 A 1, that Scythinus made a metrical version of Heraclitus in
the late fourth or third century B.c.). It probably owes something
to fr. 24, 'Gods and men honour those slain in battle', but the
comparison with those who die from illness is quite new, and is
unlikely to have been simply invented after Heraclitus. How can
the souls of those dying in battle, it may be asked, be 'purer' than
the souls of those dying from disease? The answer I suggest is that
the latter are moistened and inefficient, and their possessors are in
a semi-conscious and sleep-like condition; those slain in battle, on
the contrary, are cut off at their most active, when their souls are
fiery from virtuous and courageous activity.:l At the moment of
death the enfeebled souls of the sick lose their last residue of
fieriness and become completely watery, so that they cease to
exist as souls; while the souls of those slain in battle (almost
instantaneously, for the most part) are predominantly fiery. It
seems plausible, then, that the latter avoid the soul-death of
becoming water. 3 They leave the body and, we may guess, are
re-united with the aitherial fire. Before this happens they probably
remain for a time as disembodied daimons, after the Hesiodic
pattern. But there can be no idea of individual survival apart from
this, or indeed of perpetual survival as aitherial fire: for measures
of that fire are constantly being drawn into the cosmological
process, and undergo the changes of 221 (see n. on p. 202 for a
· possible soul-period of some kind). Thus Heraclitus does not
appear to be indebted here to Pythagoras.
1

241 Hesiod Erga 121 ff. (of the golden race) ro1TO:p hrel 511 Toiho y€YOS
KCXTO: yo:i' ~Kall.viJie I Tol ~-t€Y 5o:l~-toY€s elat lltos ~-tey(x;\ov 5t0: f3ovMs 1~a&ll.ol,
hnx&6vtOI cpvll.o:Kes &YT)TWY av&pc:mcvv. See also ibid. 252 ff. Another
saying of Heraclitus preserved by Hippolytus is very obscure: it evidently
has some connexion with the doctrine of opposites, but also suggests the
deification of some souls (cf. :n6): 242 Fr. 62, Hippolytus Ref. IX, 10, 6
&eavo:TOI &vT)TOI, &vT)TOl &eavo:TOI, 3WVTES TOY eKEiYCVY &avo:TOV TOY 5£ ~Ke{ycvv
f3ioY n&vewns.
2 Though it has been ingeniously suggested by W. J. Verdenius that one
saying implies that &v~-t6s, anger or emotion, entails a fiery expenditure or
decrease of the soul-fire (compare 'flashing eyes', 'breathing fire', etc. in

But w~n t~ earth hid this race, t~y are noble daimons through t~ counsels
of great Zeus, guardians on earth of mortal man.
242 Immortal mortals, mortal immortals [or mortal immortals, immortal mortals; or
immortals are mortal, mortals are immortal; or immortals are mortals, mortals are
immortals, etc.], living t~ir death and dying t~ir life.
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250 Fr. I Ig, Stobaeus Anth. rv, 40, 23 ~eos &vepoon~ Sa{llc.>V.
251 Fr. 43, Diogenes Laertius IX, 2 vj3ptv XPfl crj3evvVval llCXAAOV
i)lTVpKall)v.
252 Fr. 44, Diogenes Laertius IX, 2 yCx)(e0"6at XPfl Tov SfillOV
&rrep •ov v611ov oKc.>CJJTep •etxeos.
253 Fr. II4, Stobaeus Anth. m, I, I 79 _1_w v6~ f..~yoVTas lO)(llp!se0"6at XPfl •0 ~vv(i) nexVTc.>v_, 8Kooo:rrep v61,1~ n6f..ts 1<ai nof..v
laxvpOTEpc.>S. TpE<pOVTOI yexp 'TTCxVTES ot &vepoom101 v61101 VrrO WOs
TOV edov. KpaTEi yexp TOO"OVTOV OKOO"OV teef..et Kai t~apl<ei m:Xcrt Kal
neptyivETat.
Heraclitus' ethical advice is gnomic in form, and for the most part
similar in general content to that of his predecessors and contemporaries; sometimes it is expressed more graphically and often
more savagely. 1 It stresses the importance of moderation, which
itself depends upon a correct assessment ofone's capacities. But this
kind of advice (with which one naturally compares the Delphic
maxims 'Know thyself' and 'Nothing too much') has a deeper
significance in Heraclitus because of its grounding (not explicitly
stated but clearly implied in 197 etc.) in his physical theories, and
because of his belief that only by understanding the central pattern
of things can a man become wise and fully effective: see 197, 199,
230, 237· That is the real moral of Heraclitus' philosophy, in
which ethics is for the first time formally interwoven with physics.
1
Heraclitus was undoubtedly of a strongly critical temperament, and his
abuse can hardly have made him popular with his unfortunate fellowcitizens: cf. e.g. 254 Fr. 29, Clement Strom. v, 59, 5 alpeiivTat yap ~v
c:lvTI arravT(A)V ol cS:pto-rot, KAEOS &tvaov 6v1)T&v. ol St 'TTOAAOI KEK6pT)VTOI
OK(A)o-rrep K"n)vea. His political ideas seem to have been anti-democratic,
though perhaps from empirical rather than ideological motives: 'One man
is as ten thousand for me, if he is best', he said (fr. 49), and abused the

zso Man's character is his daimon.
ZSI

Insolence is more tc be extinguished than a conjlagratwn.

zsz The people must fight on behalf of the law as though for the civo wall.
ZS3 Those who speak with sense must rely on what is common tc all, as a ciV' must rely
on its law, and with much greater reliance. For all the laws of men are nourished by one
law, the divine law; for it has as much power as it wishes and is sufficient for all and is
still left over.
ZS4 The best choose one thing in place of all else, 'everlasting' glory among mortals;
but the majorivo are glutted like cattle.
~ ts
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Ephesians for exiling his friend Hennodorus on the ground of his exceptional ability (fr. 12 I). Himself of noble birth, he refused his traditional
privileges (194).

Thus 'searching for oneself' in 249 leads, it may be inferred, to
the discovery that the soul ranges outside oneself (see 235, 237).
250 is a denial of the view, common in Homer, that the individual
often cannot be held responsible for what he does. 5cxll-lc.:>V here
means simply a man's personal destiny; this is determined by his
own character, over which he has some control, and not by
external and often capricious powers acting perhaps through a
'genius' allotted to each individual by chance or Fate. Helen
blamed Aphrodite for her own weakness; but for Heraclitus (as
indeed for Solon, who had already reacted against the moral
helplessness of the heroic mentality) there was a real point in
intelligent and prudent behaviour. 251 has no special overtones:
it shows how conventional the practical side of Heraclitus' ethics
often was, and also that he did not always think of human behaviour
in terms of the fiery nature of the soul (for v~pts should involve a
moistening of the soul, not its conflagration). By contrast, the
insistence on respect for law in 252, though again expressed in
conventional terms, takes on a far deeper significance, and is given
a profound justification, in the light of 253 (which should be
compared with 197, 198 and 199). Human laws are nourished by
the divine universal law; they accord with the Logos, the formulaic
constituent of the cosmos. 'Nourished' is mainly, but not
completely, metaphorical: the contact between human laws and
the Logos is indirect, though not without material basis, since good
laws are the product of wise men with fiery souls (233) who thereby
understood, as Heraclitus himself does, the proper relation of men
with the world.
CONCLUSION

In spite of much obscurity and uncertainty of interpretation, it
does appear that Heraclitus' thought possessed a comprehensive
unity which (conceivably because of the lack of information about
Anaximander and Pythagoras) seems completely new. Practically
all aspects of the world are explained systematically, in relation
to a central discovery-that natural changes of all kinds are
regular and balanced, and that the cause of this balance is fire,
the common constituent of things that was also termed their
2I4

THE ITALlAN SCHOOLS
The second main stage in the history of Presocratic speculation consists of the two great Italian schools, the Pythagorean and the Eleatic.
The original motive and character of Italian thought differ widely
from those of the Milesians. Whereas the Milesians were impelled by
innate intellectual curiosity and dissatisfaction with the old mythological accounts to attempt a rational explanation of physical pheno·
mena, the impulse underlying Pythagoreanism seems to have been a
religious or emotional one. Plato himself refers to Pythagoras (&publU;
6ooA-B, DK 14, 10) as 'presiding over a band of intimate disciples
who loved him for the inspiration of his society and handed down a
way of life which to this day distinguishes the .Pythagoreans from the
rest of the world •. Such a eulogy would be scarcely appropriate to the
Milesians. Again, while the Milesians sought a purely naturalistic
explanation of the world, and Heraclitus represents an intermediate
stage, the Pythagoreans, this time in the words of Aristotle (Metaphysics
A 8, 989 b 29, DK 58 B 22), 'employ stranger principles and elements
than the physicists, the reason being that they took them from nonsensible things'. The Pythagorean cosmology is concerned, at the outset at any rate, more with the form or structure of the world than with
its mere matter.
But, as Aristotle adds in the next breath, having chosen their apparently abstract principles, 'they still concern themselves wholly with
nature; they generate the universe and watch what happens to its
various parts and affections and activities; and they use up their first
principles and causes on these things, as if they agreed with the other
physicists that Being is just so much as is sensible and is embraced
within what they call the universe. And yet, as I said, they maintain
causes and first principles that are adequate to lead· up to the higher
kinds of reality-that are indeed better fitted to them than to discussions about nature.' These sentences state very clearly what is probably
the most important of all facts about the Italian schools. While the
Pythagoreans were only secondarily, and the Eleatics hardly at all,
interested in the material aspect of the world, and while both groups
therefore start from.fint.princiJ2lc:s.l.Yhich in these days would be called
abstract, both groups of thinkers alike, thanks merely to the date at
which they lived, were so subject to the universal preconception that
'Being is just so much as is sensible' that they end in a corporealism
hardly Jess total, if much more difficult to understand, than that of the
Milesians. Many modern scholars find this conclusion so repugnant
that they read into the Italian philosophers' theories philosophical
distinctions of which all the evidence, including sometimes the actual
words of the philosopher in question, seems to show that they were
unaware. In the opinion of the present writer, it is only on the supposition that the only form of existence recognized by the Presocratics
was existence in space, and that consequently the distinction between
the corporeal and the incorporeal had not yet been clearly and
explicitly drawn, that it is possible to understand what the early
Italian philosophers meant.
216

CHAPTER VII

PYTHAGORA S OF SAMOS
LIFE AND DATE

While the developments already described were taking place in
Ionia, an independent movement, initiated by Pythagoras, was
gaining strength in southern Italy. Of the life of Pythagoras himself, though there are several late and unreliable works on the
subject, we can be said to know very little indeed. He passed his
early life in the island of Samos,I flourishing, according to
Apollodorus, in 532/1 B.c., during the reign of the tyrant Polycrates. He is said to have left Samos to escape from the tyranny2
and to have settled at Croton in southern Italy, where he appears
to have risen to a position of great authority.3 Eventually, however, the Crotoniates rose in revolt against him and he withdrew
to the neighbouring city of Metapontium, where he died.•

zss

I cr.
Herodotus IV, 95 (DK 14, 2) Ws oe ~yili nvveexvo~at Tc;')V TOV
'Et.t.t'lcrrroVTOV o!KSOVTWV 'Et.Mvwv Kal n6VTov, TOV !CcAI.lO~IV TOVTOV MVTa
&vepw1TOV OOVAEVO"O:I ~v !a~o~~. OOVAEVO"CXI Se nveo:y6p1) T~ Mvno-ecpxov •..
50KEW oe 1TOAAOiO"I h~O"\ 1TpOTEpov TOY !6:A~O~IV TOVTOV yevto-6at nveay6pew.
2
Porphyrius V.P. 9 (DK 14, 8) ~yov6Ta o' h(;)v TEO"O"O:p6:KoVT6:
<pT}O"IV 6 •Ap~O"TO~evos Kc:xl 6p(.;)VTO: -ri}v TOV noAVKpQTOVS TVpawloa 0"\NTOV(.OTEpav OVO"O:V ••. OVTc..:>S 51) -rl}v els 'IT<XAio:v crncxpatv 1TOitlO"O:o-6at.
3 Z57 Diog. L. vm, 3 ... anfipev els Kp6Tc.>VO: Tfis 'hat.las, KCxKei v6~ovs
6eis Tois 'IT<XAIWT<XIS e5o~6:o-6n o-W Tois ~a6T}Tais, oi 1Tp0s TOVS Tpt<XKOO"(ovs
OVTES ci>Kov6~ow cS:ptO"TO: TCx 1TOAITIKCc, OOO"TE axeSOv &ptO"TOKp<XTIO:V elvat TflV
1TOAtTeiO:V.
4 Z58 Iamblichus V.P. 249 (DK 14, x6)
6 ~ev ovv nveay6pas !ita
Ta\rrt)v.Tl)v ahlo:v &1Tijf.6ev els TO MeT<X1TOVTtov K6:KSt t.tye<at K<XTaO"TpEijiO:t
TOV ~lov. cr. Diog. L. vm, 15.

zs6

255 According to my inforrruztion from the Greeks who live beside the Hellespont and
Pontus, this Salmoxis, a real man, was a slave in Samos to Pythagoras son of Mnesarchus
•.. but I believe that this Salmoxis lived ma'!)l years before Pythagoras.
256 Aristoxenus says that at the age offorty, seeing that the tyranny of Polycrates had
grown more intense, . .. he eventuall.J emigrated to Italy.
257 ... He emigrated to Croton in Italy and there, J!llegislating for the Italians-> won
renown together with his pupils. They numbered nearly JOO, and they administered the
affairs gf state so well that the constitution was virtually an aristocracy.
258 For this reason Pythagoras departed to Metapontium, where he is said to have died.
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OBSCURITY OF THE TRADITION

Both Plato and Aristotle are remarkably chary of mentioning
Pythagoras by name,' and neither tells us, in the extant works,
anything of the slightest value about him. Moreover, from the way
in which they speak of later Pythagorean doctrine;~ it would
appear that they are both alike sceptical about the historical
origins of Pythagoreanism. Probably the name of Pythagoras
was already, as it certainly was later, enveloped in a mist of
legend.3
1
Plato mentions him once only, at Rep. 6oo A-B, Aristotle in his extant
w<i'rks (but cf. note 2 below) only twice, at Met. As, 986a 30 (where, however, the name of Pythagoras is probably only a later addition: cf. Ross,
note ad loc.) and RMt. B23, 1398b 14.
2 Plato uses the word n0lay~e•os with equal reserve: it occurs only at
Rep. 530 D. Elsewhere he cites what we know to be Pythagorean doctrine
anonymously. Aristotle, though he is not so shy of the word nveay6pe•os,
frequently prefers to describe the Pythagoreans as either ol 'haAIKol, ol
1TEpl 'ITaAkxv or (as at Met. g8sb23, 989b29 etc.) ol KC(AOVj.lEVOI nveay6pe101.~tle, however, was sufficiently interested in Pythagoreanism to
write a treatise, which is unfortunately lost, entitle~ ne£1 T&V nveaxope{c.:>V.
3 Certainly the surviving fragments of Aristotle's lost work on the Pythagoreans already incorporate several miraculous tales; cf. also 259
Apollonius Hist. Mir. 6 (DK 14, 7) nveay6pas MVT]CJ6:pxov vlos TO
!lEV 1Tp&Tov OIE1ToveiTo 1TEpl Tc'x lla6iJilaTa Kal TOVS 6:p161lovs, V<JTepov
5~ 1TOTe Kal Tijs C!>epeKvoov TepaTo1Tollas ovK 6:1T~CJTT]. This is probably not
a quotation from Aristotle (=fr. 191 Rose), as Heidel showed (AJP 61
(1940) Sf.); but it may be based on Aristotle. For Pherecydes cf.
pp. soff.

EARLY EVIDENCE ABOUT PYTHAGORAS

260 Heraclitus fr. 40, Diogenes Laertius IX, I 1To:Av~cx6111 v6ov
EXEIV OV Ol0001<El. 'Ho-iooov yap av e5i5cx~e KCXl nvecxy6p'llV cxV-ris TE
zevocp6:ve6: TE KCXt 'EKCXTCXiOV.
261 Heraclitus fr. I2g, Diogenes Laertius VIII, 6 nvecxy6p'llS
MV1lo-6:pxov iO"Topi'llV f101<110"EV avepw1TWV ~OAIO"TCX 1TOvTWV Kcxl

259 Pythagoras son of Mnesarchus at first worked strenuously at mathematics and
numbers, but later could not resist tM miracle-mongering of Pherecydes.
26o TM learning of mai!JI things does not teach intelligence; if so it would have taught
Hesiod and Pythagoras, and again Xenophanes and Hecataeus.
261 Pythagoras, son of Mnesarchus, practised scientific enquiry beyond all other men
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Et<Ae~6:~evos Tcx\rrcxs Tas ovyypcxcpas (sc. e.g. Hesiod?) hron)crCXTo
ECXVTOV CTO<ptf)V, 'ITOAV~cx6tf)V, KCXKOTEXVlT)V. I
262 Herodotus IV, 95 (DK14, 2) ... Tov L6:i\~o~tv Toihov ..•
eEAAT)CTl TE O~ii\i}crcxvTcx KCXl 'Ei\Af}vc.vv OV T~ 6:cr6evECTTCxTC{) CTO<p!O'Tfj
nvecxy6p1:1 . . . •
263 Porphyrius Vita Pythagorae 30 (DK3IB 129) ( = Empedocles
fr. 129) TOVTOIS Kcxi 'E~;reooKf..fjs ~cxpTVpei i\eywv mpi cxvTov
(sc. Pythagoras)
f\v oe TIS ev Keivo1cr1v ~r,p mp1wcrlcx elows1
OS sr, ~i}KICTTOV ;rpcx;riowv EKTijCTCXTO 'ITAOVTOV
'ITCXVToiwv TE ~6:i\1CTTcx aocpwv (T') emi}pcxvos_!pr_c.vv·
01T1TOTE yap 'ITCxCTDCTIV 6pe~CXITO ;rpcx;r{OECTCTIV,
pei' o ye TWV oVTwv 'ITCxVTWV i\evcrcreCTKEV eKcxCTTov
Kcxi TE oeK' 6:v6pc.:mc.vv Kcxi T' EYKocrlv- cxlwvecrcrlv.
I The authenticity of this fragment has been long doubted, and it was
regarded by Diels (though not by Kranz) as spurious; but since the case
against it rests on a misunderstanding of the word ~I<Ae~cq.levos, which was
taken to imply that Pythagoras wrote rather than read books, there is no
good reason why it should not be substantially genuine.

Despite the silence of Plato and Aristotle these fifth-century
passages, to which should be added also 268 and 269, amply
suffice to prove that Pythagoras was in fact a historical, not merely
a legendary, figure. The difficulty lies in establishing anything
more than his bare existence; but we shall find that on the basis of
what little contemporary or early evidence survives it is possible
to reconstruct at least the rough outlines of his system.
THE EARLY PYTHAGOREAN COMMUNITY

Little as we know of Pythagoras himself, ofhis immediate followers
we know even less. There can be no doubt that Pythagoras
founded in Croton a sort of religious fraternity or order ;I but there
and, making a selection of these writings, claimed for his own a wisdom which was really
dilettantism and malpractice.
z6z ... This Salmoxis . .. who had associated with the Greeks, and especially with
Pythagoras, who was not the weakest sage among the Greeks . ..•
263 Empedocles too bears witness to this, writing of him: 'And there was among them
a man of rare knowledge, most skilled in all manner of wise works, a man who had won
the ut~st wealth of wisdom; f"lirwhensoever he strained with all his mirui,..he easily saw
everything if aa the things tMt are, in ten,y';a, twenty lifetimes of men.' (Empedocles
trans. Burnet)
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is no good evidence for the widely held view that it was modelled
on Orphic cult-societies. It is true that Orphic and Pythagorean
doctrines and practices are often compared, as they are first in the
following passage:
264 Herodotus 11, 81 ov j..\EVTOI es ye Ta lpa ~O'<pepeTm elplvea
ovoe ovyKaTa6<XrrreTal O'<J>I (sc. the Egyptians)· ov yap OO'IOV.
oj.loft.oyeovO'I oe Tcx0Ta ToiO'I ·op<plKoiO'I Ka:Aeoj.levoiO'I Kai BaKXIKOiO'I,
~OVO'I OE Aiyvrrrlo!Cn, Kai nveayopeioiO'I. OVOE yap TOVT(A)V TWV
6pyiwv !.lETfxOVTa o0'16v ~O'TI ev elp!VEOIO'I eij.laO'I 6a<p6f)va1. EO'TI oe
rrepi a\.!Twv lpes Myos :Aey6j.levos. (Cf. also 270.)

Even such a relatively early passage cannot, however, be safely
taken as evidence for the existence of the Orphics (or of the
Pythagoreans) before, say, the middle of the fifth century B.c., and
it throws no light on the question which of the two communities, if
either, was indebted to the other. Of Pythagoras' earliest adherents
very few are even known to us by name-a state of affairs which
seems to have come about from two main reasons. In the first
place, there was apparently a rule of secrecy in the communiur_,2
by which the offence of divulgmg Pythagorean doctrine to the
uninitiated is said by later authorities to have been severely
punished-with the result that there were evidently _no Pythagorean writings before, at earliest, the time of PhilolausJ (i.e. the
end of the fifth century B.c.). And second, even within the school
itself, such was the respect paid to its founder that later discoveries made by members of the fraternity seem not to have been
claimed as individual achievements but rather attributed indiscriminately to Pythagoras himself-t-with the result that much
that can hardly have been the work of Pythagoras, especially in
the mathematical field, must remain anonymous. The most, therefore, that can be even attempted in the case of the Pythagoreans is
to divide their doctrine into three sections, two of which cover the
period from the founder to Parmenides, while the third is concerned
with the generation of Pythagoreans which flourished, under the
leadership of Philolaus, at the end of the fifth century.s
264 But woollen articles are never taken into temples, nor are they buried with them;
that is not lawful. They agree in this with the so-called Orphic and Bacchic practices,
which are really Egyptian, and with the Pythagorean; for it is not lawfid for one wha
partakes in these rites to be bumd in woollen clothes. There is a sacred account given
on this subject.
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x We hear much of the rules of the society in late and (except when
quoting from a reputable source) unreliable authors (cf. e.g. Diog. L. vm,
ro; lambl. V.P. 8r ), but such evidence should be treated with reserve. I t
will, however, become clear from what follows that the society must have
been, in part at least, a religious fraternity.

265 Porphyrius Vita Pythagorae 19 (D K 14, Sa)· yevo11evwv !5~ TOVTWV
lley<'xf.T) mpl a\rrov (sc. P ythagoras) T)V~{]&fl !56~o:, Ko:l not.t.ovs ~~~v ~t.o:~ev
t~ a\rrfjs TTjs n6i\ews (sc. Croton) 61lti\T)T<'xs, oiJ 116vov &vSpo:s &AM Ko:l
ywo:iKO:S, C::,v lllCXS ye 9eo:vovs KO:I Ste~oi]&r] TOWOilO:, TTOAAOVS s· <'x'!To TfjS
aweyyvs f3o:pf3<'xpov xwpo:s f3o:atf.eis TE KO:i Sw6:aTO:S. a ~~~v ovv ~eye Tois
O"WOVO"IV, oiJS~ els EXEI cpp<'xao:t f3ef3o:lc:.>s· KO:I yap oiJS' 'I') TVXOVO"O: nv nap'
aVTois atwTT{]. (See 271 for continuation.) This passage derives from
Dicaearchus ofMessene, a pupil of Aristotle. There seem to have been two
motives for silence: first (see lambl. V.P. 94), to insure that initiates could
'hold thei;-peace' (txellv&eiv); and second (see Diog. L. vm, 15}, to
discoura_ge 'the utterance of all things to all men'. Diogenes is here
quoting Aristoxenus of Tarentum, another pupil of Aristotle, of whose
book on Pythagoreanism relatively substantial fragments are preserved by
later writers, especially I amblichus.
2

3 266 l ambl. V.P. rgg (DK 14, 17) &o:vll6:3eTo:t !5~ Ko:l 'I') Tfjs cpv!.o:KfiS
aKplf3eto:• EV yap TOO"O:VTO:IS yeveo:is h&v ovSds oiJSevl cpo:lveTO:I TWV
nveo:yopelwv VrrOilVT)Il<'xTWV TTEPITETEVXWS 1Tp0 TfjS <l>tAOACcOV t'l!.tKio:s, &At.'
ovTos np&Tos t~l)veyKE Ta &pvt.ov~~eva To:iha Tpla f3tf3i\la, t.tyETat AIU>v
6 Ivpo:Kovatos lKCXT6v llVWV nplo:a&cn Tii\<'xTU>vOS Kei\evaCXVTos...• (For the
story of Plato's plagiarism, see p. soB.) cr. 267 Plutarch Alex. fort. I, 4,
328: ovSe nveo:y6po:s EYPCX\j/EV oiJSev ovSe IwKpCcTT)s ovSe •ApKEa(f.o:os
ovS~ Ko:pveaSt)s.

a

4 Hence a rose, presumably, the favourite Pythagorean expression aUTOS
lcpo:, 'he himself said so'; sec Diog. L. vm, 46.

s I ambl. V.P. 267 (DK58A) gives us, it is true, a long list of the names of
Pythagorcans, some few of whom are probably early; but the failure to
distinguish between different generations of the school, illustrated by the
inclusion in the same list of, for instance, Alcmaeon (sec p. 232) and
Plato's contemporary, Archytas, renders it almost worthless.

265 Afor this his fame grew great, and he won many followers from the ciry itself (not
only men but women also, one of whom, Theano, became very well known too) and many
princes and chieftains from the barbarian territory around. What he said to his associates,
nobody can say for certain; for silence with them was of no ordinary kind.
266 The strictness of their secrecy is astonishing; for in so many generations evidently
nobody ever encountered any Pythagorean notes before the time of Philolaus; he first
published those three notorious books, which Dion of Syracuse is said to have bought, at
Plato's request, for roo minae •..•
267 Pythagoras wrote nothing, nor did Socrates nor Arcesilaus nor Carneades.
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THE MYSTICAL SIDE OF PYTHAGORAS' TEACHING

(I) Transmigration of souls
z68 Diogenes Laertius vm, 36 ( =Xenophanes fr. 7) . mpi 5e TOV
OAAOT' &Af...ovyeyevf)cr6CXI ZEVO<pCxV'T)S evef...eyelc;("rrpocri-(CXpTVpei, i'js&pxfl,
vvv cx\'iT' &f...f...ov ~mtl-(t Myov, 5ei~w 5e K~A.eveov.
8 5e mpi cx&rov (sc. Pythagoras) <p'T)crtv o\i-rc.vs ~xet •
KCXl iTOTE 1-(\V O'TV<pEA\301.-lEVOV O'l<VACXKOS ncxpt6VTCX
<pcxcrlv rnotKTipcxt Kcxi T65e <pacr6cxt enos·
ncxOcrcxt IJT)OE pam3', rnei fi <pif...ov &v~pos ecrTlv
~.JNXfl,

Ti)v

~yvwv <p6ey~CXIJEV1)S

&twv.

z69 Diogenes Laertius I, I20 (=Ion fr. 4) "lc.vv 5' o XI6s <p'T)crt
nepl cxVTov (sc. Pherccydes) •
WS 0 IJEV f1vopE1J TE l<EKCXO'IJEVOS f15e KCXI cxlooi
Kcxl <p6iuevos ~vxfj Tepnvov exet ~loTov,
eimp nvecxy6p1)S ETVIJC.VS 0 O'O<pOS mpl iTCxVTC.VV
&vepWiTC.VV YVWIJCXS eloe Kcxl E~E1Jcx6EV ... ( = 46).
Z70 H erodotus u, 123 npc7not 5e Kcxi T6v5e TOV f...6yov Aly\ITITtoL
elcrtv oi elTIOVTES ws &vepwnov I.JNX.il &eavCXTOS EO'TI, !OV O'WIJCXTOS oe
l<CXTCX<p6ivoVTOS ES &Af...o s4'>ov cxlel YlVOIJEVOV EO'OVETCXI, rnecl\1 OE iTCxVTCX
mptEf...e1J TCx xepcrcxicx KCX\ TCx 6cxACxO'O'lCX KCX\ TCx 1TETElVCx CWrtS ES
&vepwnov cr&ucx ytV6uevov ecr5vvetv, Ti)v .mptf)f...vcrtv 8e cxVTfj
yivecr6cxt ev Tptcrxtf...lotcrt ETEO'l. TOVT'l' T4) My'l' elcr\ ot 'Ef...f...i)vwv
expflcrcxVTO, ot IJEV np6Tepov oi OE VO'TEpov, ws lol'l' ~C.VVTWV EOVTl"
TWV eyw ei5ws TCx OVVOIJCXTCX ov ypa<pc.v.
268 On the subject of reincarnation Xenopho.nes bears witness in an elegy which begins:
'Now I will tum to another tale and show the way.' Who.t he says about Pytho.goras runs
thus: 'Once they say that he was passing by when a puppy was being whipped, and he took
pity and said: "Stop, do not beat it; for it is the soul of a friend tho.t I recognized when
I heard it giving tongue.'"
269 Ion of Chios says about him (Pherecydes): 'Thus did he excel in manhood and
honour, and now that he is dead he has a delightful existence for his soul-if indeed
Pytho.goras the wise learned and knew true opinions above all men.'
270 Moreover, the Egyptians are the first to have maintained the doctrine that the soul of
man is immortal, and that, when the body perishes, it enters into another animal that is
being born at the time, and when it has been the complete round of the creatures of the dry
land and of the sea and of the air it enters again into the body of a man at birth,· and its
.!1f.!! i!_.!flmJ!leted in 3()()() years. There are some Greeks who ho.ve adopted this doctrine,
some in former times, and some in later, as if it were their own invention; their names I
know but rifrain from writing down.
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Herodotus' refusal to mention names in 270 has been taken to
indicate that he is speaking not of Pythagoras himself but of
contemporaries of his own; Stein suggested Empedocles, but it
seems more plausible to suppose that it was people in Athens whom
Herodotus preferred not to name. It is, however, likely that the
phrase oi !-lEV Tip6Tepov, 'some in former times', was intended to embrace both Pythagoras and certain others who were already known
as Orphics (cf. 264). That Pythagoras hirnself did indeed believe
in the transmigration of souls is anyhow pretty conclusively proved
by 268. He is even said by Diogenes Laertius (vm, 4- 5, DK 14, 8)
to have claimed to remember his own four previous incarnations.
(2) Kinship of all living things

The fragment of Xenophanes (268) shows that souls could be
reincarnated in the form of other living things than man, and this
in turn suggests the kinship of all living things.
265, where Porphyry is drawing on Aristotle's follower
Dicaearchus, continues as follows:
271 Porphyrius, Vita Pythagorae 19 (DK 14, Sa) 1-16:?\to-ra llEVTOt
yvwpt!la Tiapex 'ITOOW EYEVETO iTpGnov !lEV WS 6:66:vaTOV elva{ <pflO"t
(sc. Pythagoras) Ti)V l.flvxiJv, eha J.lETa!36:AAOVO"aV eis aAAa YEVfl
3<i'wv, Tipos Se To&rots cht KaTex Tiept65ovs Ttvexs Tex yev61-1ev6: TioTe
'ITaAtV ylvETat, VEOV 5' ov5ev 6:TI?\ws £o-rt, 1 Kal em 'ITaVTa TCx ytVOJ.lEVa
EJ.ll.flV)(a OJ.loyevfj Sei VOJ.ll3Etv. <palvETat yap eis TTJV ·E?\?\6:5a Tex
56yJ.laTa TIPWTOS KOJ.llO"at TaVTa nveay6pac;.
1 It was presumably in connexion with the cycle of reincarnation that the
Pythagoreans held the remaining doctrine here attributed to them, that of
the periodic recurrence of events. The most reliable statement of this belief
is in the following fragment of Eudemus: 272 Eudemus ap. Simplic. Phys.
732, 30 (DKs8B34) el 5~ TIS 1TUJ"TEVCTele TOiS nvec:xyopelots, WCTTe 1TaAIV TCx
roiTex &pt6~.Lc;>. KayC:, ~.LV6of..oy1)crw TO pc:xf35!ov exwv V~.LiV KC:X6tWEVOIS OVTW,
KC:Xl TCx at..t..c:x 1T~C:X O~.LO{ws il~el, KC:Xl TOV xpovov evAoy6v ~CTTI TOV cxVTOV

None the less the following became universally known: first, that he maintains that
the.i.oul is immortal; next, that it changes into other kinds of living things; also that events
recur in certain cycles, and that nothing is ever absOlutely new; and finally, that all living
things should be regarded as akin. Pythagoras seems to have been the first to bring these
beliefs into Greece.
272 If one were to believe the Pythagoreans, with the result that the same individual
things will recur, then I shall be talking to you again sitting as you are now, with this
pointer in T'!JI hand, and everything else will be just as it is now, and it is reasonable
to suppose that ·the time then is the same as now.

271
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eTvcxt. A passage in the TheologumenaArithmeticae (p. 52,8 de Falco; DK 14, 8)
tells us that certain later Pythagoreans, working on the basis of the intervals
between Pythagoras' own earlier incarnations, believed that the human
soul was reincarnated every 216 years-the precise number 216 being
characteristically chosen as the cube of 6. Though such embellishments of
the doctrine are doubtless late, it is not impossible that Pythagoras himself
did indeed hold the belief, later adopted by the Stoics, in the periodic cycle;
but it is at least as likely that the later Pythagoreans borrowed it from
Empedocles (see pp. 326f.).

Unfortunately, despite the definite suggestion in the last sentence
that Pythagoras had learnt these doctrines abroad, the question of
their origin is hopelessly shrouded in legend. He is said by
different late writers to have visited, and to have learnt from,
peoples as various as the Chaldaeans, the Indian Brahmins, the
Jews and even the Druids and the Celts; but all that such traditions
tell us is that certain similarities were later detected between the
teaching of Pythagoras and the beliefs held in countries other than
Greece. Even Herodotus' suggestion in 270 that the doctrine of
transmigration came from Egypt is demonstrably false-the
Egyptians never held such a doctrine; and none of the otfier
guesses about its origin are as well attested as that.
Nor are the details of the two closely related doctrines, the
transmigration of souls and the kinship of all living things, at all
easy to fill in. Empedocles' version, as his fr. II7 (476) proves,
included at least some plants among living things, and presumably for that reason involved abstention from laurel leaves (fr. 140)
and beans (fr. I 4 I). Since, as we shall see in the next section,
similar rules of abstinence are attributed to Pythagoras, it may
well be that he too thought it was possible to be reincarnated as a
plant; but such relatively reliable and explicit evidence as exists,
most of which has already been cited, proves only that a human
soul can sink as low in the scale of living things as a dog (268). It
is possible, but no more than that, that in a world which he
regarded as dualistic (see pp. 240ff.) Pythagoras believed that
\jJvxi}, 'life', was somehow a unity, a single mass, a part of which
was scattered in an impure form throughout the world, while
another part, into which the individual soul would be reabsorbed
after its final incarnation, retained its purity. Such a doctrine,
however, even if it was held, seems to have had little effect on the
cosmological side ofPythagoreanism (see pp. 250ff.), in which the
place of the immortal soul is by no rrieans clear.
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Besides the rules that can be explained in this way there are also,
however, in the various lists handed down to us, others of at least
four different types. A few, such as 'be not possessed of irrepressible mirth' or 'disbelieve nothing strange about the gods or about
religious beliefs', would seem to be nothing more than common
ethical or religious reflexions. A larger group, some of which have
already appeared in 274, are probably descended from primitive
folk-taboo. Others again, such as 'sacrifice and worship without
shoes on' or 'cut not your finger-nails at a sacrifice', clearly concern ritual purity. And finally some, such as 'when you rise from
bed, roll the bed-clothes together and smoothe out the place where
you lay', seem to owe their origin to sympathetic magic.1
1 The list from which these examples are taken is perhaps of sufficient
interest to deserve extensive quotation: 275 Iamblichus Protr. 21
(DK s8 c 6) ecrr<-J 6~ TCx cppaa6ljCT61lEVa LVIlf30Aa TaVTa. a. els !epov
~TTIWV npoOl<WfjCTat, llf16~v aAAO llETa~v f3t<-JTIKOV lltlTE MyE lltlTE npfrrre.
!3. 66ov n6:pepyov o<rre elan€ov eis !epov o<rre npoCTKVVTJTsov To nap6:TI"av,
ov6' el npoS TCXiS 6VpCX1S cxVTCXiS ncxptWV yeyoto. y. CxvV'Tr66TJTOS 6\ie KCXl
npoO"Kwet. S. Tas !.e<-Jcp6povs ooovs OO<Aiv<-Jv !:ita Twv 6:TpaTI"wv f36:6t3e .•••
?. yf.C:,CTO"flS npo TWV aAA<-JV Kpmt 6eois ~'11"61-!EVOS.••• i;. TI"iip llCX)(CXIpTJ llt'\
O"KCxAEVE.••• i. 6:v6pl ~'ll"aYCXTI6EilSV~ llEv cpopTiov O"VVElrCXlpe, llt'\ avyKcx6cx[pet
5~ 6:TI"oTt6ell€v~. ia. els ~ VTI"65TJCTtv TOV 6e~tov n66cx npon6:pexe, els 6~
no66vtTI"Tpov TOV evC:,vvllOV. $. mpl TTv6cxyopei<-Jv &vev cp<-JTOS lltl ACxAel.
ty. 3vyov llt'\ VTI"epf3oove. ~. 6:TI"o61'}1lWV TfiS oiKEicxs llt'\ rntcrrptcpov, 'Eptwes
yap !lE"TepxoVTcxt •••• ij. 6:AeKTpv6vcx Tpecpe ~. llt'\ 6\ie 6€. M11vl yap Kcxl 'Ht.l~
t<cx6tep<-JTCXI. ifi. rnl xolvtKI llt'\ t<cx6E30V•..• i«X. XEAt66vcx oiKI<;X llt'l oexov.

Z15 Let the rules to be pondered be these:
1. When you are going out to a temple, worship first, and on your way neither say nor
do anything else connected with your daily life.
2. On a journey neither enter a temple nor worship at all, not even ifyou are passing the
very doors.
3· Saerifice and worship without shoes on.
4· Tum aside from highways and walk by footpaths . ...
6. Follow the gods and restrain your tongue above all else . •••
8. Stir not the fire with iron . •..
10. Help a man who is loading freight, but not one who is unloading.
11. Putting on your shoes, start with the right foot; washing your feet, with the left.
12. Speak not of Pythagorean matters without light.
13. Never step over a cross-bar.
14. When you are out from home, look not back, for the Furies come after you . ...
17. Rear a cock, but do not saerifice it; for it is dedicated to Moon and Sun.
18. Do not sit on a quart measure . ...
21. Let not a swallow nest under your roof.
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far cited, of another side to Pythagoras' teaching are Heraclitus'
references, in 260 and 261, to his 1TOAVIJCX6iT) and iO"TopiT) ('polymathy' and 'scientific enquiry'), and Herodotus' description of
him in 262 as 'by no means the weakest sage among the Hellenes'.
These passages alone, however, do suggest-what is evident also
from the fact that in the fifth century the Pythagoreans were among
the leading scientists-that Pythagoras was interested in science as
well as in the fate of the soul. Clearly too religion and science were,
to Pythagoras, not two separate departments between which there
was no contact, but rather the two inseparable factors in a single
way oflife.1 Unfortunately thereis no reliable evidence whatever
concerning the nature of Pythagoras' scientific teaching: any
reconstruction must be conjectural, merely attributing to Pythagoras himself such of the later Pythagorean doctrines as could
without anachronism have been held in the sixth century B.c. and
may plausibly account for the subsequent spread and development ofPythagoreanism. The central notions, which held tog.etfua:
the two strands that were later to fall apart, seem to have been those
of eewpicx (contemplation),~ KOO"IJOS (an orderliness found in the
arrangement of the universe)J and K6:6cxpcrts (purification).4 By
contemplating the principle of order revealed in the universeand especially in the regular movements of the heavenly bodiesand by assimilating himself to that orderliness, man himself was
progressively purified until he eventually escaped from the cycle of
birth and attained immortality.

/

1
The widening of the basis of mathematics is suggested by 277 Proclus
in Eucl. p. 6s Friedl. (DK I4, 6a) hrl Se TOVTOIS nveay6pas TT'jv mpl CXIJTT'jv
(sc. yewiJeTpiav) qnl.oo-ocpiav els o-xfiiJa lTatSdas ~l.eveepov IJETEO'TTJO'EV
&vweev TCxS apxexs CXIiTfis ElT\Ol<OlTOVIJEVOS,. ... Several passages in Aristotle
even suggest a close connexion in Pythagoreanism between mathematics
and ethics.
"'2-'[he supremacy of the contemplative life is illustrated by the parable of
the Festival in 278 Diog. L. vm, 8 Kal Tov f'iov eotKevat lTavT)yvpet·
oos oov els TaVTTJV ol IJEV aywvtov!Jevot, ol Se KaT' EIJlTOpiav, ol Se ye
f'EATIO'TOI gPXOVTal 6eaTa{, oV.ws ev Tc'i) l'i'l' ol IJ.EV exvSpalTOOWOEIS, gcpT],
cpvoVTat S6~T)S Kal lTAeove~ias 6T)paTai, ol Se cptA6o-ocpot Tfis &AT)6eias.

'-77 So Pythagoras turned geometrical philosophy into a form of liberal education by
seeking its first principles}'!.. q_higlier realm of reality . ...
1 '3.78 Life, he said, is like a festival; just as some come to the festival to compete, some to
ply their trade, but the best people come as spectators, so in life the slavish men go hunting
I for fame or gain, the philosophers for the truth.
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3 Pythagoras is said by Aetius, in a much debated passage {n, I, I; DK I4, l
2 I), to have been ~he first to use the word KOCTIJ.OS of the universe; but if the J
passage has any foundation in fact, it is most likely that Pythagoras used (
the word, not, as Aetius said, to mean ,; TWV o'Awv nep10xf], 'that which
embraces all things', but with a special emphasis on the element of
orderliness, or the arrangement: cf. p. I 59 n. Pythagoras is also said by
Diog. L. (I, I2), who is here quoting Heraclides, to have coined the word
'philosophy'; cf. Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments, 395·
4 The notion of Ka6o:pcns was linked especially with music: see 1.79 Cramer,
An. Par. I, I 72 ... ol nveo:yoptKol, ws E<p11 'AptcrT6~evos, Ko:6apcret txpwVTO
Tov IJ.Sv crwiJ.o:Tos ota Tf]s lo:TptKfls, Tfls se l!'vxfls ot<!x Tfis !J.ovcrtKfls. Cf.
Iamb!. V.P. I IO and Porph. V.P. 30.
SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS

The two most fundamental and universal of Pythagorean scientific
aoctrines are, first, the ultimate dualism between Limit and
Unlimited, and second, the equation of things with numbers (see
W-240-50). What is required, therefore, is a plausible explanation
of how these two doctrines, by no means obviously interdependent,
should have occurred to Pythagoras or his followers. There seems
no reason to doubt the tradition that Pythagoras himself discovered-probably by measuring the appropriate lengths of string
on a monochord-that the chief musical intervals are expressible
in simple numerical ratios between the first four integers. 1 This
single discovery would account naturally for all the most characteristic of Pythagorean doctrines. If the musical scale depends
simply upon the imposition of definite proportions on the indefinite
continuum of sound between high and low, might not the same
principles, Limit and the Unlimited, underlie the whole universe?
If numbers alone are sufficient to explain the 'consonances',
might not everything else be likewise expressible as a number or a
proportion? Moreover, since the first four integers contain the
whole secret of the musical scale, their sum, the number 10 or the
Decad, might well 'seem to embrace', as Aristotle puts it, 'the
whole nature of number' (see 1.89) and so come to be regarded, as
it certainly was, with veneration. 2 It is not surprising, therefore,
that both mathematics and music should have played from the
outset so vital a part in Pythagoreanism. Of the various mathematical discoveries attributed to Pythagoras it is not unlikely that
The Pythagoreans, according to Aristoxenus, practised the purifi.catum of the body
by medicine, that of the soul by music.

279
16
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ALCMAEON
The text, however, is obviously corrupt. While Diels inserts veos before rnl,
Ross regards the words £y£veTo -n;v 1)AtKiav and hrl yepont nveay6p<N
which are omitted by one ms. and ignored by Alexander, as a later
addition (see his note ad loc.). It is true that Iamblichus V.P. 104 lists
Alcmaeon among 'the contemporaries of Pythagoras, his young pupils in
his old age'; but since the same list contains also the names of Philolaus,
Archytas and Leucippus, it clearly has no value as evidence. All that can
safely be said, therefore, is that there is no reason why this dating, whether
it represents Aristotle's own opinion or that of an interpolator, should not
be approximately correct.
2 Aristotle mentions Alcmaeon by name on several occasions, but, though
in 289 he guesses either that Alcmaeon borrowed from the Pythagoreans
or they from him, he never suggests that Alcmaeon himself was a member
of the school. Later writers are, as usual, less cautious.
3 Alcmaeon's physiological research was directed chiefly towards determining the nature of sense-perception. His theories are summed up by
Theophrastus in a passage of which the most important sentences are the
following: 284 Theophr. de sensu 25f. (DK24A5) T&v !5~ llfl T(j) o(.lO('!)
1TOIOVVTWV -n;v ai<J6T)O"IV 'AAK(.la{wv (.lEV 1TpOOTOV a<popi3El -n;v 1TpOS TGt
3Ci)a !5ta<pop6:v. &v6pw1rov y6:p <pT)<Jt T&v &i.i.wv !5ta<pepetv 6Tt (.l6vov
~VVIT)<Jt, TGt !5' aAAa alcr66:veTat (.lEV, oiJ ~VV(T)<JI !5e, ~s ETepov OV TO <ppoveTV
Kal alcr66:vecr6at, Kal ov, Ka66:mp 'E(.lm!5oKAfjs, TaiJT6v · ElTEtTa 1Tepl
~Ka<JTT)S i.eyet. ...cm6:aas !5~ Tas atael'}aetS <JVVT)pTfja6al 1TWS 1rpos Tov
£yKE<paAov· 010 Kal1TT)povcr6at KIVOV(.lEVOV Kal(.leTaAA6:TTOVTOS -niv xci>pav•
£mAa(.lj36:vetv yap Tovs 1r6povs, !5t' &vat ala61'}aets. The view that the brain
is the seat of sensations was taken over from Alcmaeon in the Hippocratic
treatise de morbo sacro, I 4 and I 7 (DK 24A I I). The existence of the 1r6pot
is said by Chalcidius (in Tim. ch. 237, DK24A IO) to have been proved by
Alcmaeon's dissection of the eye.
4 The book is said by Diog. L. (with only one brief sentence between 282
and this passage) to have begun as follows: 285 Diog. L. vm, 83 'AAK·
(.la{wv KpoTWVItlTT)S T6:!5e EAe5e netpl6ov vtos BpoT{V'!) Kal /\eOVTI Kal
Ba6vAA'!)' 1Tepi TOOV acpav£wv,l1Tepl TOOV 6VT)TOO~<Ja<pf)Velav (.lW Eleol exont,
ws !5~ av6pcl>1TOIS TEK(.lalpea6at ....The fact that Brotinus (or Brontinus, as
other ancient sources call him) was evidently connected with Pythagoras
by some marriage tie is one of the indications that Alcmaeon was in close
contact with the Pythagorean school. Leon and Bathylaus (not Bathyllus)
are to be found in the list of Pythagoreans in Iamb!. V.P. 267 (DKs8A).

Of those who think perception is of unlike by unlike Alcmaeon first defined tlu
difference between man and animals. For man, he says, differs from other animals in tluzt
'he only understands, while the rest perceive but do not understand', thought and perception
being different, not, as Empedocles maintains, the same. Thereafter he discusses each of thl
senses severally . ...Collectively he maintains that the senses are somehow connected with
thl brain; and so they are incapacitated when it moves or changes its position; for it stops
the passages through which sensations tome.
285 Alcmaeon of Croton, son of Peirithous, spoke these words to Brotinus and Leon and
Bathyllus. Concerning things unseen and things m01·tal the gods see clearly, but so far as
men may co,Yecture . ..•
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o' EVE~ C(J..lq>OTEpwv elvcn TOVTWV(Kcxl yap CXPTlOV elvcxl KO:i mpln6v),
Tov o' ap161-1ov eK Tov ev6s, ap1e11ovs oe, Kcx6ernep eipT)Tcxl, Tov of..ov
ovpcxv6v.
ihepOl OE TWV o:Vrwv TOVTWV Ta) apxas OEKCX f..eyovow eTvCXl Ta)
KCXTa OVOIOlXiCXV AEYOilEVCX).
1repcxs Kcxi 0:1Te1pov ~ f'l
J.. v t.m.
lTEf>lTTOV KCXL CXpTlOV • 't v ~
ev Kcxl 1rf..fj6os
OE~l<)v Kcxl ap1o-rep6v
O:ppev Kcxl 6fjf..v
TJf>EilOVV Kcxi KlVOVIlEVOV
e\Jev KO:i KCXIlTIVAOV
q>W) Kcxi Ol<OTO)
&yo:eov Kcxi KCXK6v
TETpaywvov KO:i ETEf>OilT)KE) ·
ovmp Tf>01TOV EO IKE Kcxl ,AAKilCXtWV 6 KpoTWVlCm-j) \rrrof..cxj3eiv, KO:l
'liTol oifros 1rcxp' eKeivwv f) eKeivol 1rcxpa ToiJTov Ticxpef..cxj3ov Tov
Myov TOVTOV. KO:l yap eyevETO -rijv TJAlKicxv , Af..K!lO:iwv rni yepOVTl
nvecxy6pq:, amqrr)vCXTO oe 1TO:f>CX1TAT)<riws TOVTOl).3 q>T)<rl yap elvCXl
ovo Ta 1TOAAa TWV avepw1Tivwv, f..eywv Ta) EVCXVTlOTT)TCX) o\Jx
W<YTIEp oifr01 OlWf>l<YilEVCX) af..Aa Ta) TVXOVcrcxs, oTov AEVKOV llEAcxv,
yf..VKV 1TlKp6v, aycx6ov KCXKOV, llEYCX lllKp6v. 4 oihos !lEV ovv a010p{o-rws
aneppll.jJE mpi TWV A011TWV, oi OE nvecxyopElOl KO:t 1TO<YCXl KO:l TtVE)
cxi EVCXVTlW<YEl) aneq>f}VCXVTO. 1TO:pa !lEV ovv TOVTWV a!lq>OiV TO<YOVTOV
EOil f..cxj3eiv OTl TavcxVTiCX apxcxi TWV OVTWV. TO oe O<YCXl, 1TO:pa TWV
hepwv, Kcxl TlVE) cxifrcx{ eicrlV. 1TWS llEVTOl 1Tf>O) TaS elpT)I..\EVCXS cxhicxs
latter limited; and the I proceeds from both of these (for it is both even and odd), and
number from the z; and the whole heaven, as has been said, is numbers.
Other members of this same school say there are ten principles, which they arrange in two
columns of cognates-limit and unlimited, odd and even, one and plurality, right and left,
male and female, resting and moving, straight and curved, light and darkness, good and
bad, square and oblong. In this way Alcmaeon of Croton seems also to have conceived the
matter, and either he got this view from them or they got it from him; .. .for he expressed
himself similarly to them. For he says most human affairs go in pairs, meaning not
difznite contrarieties such as the Pythagoreans speak of, but any chance contrarieties, e.g.
white and black, sweet and bitter, good and bad, great and small. He threw out indifznite
suggestions about the other contrarieties, but the Pythagoreans declared both how many and
which their contrarieties are.
From both these schools, then, we can learn this much, that the contraries are the
principles of things; and how ma'!Y these principles are and which they are, we can learn
from one of the two schools. But how these principles can be brought together under the
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510 B.c. and Zeno's at about 49o-485. I t is of course true that the
date given by Diogenes, which he probably derived from Apollodorus, does not nearly square with this; but, as Burnet points out
(EGPx7o), 'the date given by Apollodorus depends solely on that
of the foundation of Elea (540 B.c.), which he had adopted as the
floruit of Xenophanes. Parmenides is born in that year, just as
Zeno is born in the year when Parmenides "flourished".' U usatisfactory as a late Platonic dialogue may be as evidence for
chronology, it can hardly be doubted that it is more reliable than
this. But in any case what really matters is not so much Parmenides' precise dates as his relation to the other Presocratics. We
shall see as we proceed that his poem certainly contains references
to Anaximenes (see p. 275) and _{>erhaps also to Heraclitus (see
pp. 183 and 272), while both Empedocles and Anaxagoras refer
often and obviously to Parmenides (cf. 414- 416, 497).
LIFE

339 Diogenes Laertius IX, 2 I-3 (DK28A I) n cxpllev{OT)S TTvpT)TOS 'EA.echr)s Sn)Kovae %evocp6:vovs. (Toihov (sc. Xenophanes)
0e6cppo:O'TOS tv Tij 'EmTOilfj •Ava~tllavSpov q>T)alv 6:Kovacx1.) Ollc.>S
s· ovv 6:Kovaas Kal %evocp6:vovs OVK i)KoA.oV&r)aev o:\nc;>. tKotvwv,ae
S£ Kal 'AilEtVi<;X ~tOxo:ITcx T4> nvecxyoptKc;>, ~s ~q>T) IwTiwv, 6:vSpi
TrtVT)Tt 11tv, Ko:Ac;> Se Kal ayaec;>. ~ Kcxl llaAAOv i)KoA.oV&r)ae Kal
&-rroeav6VTos T)pc;>ov tSpvaCXTo yevovs Te \rrr6:pxwv AallTrpov Kcxi
TrAo\JTov, Kal \rrr' 'Alletvlov, 6:/..A.' o\Jx \rrro %evocp6:vovs ets T)avxlo:v
TrpoETp6:Trl) . .. ( 23) ... A.tyeTCX\ S£ KCXI VOilOVS eeiVCXI TOiS TrOA{_:rcxts, ws
q>T)O"I Imvo-tTrTrOS tv T4> Tlepi cptA.oo-6cpwv.1
340 Strabo 6, p. 252 Cas. (DK28A 12) .. .'EMav ... , t~ iis
naplleviOT)S Kai Zf}vwv eytvoVTO avSpes TTv6cxy6petO\. OOKEi Se llOI
Kal St' Et<elvovs Kai E-rt Trp6Tepov eWOilT)efivat.

f

339 Parmmidu of Elea, son of Pyres, was a_p_upil qf Xeni!J!!Ianes (and he, according to
Theophrastus in his Epitome, of Anaximander): Buttfiough a pupil of Xenophanes, he
did not follow him. He associated also, as Sotion recorded, with the Pythagorean Ameinias,
son ofDiochaitas, a poor but noble man, whom he preferred to follow. When Ameinias died
Parmenides, who came of a distinguishedfamify and was rich, built a shrine to him. It was
by Ameinias rather than Xenophanes that he was corwerted to the contemplative life.• •. He
is said also to have legislated for the citizens of Eka, as Speusippus records in his work

On the philosophers.
340 ... Eka . .. , whence Parmenitks and Zeno came, both Pythagoreans. I believe
that through their ageru:Y the ciljl was well governed, as it had also been even earlier.
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Cf. 341 Plutarch adv. Colot. 32, 1126A TTapJ,1EVIST)s St -ri!11 tcnrrov nCXTpiSa
SleKOOIJflO'E 1161.1o1s ap£crro1s, ~ -cas &pxas Ka&' ~acrro11 tv1cnrro11 i~opKow
-rovs noAhas fi.IIJEIIEill -rots TTap1JE11ISov 11611015.
1

These two passages, though both from late authors, preserve two
traditions which are likely enough, on other grounds, to be true.
That Parmenides should have taken an active part in the politics
of his city is in no way surprising: several of the Presocratic
philosophers did. And that he should originally have been a
Pythagorean is not only not unlikely in itself, Elea being no great
distance from Croton and Metapontium, but is borne out by
internal evidence in his poem (see especially p. 277). Again, the
statement in 339 that it was not Xenophanes but the otherwise
unknown Pythagorean Ameinias who 'converted' Parmenides to
the philosophic life is not the sort of thing to be invented. Aristotle
himself, possibly misled by a remark of Plato's in the Sophist
(242c-o, cf. 166) which is not to be taken seriously, says of
Parmenides that 'he is supposed to have been a pupil of Xenophanes' (Met. A5, g86b22, DK28A6); and Sotion, whom
Diogenes is quoting in 339, must have had some good reasonpossibly the existence of the shrine erected by Parmenides in
memory of Ameinias-for rejecting Aristotle's guidance and substituting for Xenophanes so obscure a figure. When it is remembered, finally, that these traditions are probably derived from such
earlier authorities as the fourth-century historian Timaeus, there
seems to be no good ground for rejecting the scanty evidence we
possess about the life of Parmenides.
THE NATURE OF PARMENIDES' POEM

Parmenides wrote exclusively in hexameter verse-in which he
was followed by Empedocles. With the exception of the allegory of
the proem (and perhaps also certain passages in the 'Way of
Seeming', in which divine figures were introduced), his subjectmatter is of the most prosaic order. His diction, moreover, besides
being far from poetical, is often exceedingly obscure: the precise
meaning of some of his sentences will probably never be unanimously agreed. Thanks to Simplicius, who, knowing that the
original work was already in his day rare, transcribed large
341 Parrnenides set his own stau in order with such admirable laws that the go11t17111lml
yearly swears its ~ abide by the Taws of Parrnenifks.
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sections of it into his commentaries on Aristotle, we possess,
probably, a higher proportion of the writings of Parmenides than
..-----.
of an):' Qther _.Presocratic philosopher. Mter the allegorical introduction the poem is in two parts, the 'Way ofTruth' and the 'Way
of Seeming'. The former, of which Diels estimated that we possess
about nine-tenths, presents an unprecedented exercise in logical
deduction: starting from the premise eo::n, 'it is' ,-in much the
same way as Descartes started from the premise 'cogito'Parmenides proceeds, by the sole use of reason unaided by the
senses, to deduce all that can be known about Being, and he ends
by denying any truthful validity to the senses or any reality to
what they appear to perceive. Then in the 'Way of Seeming',
unexpectedly reinstating the world of appearances that he has so
vehemently demolished, he appends what seems, from the relatively scanty fragments that survive, to have been a cosmogony of
the traditional type. The relation between the two parts of the
poem is by no means obvious and has, as we shall sec, been very
variously interpreted; but fortunately it is the 'Way of Truth', of
which so large a proportion survives, that made Parmenides the
most influential of all the Presocratics, while the' Way of Seeming',
whatever the motive that prompted Parmenides to write it, seems
to have exercised comparatively little influence upon his successors
(but see p. 283).
THE PROEM

34Z

Fr.

I,

Sextus adv. math. vu,

III

and Simplicius de caelo 557, 25

il1'1T01 TCXl l-IE <pepovow OO'OV T' rni 6vl,lOS 1KaV01
iTEI,liTOV, rnet 1-1' ls 08ov !3f)crcxv~V<J>T)I,lOV CXyOVO'CXl
5cxil,lovos, f) KCXTCx ;r<lvT' OO'TT)1 <pepet ei56Tcx <pwTcx·
-iD <pep6~-LT)v · TiJ yap 1-1e ;roM<ppcxO'Tot <pepov il1'1Tot
apl,lcx TlTCX{VOVO'CXl, KOVpCXl 5' 65ov tlYEI,lOVEVOV.
&~wv 5' EV xvo!t;JO'lV iel o-Vptyyos <XvTftv
cxi60I,lEVOS (5010iS yap rnetyETo 51VWTOi0'1V
KVKA6ts al,l<poTepw6ev), (he crmpxoiCXTo iTEI.liTElv
The steeds that carry me tcok me as far.J!:J-.ll!lJ:eart could desire, when once they
had brought me and set me un the rmowned way of the goddess, who leads the 1!!E!} who
knows through every tcwn. On that way was I conveyed;}Or on it did the wise steeds convey
me, drawing my chariot, and maidens ltd the way. And the axle blazing in the socket-for
it was urged round by well-turned wheels at each end-was making the holes in the naves sing,
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'HA.t6:Ses Kovpa:t,, rrpoA.nrovera:t Swjlo:Ta: NVK'T6s,
eis ~6:oS;" wer6:~-tEVO:l Kp6:Twv crrro xepert Ka:A.Virrpa:s.
evea: mJAO:l NVKTOS TE KO:l "H~-tCXTOS eiert KEAEV6wv,
KO:l erq>a:s vrrepevpov 6:~-tq>lS EXEl KO:l ACxlVOS ovSos.
a:VTa:t S' a:ieepta:t TrAfjVTO:l !lEy6:Aotert evp€Tpots.
T<7w Se b.iKTl_ rroMrrotvos exet KA.T)iSa:s 6:~-tot!3ovs. s Ito q 1 r..,_ H4f /
Tijv Sf) rra:pq>&jleva:t Kovpa:t jlO:Aa:Koiert Myotertv I'~' I( 'Y -v/ ' <..
15
rreiera:v emq>pa:Sews, WS erq>tV !3a:A.O:VWTOV oxfla:
O:rrTepews werete TT'VAEWV crrro. TO:l Se 6vp€Tpwv
t1. { J S' - _xexerjl' Q:xa:ves TT'OlT)erO:V OVO:TT'TCxiJ.EVO:l TT'OAVXCxAKOVS
~ &~ova:s ev O"Upty~tv 6:!lot!3a:Sov eiA.f~a:era:t
20
y6!lq>ots Ka:t rrep6v1Jertv 6:p1')p6Te • Tfj pa: St' a:VTewv
ievs E[OV KOVpO:l KCXT' O!lO:~lTOV apjlO: KO:l lTT'TT'OV').
'2
KO:i ll eeafrrp6q>pwv \JrreSe~CXT9, xeipa: Se xetpl
~ ~
..,.,~
Se~tT pl)v EAEV, &Se S' rnos q>CXTO KO:l jlE rrpoer'I')VSa:·
t; ,, ...
~·~~6:ToterJ crvv6:opos.ilvt6xou:~:v,
25
iTrTrots Ta:i ere q>epovertv iK6:vwv iJ!l€Tepov 86>,
XO:ip', ETT'El~i) TrpOVrrEjlTT'E VEE0"60:t
Tf]vS' 6S6v (?i yap O:rr~ 6:v6pW1TWV roos TT'CXTOV EO"Tiv),
O:AA.a_fee!llS TE SiKT) TE/ XPEOO Se ere. TT'CxVTO: rrv6ecr6a:t
Tl!lEV AA1')6Ei1')s eVKVKA.eo..s: 6:TpEIJ.ES ilTop
go
i)Se !3poTwv 56~s. Ta:is o\JK e~t rriO"TtS &A.1')6i}s.
h~ O:AA' E!lTr'I')S Ka:t Ta:VTa: ~-ta:6i}erea:t, ~ws Ta SoKo\/VTa: _..
/a
XPflV, 80Kl!lWS elva:t~8ta TT'O:VTOS TT'CxVTO: rrepwVTO:.z
f
10
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: -. .

1 'TTCxVT' a<JTT) Sextus N I 'TTCxVT' Ci:TT) L, 'TTCxvTC:X Tfj E, <{. l<CXTcl 'TTCxvTO: TO:TI)
Barnett Wilamowitz (='stretched through all things') seems improbable,
since TCXT6S occurs elsewhere only once, in Aristotle's Hist. An. The reading

while the daughters of the Sun, hasting to convQ mt into the light, threw back the veils from
off their faces and left the abode ofnight. There are the gates of the_!!!!!Y..s of Night and Day,
fitted above with a lintel and below with a threshold of stone. Tfiiy themselves, high in the
air, are closed by mighty doors, and avenging Justice controls the double bolts. Her did
the maidens entreat with gentle words and cunningly persuade to unfasten without demur
the bolted bar from the gates. Then, when the doors were thrown back, thQ disclosed a wide
opening, when their brazen posts fitted with rivets and nails swung in tum on their hinges.
Straight through them, on the broad way, did the maidens guide the..f!orses and the car. And
thuoddess..greeted me kindly, and took my right hand in hers, and spake to mt these words:
' WelcOmt, 11 youth, that comtst to my abode on the car that bears thee, tended by immortal
charioteers. It is no ill chance, but right and justice, that has sent thee forth to travel on
this way. /Far indeed doesjUip_from..the_ beaten t~ mtn. fieet it is that thou shouldst
learn all things, as well the_y.nshaken heart_P.f well-rouriifia truth, as the opinions of mortals,
in which is no true beliifat all•.[etnQ'!!.Ihe less shalt thou leam these things also-how the
things that seem, as they all pass through everything, must gain the semblance of being.'
(After Burnet)
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ofN, by its suggestion that Parmenides was an itinerant philosopher, accords
with the statement of Plato that Parmenides and Zeno visited Athens.
:z 5oKiiJWS Simpl. mss., 5oK11J6XT' Diels, admitting an elision unknown in
hexameters. But, coming so soon after 5oKoiivTa, 5oKIIJws surely means
'seemingly', which resolves the difficulty. 1TepwVTa Simpl. A; mp oVTa DEF.

This proem is not only of the utmost interest as a whole but also
contains a numberofimportantpoints ofdetail. Parmenides is clearly
describinghisescapefromerr ortoenlightenment,anditism ostlikely
that, as Diels suggested, the allegorical form is borrowed from oracleand mystery-literature. 'It is clear', writes Bowra (Problems in Greek
Poetry 47),' that this Proem is intended to have the importance and
seriousness of a religious revelation.' Not only the passage from
darkness into light but many minor details throughout the poem suggest that Parmenides desired, particularly in the Proem, to arm himself in advance, by stressing the religious nature of his revelation,
with an answer to his potential critics. Bowra is probably right in
concluding that these potential criticswere' his fellow Pythagoreans'.
Two points of detail call for comment. It is to be noted, in the
first place, that the goddess is made to address Parmenides (1. 24)
as Kovpe, 'youth', a word which provides us with our only clue as
to the date of the poem's composition. If we take this to mean
that Parmenides was, at the most, not much over thirty when he
wrote his poem, that would fix its date somewhere between, say,
490 and 475 B.c.; and if this estimate is right, then we have an
approximate terminus ad quem, not only for several of the Pythagorean views already described, against which we shall see that
Parmenides especially aims many of his arguments, but also, possibly, for the publication of the fundamental doctrine of Heraclitus.
The other important point concerns the phrase (1. 29) 'AAT}6Eif}S
evl<VKAeos, 'well-rounded Truth'. Truth is described as wellrounded because, presumably, wherever you pick up the chain
of Parmenides' reasoning, you can follow it round in a circle,
passing through each of its links in turn, back to your startingpoint. Parmenides himself says almost exactly that in fragment 5:
343 Fr. 5, Proclus in Parm. I, 708, 16 Cousin
01T1T06Ev

&p~WIJ<Xl ·

... ~uvov Be IJOI ~o-rtv
T06t yap 1TOAIV f~OIJ<Xl cN6ts.

Every attribute of reality can be deduced from every other.
343

It is all .,.,

'9 -

wkre I begin; for I shall come back there again in time.
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(i) The premise
344 Fr. 2, Proclus in Tim. x, 345, 18 Diehl
et S' &y' eyoov epee.>, K61JIO'CXI s~ crV IJ\ieov &ovcrcxs,
', '$ 1 .tX'"I •• f.. 1
cximp_6Soi IJOVvcxt Stsf\crt6s etcrt voflcrcxt •
~
~
elvcxt,
IJTJ
ECTTI
o\n<
oos
Kcxl
TE
Tj IJEV onws ECTTtv
1 • ,,.,. t1~ , ..... •
1
· 1-> ... d 1- - .,
mt6ovs eCTTt Ke:Aev6os (' A:AT)6e(1J yap onT)Sei),
I~ I , '" .. .,, ~ ~
elvcxt,
5 Tj S' oos OVK ECTTIV TE Kcxl cbs xpewv ECTTI IJTJ
,c.;" ~ AI,..,.. • tf
Ti}v Sf\ Tot q>pa3w ncxvCXTiev6ecx EIJIJEV <hcxpn6v • ~
... 11 , A:
OVTE yap av yvotT)S T6 ye l-It'! eov (ov yap awCTT6v)
oVt-e <ppa~q (Fr. 3) TO yap cx\n-o voeiv ECTTIV TE KCXl elvcxt.

I

The goddess begins her instruction by defining 'the only two
conceivable ways of enquiry', which are directly contrary one to
the other: if you accept one premise, then logic compels you to
reject the other. The choice in fact, as Parmenides later puts it in
its briefest form (347 1. 16), is simply this: ECTTtv f) ovK eCTTtv.
Unfortunately even to translate these apparently simple words is
liable to be misleading, because of the ambiguity, of which
Parmenides himself was unconscious, between the predicative and
the existential senses of the Greek word eo-n. 1 The usual translation,
'It is or it is not', too easily gives rise to the question what 'it' is.
So Burnet, for instance, at the beginning of his discussion of the
Way ofTruth (EGP178), writes:' . .. it is not quite obvious at first
sight what it is precisely that is . ...There can be no real doubt
that this is what we call body . . ..The assertion that it is amounts
just to this, that the universe is a plenum.' Such a conclusion is at
best premature. At this early stage in his poem Parmenides'
premise eCTTt has no definite subject at all: if it is necessary to
translate the sentence ECTTIV f) ovK eCTTtv, then perhaps the least
misleading rendering is: 'Either a thing is or it is not.' Parmenides
is attacking those who believe, as all men always had believed,
344 Come now, and I will tell thee-and do thou hearken and carry my word awaythe onry wqys of enquiry that can be thought of [literally, that exist for thinking, the old
dative sense of the infinitive): the one way, that it is and cannot not-be, is the path of
Persuasion,for it attends upon Truth; the other, that it is-not and needs must not-be, that
I tell thee is a path alfllgether unthinkable. For thou couldst not know that which is-not
(that is impossible) nor utter it; for the same thing can be thought as can be [construction
as above, literally the same thing exists for thinking and for being].
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that it is possible to make a significant negative predication; but
he is enabled to attack them only because of his own confusion
between a negative predication and a negative existential judgement. The gist of this difficult and important fragment is therefore
this: 'Either it is right only to think or say of a thing, "it is ... "
(i.e. "it is so-and-so, e.g. white"), or else it is right to think or say
only "it is not. .. " (i.e. "it is not something else, e.g. black").
The latter is to be firmly rejected on the ground [a mistaken one,
owing to the confusion between existential and predicative] that
it is impossible to conceive of Not-Being, the non-existent. Any
propositions about Not-Being are necessarily meaningless; the
only significant thoughts or statements concern Being.'
1 Owing to this undetected ambiguity it is often difficult to decide how the
word ~ern should be accented in Parmenides' poem. I have for the most
part, but not always, followed DK; where I have diverged, see the
parentheses in the translation.

A page or two after the sentences quoted in the last paragraph
Burnet, in discussing the effects of Parmenides' 'thorough-going
dialectic', adds (p. I 8o) : 'Philosophy must now cease to be
monistic or cease to be corporealist. It could not cease to be
corporealist; for the incorporeal was still unknown.' This too
seems an over-simplification. It is true that the incorporeal was
still unknown; but it does not follow from that that Parmenides
was wishing to describe 'body' or 'a plenum'. On the contrary,
the chief difficulty about Parmenides is that, while the incorporeal
was still unknown, and no vocabulary therefore existed to describe
it, he was none the less, as were the Pythagoreans in the choice of
their first principles, feeling his way towards it. We shall see
(pp. 302 ff.) that Melissus carried the advance a stage further; but
it seems probable, even in the case of Parmenides, that had he
been asked whether his 'Being' was solid (or 'body') his answer
would have been a hesitant negative.
(ii) Two false premises
345 Fr. 6, Simplicius Phys. I I7, 4
XP'Il -ro f..eyElv TE voEiv T' eov E!l!lEVCXl • ecrTl yap dvcxl,
jlT]OEV 5' OVK EcrTlV. TCx cr' eyw <j>PCx3E0'6CXl &vwycx.
345 That which can be spoken and thought needs must be [construction as in 344];
for it is possible for it, but not for nothing, to be; that is what I bid thee ponder. This is
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.:!IPWTT)S yap cr' a<p' ooov Tcx\rrrj) 013TJO"IO) (eipyw),
a\mxp rnetTchro TfiS, f}v oi)J?noTOl eto6TES ovoev
1:.:
~
rrt...Q:r r~at, o{Kpa)!O.l' OIJTJXOVi11 yap ~v a\!Twv
aTT]eecrtv tevvet n AaKTov v6ov · oi oe <popo\JvTat
Kc.><poi OIJWS 'TV<pf..o{ TE, TE6TJTI6Tec;, aKptTa <pvt..a,
ole; To TIEAEtV TE Kai ovK elvat Ta\!Tov vev61Jto-Tat
Kov Ta\JT6v, navTwv oe nat..lvTpon6s ~o-Tt KEA.eveoc;.
Fr. 7, Plato Sophist 237 A and Sextus adv. math. vu, I 14
ov yap IJTJTIOTE To\!To oaiJiJ elvat 1-lil E6vTa·
O:t..t..a o-V Tfio-5' O:<p' ooov Ot3flcnoc; elpye v6T)IJO
IJT]OE
eeoc; TIOAVTIEtpov ooov KaTa TTJVOE !3tao-6w
VW!Jav c'Xo-Konov OIJIJO Kai 'lixflecrcrav O:Kovi)v
Kal yt..wo-crav, Kpivat oe My~ TIOAVOT]ptv EAEYXOV
~~ EIJE6ev pTJ6EVTa.

a:

5

"

Though Parmenides has, in 344, suggested that there are only
two 'conceivable ways of enquiry', either a thing is or it is not, it
now appears from these two fragments (which seem to present a
continuous passage) that in,3!idition..,to the true premise there are
actually two premises that must be rejected. One of these, of
course, is that already defined in fr. 2, the premise OVK EO"Tt, and
described as navaneveea, 'altogether inconceivable'; misguided as
men may be, no man could confine himself to negative judgements
and negative statements only. But for all that, the goddess (in 345
1. 3) warns Parmenides against treading this path, because, as she
goes on to suggest (in 11. 8-9), this utterly false way can be, and
constantly is, so combined with the true way that a third way, a
compromise between the other two, a thing both is and is not,
comes into the picture. This third way is the way on which
'ignorant mortals wander two-faced'; and they are two-faced
because, as Simplicius puts it (Phy;: II7, 3; DK28B6), etc; TaVTo
crvvayovcrt Ta OVTIKEliJEVa, 'jhey combine contraries'. It is in fact
the..fi.rst way.!lfenquiry from which I hold t~J!! back...E_nd t~from tlw.t way also on which
~ander knowin{_ no_thirvt,._ two-headeJ;for~lp e~ss guUles .jhe wandering
J.!lcught in their breasts; they are carried along, deaf and blind at once, altogether dazedhordes ·devoid of judgement, who are.J2ersuaded tlw.t to be and to be-not are the same, yet
not the same, and for whom tf!e path of all things is backward-turning.
346 &r_~E,.b_il!.rou~¢, that things tlw.t _
are n91 ar§.i but do thou hold back thy
thought from this way of enquiry, nor let custom, born of much experience, force thee to let
wander along this road thy aimless eye, thy echoing ear qr thy tongue; qut do thoi!J.!!!l..$.e !Q
reason the strife-encompassed proof tlw.t I lw.ve spokm.

1,.,,,
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this very combinatio n of contraries that is the basis of 'the
opinions of mortals' (34Z 1. 30 and 353 1. 5 I) which provide the
content of the Way of Seeming; the premise upon which the whole
Way of Seeming rests is just this compromise between the true
way and the utterly false way, a thing both is and is not. It has
often been suggested that the last clause of 345, m1VTv.>v Be
1Ta:f.lvTpo1T6s ~O'Tt Kef.Eveos (translated 'of all things the path is
backward-t urning'), contains a special reference to the doctrines
of Heraclitus; and so translated, it certainly is particularly
appropriate to the Heraclitean belief that all things eventually
change into their opposites (see pp. 195 f.). 1 But it is by no means
the case that unless we see such a reference, then the last two lines
of the fragment are meaningless. They need not necessarily mean
anything more than that mortals as a whole (note &KptTa: cpvf.a:,
'hordes devoid of judgement' ) 'have made up their minds to
believe that to be and not to be are the same and yet not the same'
(i.e. they believe that that which is can change and become not
what it was before. To be and not to be are the same in that they
are both found in any event; and yet they are obviously opposites
and are therefore, in a more exact sense, not the same), 'and they
imagine that all things pass back and forth between being and
not-being' (i.e. all things change from being so-and-so, e.g. hot, to
not being so-and-so, and then change back again).
x A quite different interpretation of this last clause is attractive, taking
TI'Cwr(t.)V as masculine and KD.l:veos (as in 344!. 4) as a 'way of thought',
which is described as Tl'cxAIVTpOTI'OS because, having started out promisingly
by saying fern, these muddlers turn back on their tracks by adding
ovK laTt. If this interpretation were adopted, the case for seeing here
a reference to Heraclitus (which anyhow was largely based on the
doubtful reading Tl'aAIVTpOTI'OS for Tl'cxAiVTovos in 212) would be further
weakened.

(iii) Deductions from the true premise:
(a) denial of time, the uoid, plurality
The premise EO'Tt is by now established as the only possibility: the
only significant thought or statement is that a thing is. At this
stage, therefore, Parmenides proceeds to consider precisely what
must be the nature of the subject of the only true statement that
can be made. From now onwards until the end of the Way of
Truth he is concerned, in other words, to deduce all that can be
deduced from his chosen premise about the properties of Being.
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347 Fr. 8, Simplicius Phys. 145, 1 (continuing 346)

5

10

20

~6vos 5' ht ~OOos OSoio
AEhTETCXt_ws EO'TIV. Tcx\m;l 5' em O'TJ~CXT· ECXO'l
1TOAAO: ~a;>..·, ws~ aYEVflTO}! EOV Kcxl avool-.e6p6v EO'TtV,
eO'Tt yap ovl-.o~el-.es Te Kcxi "&=i-pe~es f]5' &-rel-.e<TTov •
ov5e 1TOT' ?jv ov5' EO'TCXI, rnei vVv EO'TIV o~ov 1TCXv,
EV, crwexes. TlVCX yap yevvcxv 5t3TJO'ECXI o:VTov;
1Tfj 7T66ev cxV~f16ev; ov5' EK ~1) EOVTOS ECxO'O'(.r.)
q>a0'6cxt a' ov5e voeiv ·_2Y-Yqp q>crrov oy5E. vQ'I)Tov
EO'TIV 01T(.r.)) OVK EO'TI. Ti 5' av ~IV KCXl xpeos wpaev
VO'TEpov 111Tp60'6ev, TOV ~f15evos ap~a~evov, q>w;
OVT(.r.)) 11TLCxiJ1TCXV
1TEAEVCXI .J\
vpeoov ,EO'TIV 11 oiJxL
t
.___ ov5e 1TOT' EK ~1) EOVTOS Eq>TJO'EI 1TiO'TtO) laxus
yiyve0'6cxi Tt 1rcxp' o:VT6· Tov elveKev o\JTe yeve0'6cxt
o\JT' OAAV0'6cxt avf\KE t.iKfl XCXACxO'CXO'CX 1TE51JOW,
&;>..;>..' exet . .._TJ 5e Kpiaisir~i TOVT(.r.)V ev Ti.i)5' EO'TIV.
EO'Ttv 11 o\JK EO'Ttv· KEKpt-fcxt 5' ovv, wamp av(xyKf1,
Ti)v ~EV eav aVOflTOV avoovv~ov (ov yap aAf161)S
E<TTtv 656s), ~ 5' w<TTe 1TEAetv Kcxi ETTJTV~ov eTvcxt.
1TWS .f av E1TEtT' &1T6AOITO e6v; 1TWS ~ ~ Ke_yevotTo;
et yap eyeVT', OVK EO'T', ov5' ei 1TOTE ~EAAEI eae0'6cxt.
TOO) yevEO'IS ~EV &1Tea!3eO'TCXI KCXi crnVO'TO) ol-.e6pos.

--

This passage, though it presents a continuous argument and is
impossible to subdivide, leads Parmenides none the less to more
than one conclusion; and each of his affirmations involves a
corresponding denial. The selected premise EO'Tt, being the only
347 One way on!J is left to be spoken oj, ~s; and on this way are full many signs
that what is is untreated and imperishable, for it is entire, immovable and without end. It
was not in the past, nor shall it be, since it is now, all at once, one, continuous; for w,;t
~n wilt thou seek for it? how and whence did itgrow? Nor shall I allow thee to say
or to tliink,~'from that which is not'; for it is not to be said or thought that it is not. And
what need woiirir1fav7anven it on to grow, starting from nothing, at a later time rather
than an earlier? Thus it must either complete!J be or be not. Nor will the force of true
belief allow that, beside what is, there could also arise anything from what is not;
wherefore ~tice looseth not her fetters to allow it ,to come into being or perish, but
holdeth it]ast; and !,.he decisioh on these "fflatters rests here: it is or it is not. But it has
·sure!J been decided, as ftmust be, to leave alone the one way as_UJJ.0inkahte and nameless
(for it is no true way), and that the other is real and true. How could what is thereofter
perish? and how could it come into being? For if it came into being, it is not, nor if it is
going to be in the future. So coming into being is extinguished and perishing unimaginable.
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true premise, must, Parmenides first argues, be eternally true;
there cannot ever have been a time in the past, nor will there ever
be a time in the future, when the statement EO"Tt is anything but
true. It follows, therefore, that past and future are alike meaningless, Jhe only time is a perpetual present time, and Being must of
necessity be both uncreated and imperishable. Parmenides
actually adds in the course of this argument that Being must also
be both ~PEI-IES, (immovable,' and EV.z....crvvexes, 'onel continuous,;
but unless each of these epithets is interpreted (not very plausibly,
since crvvexes unquestionably refers to space, not time, in 3481. 25)
to mean only that Being exists unalterably in one continuous
present, then he is here anticipating-for 'it is all one to him
where he begins' (343)-conclusions which he does not establish
until later in the present fragment.
The next step in the argument, which occupies 11. 6-xx, is the
demolition of the concept of the void. The cosmogony of the
Pythagoreans had made great use of the void: the first unit, once
generated, had proceeded forthwith to take in from the surrounding
Unlimited, possibly time (which Parmenides has just demolished),
and certainly the void (to which he now turns his attention); and
the void had from the outset fulfilled its vitally important function
of keeping units apart (see pp. 252 f.). It is tempting to suppose
that Parmenides, whom there is reason to suspect of being a
dissident Pythagorean (cf. p. 265), aims the three questions that
these lines contain at the very cosmogony that he had come to
reject. At all events the Pythagoreans' answer to the second of
these questions (iTfj iT66ev cxV~1")6ev;) could only be that their first
unit had grown by 'inhaling' the void; and Parmenides' immediate demolition of that concept effectually destroys, therefore, the
very basis of their cosmogony. Moreover, even granting that the
first unit had indeed so developed, as the Pythagoreans maintained, into the universe as we know it, why should the process
have ever begun at one moment rather than another? Being
must either exist as a whole or not exist at all: that (as 11. 15-18
repeat) has already been established. Yet the Pythagoreans assert
that more and more of Being is constantly coming into existence
from the unreal void.
The last point established in this passage before Parmenides
rounds it off with a summary is that contained in lines 12-13.
Unfortunately this particular sentence is ambiguous. It could
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perhaps mean simply that nothing can come from To l.lll ov, 'that
which does not exist', except Not-Being; but in view of the fact
that it follows, in its context, immediately after nine lines that are
concerned entirely with To ov, 'Being' (in one of which, 1. 6, To ov
is referred to as mFT6), it seems preferable to follow Cornford
(Plato and Parmenides 37) and translate: 'Nor will the force ofbelief
suffer to arise out of what is not something over and above it (viz.
what is).' In any case, as Cornford points out, this latter sense is
unquestionably contained in another brief sentence further on in
the same fragment (352 ll. 36-7).

(b) Reality is indivisible
Fr. 8, 1. 22, Simplicius Phys. 145,

348

(continuing 347)
ovos OICXlpETOV ecrnv, E1rel 1TCi:V ECY"TIV OIJOiov.
ovoe Tl Tfj l.lMAov, TO KEV e\pym IJIV O\Jvexec:r6CXI,
ovoe Tl XE1p6Tepov, 1T5:V 8' EIJ1TAEOV ECY"TIV EOVTOS.
T<i) ~vvexes 1T5:V ECY"TIV. eov xae EOVTI 1TEACx3EI. • '\
23

With these four lines should be read also the following fragment,
the place of which in the poem as a whole is not clear:
349
,X'-'(

Fr. 4, Clement Strom. v, 15, 5
Aevcrcre 5' OIJWS Cx1Te6VTcx v6Cf>1TCXpe6VTcx ~~~s·
ov yap CxTIOTIJfJ~EI TO EOV TOV EOVTOS exec:r6CXI
OVTE O'KIOVCxiJEVOV 1TCxvTIJ 1TCxvTWS KCXTCx KOO'IJOV
OVTE O'VVICY"TCxiJEVOV.

ft, •. <.A.~,.,1~·c:._.1·

#\-

In these two short passages Parmenides reinforces his earlier
denial of the void by a fresh argument which appears to be aimed
both at Anaximenes and at the Pythagoreans. Anaximenes by his
doctrine of condensation and rarefaction (see pp. 145ff.), the
Pythagoreans by their view of the void as xwplO'IJOS TIS Twv
ecpe~f)s Kcxl 516plcriS, 'a kind of separation and definition of things
in proximity' (see 315), had both alike been guilty of assuming the
, existence of what is not. Being, Parmenides maintains against
them, is both indivisible and homogeneous.
Nor is it divisible, since it is all alike; nor is there more here and less there, which
would prevent it from cleaving together, but it is all full of what is. So it is all continuous;
for~~ is clin$s close to what is.~
,.., t' >
349 , Look steadfastly at things whicf),_tboug}! ia.! of£ !E.e y,et present to tl]y mint!; for
thou shalt not cut off what is from clinging to what is, neither scattering itself everywhere
in order nor crowding together.
348
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(c) Reality is motionless, finite, like a sphere
350 Fr. 8, I. 26, Simplicius Phys. 145, 27 (continuing 348)
cx&rap &!dv'I')TOV 1-lEYaAC.VV ev m{pCCO'l 5EO'IlWV
~O'TlV avccpxov crnCCVO'TOV, Enel ytvEO'lS KCCl oAf6pos
Tfj/.e !lOA' rnt-exx6-J)crcxv, 6:Tiwcre 5e 'ITtO'TlS 6:AT)6f}s. •
TcxVT6V T' EV TcxVT'i) TE llEVOV Kcc6' ..€ccVT6 TE KElTCCl
xo<hc.vs Ell1TEOOV cxV61 !lEVEl. KpCCTepi) yap •AvayKT)
30
~e!pCCTOS EV 5EO'IlOlO'lV EXEI, "T6 lllV Cxll<pls eepyel,
OVVEKEV OVK crrEAEVTT)TOV TO EOV 6EillS elvCCl.
EO'Tl yap OVK rnl5eves. [1-1'11] EOV- 5' O:v 'ITCXVTOS e5eiTO.
351 Fr. 8, I. 42, Simplicius Phys. 146, 15 (after 352)
cx&rap rnei mipccs ml!lCCTOV, TETEAEO'IlEVOV EO'Tl
mxv-ro6ev, EVKVKAOV O'<j>CClpT)S EVCCAlYKlOV oyKc.:;>,
llEcrcr66ev lcroTiccAes mxVTTJ • To yap o<he Tl !-1Ei3ov
45
OVTE Tl ~ccl6Tepov 1TEAEVCC1 xpe6v EO'Tl Tfj f) Tfj.
OVTE yap OVK eov EO'Tl, T6 KEV 'ITccVOl lllV iKvei0'6ccl
els 61-16v, o\h' eov EO"Tlv om.<>s eiT) Kev E6v-ros
Tfj l..lCXAAOV Tfj 5' lljcrcrov, emi 'ITW EO'TlV CXO'VAOV.
?T yap TI<Wro6ev Tcrov, O!lWS ev mipcccr1 Kvpel.

These two passages are actually separated by eight lines of
summary, but by temporarily omitting those eight lines the
argument is shown to be so continuous that they are best treated
together. Parmenides is of course inevitably repetitive, because,
as we saw (343), his arguments are so closely linked one with
another that each attribute of Being can be deduced from any
other. But even allowing for his habitual repetitiveness, we can

350 But, motionless within the limits of mighty bonds, it is without beginning or end,
since coming into being and perishing have been driven jar away, cast out by true beli£f.
Abiding the same in the same place it rests by itself, and so abides firm where it is; for
strong Necessity holds it firm within the bonds of the limit that keeps it back on every side,
?iecause it is not lawful that what is should be unlimited; for it is not in need-if it were,
it would need all.
351 But since there is a furthest limit, it is bounded on every side, like the bulk of a well.!ound}d sphere, from the centre equally balancef11fitij'erydirection; for it needs must not
be somewhat moie here or somewhat less there. For neither is there that which is not, which
might stop it from meeting its like, nor can what is be more here and less there than
what is, since it is all inviolate; for being equal to itself on every !ide, it rests uniformly
within
its limits•
..._
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hardly fail to notice, in these sixteen lines, the recurrent emphasis
placed on the conception of limit, mipcxs. No~Lin~it)as one of
the two fundamental Pythagorean principles, stJocraJthe top of
the left-hand column in the Table of Opposites (see z89); and
among the concepts listed in that column was one, namely unity,
which Parmenides has already accepted as consistent with his
premise. Moreover, there is another point in these two passages
that Parmenides is evidently concerned to stress: pein!t-or the
One-is aK{VT)TOV, '~ionless,' tv Trohc;> ~e~ov, 'resting in the
same place'' E~TTEOOV, 'stable,' ana rcroTTcxf..es, 'equally poised'. It
is in fact, in Pythagorean terminology, i}pe~ovv, 'at rest', as
opposed to Ktvov~evov, 'in motion'. It begins to look almost as if
Parmenides, having been reared in the Pythagorean school, had
come to feel that the fatal flaw in Pythagoreanism was its dualism.
At all events he seems so far, while denying the existence of those
two manifestations of the Unlimited, time and the void, to be
applying to his Being those attributes from the left-hand column
of the Table of Opposites that can be apprehended by the sole
use of reason as opposed to the senses.
SUMMARY OF THE WAY OF TRUTH

35Z Fr. 8, 1. 34, Simplicius Phys. 146, 7 (continuing 350)
TcxiJTov 5' EO"TI vo,iv TE Kcxl ovveKev EO"TI v6T)~CX.
ov yap O:vev Tov f6VTos, tv 4> TTecpo:rtcr~evov tcrTtv,
EVPftO"EIS TO voeiv. ovoev yap (f})-&rtv ii ~crrcxl
CiJ.J...o TTape~ TOV t6VTOS, ~TTEI TO )::E Moip' rnEOT)O"EV
ovf..ov eodVT)TOV :· E~EVCXI. Tci> TTOVT' ovo~· EO"TCXI
ocrcrcx !3poTOt KCXTE6EVTO TTETTOI60TES e{vcxl af..T)6f),
y(yvecr6cx( TE KCXt of..f..vcr6cx1, e{vcx( TE KCXI o\Jx{,
KCXt TOTTOV &f..AacrcrEIV OICx TE XPOCX q>CXVOV a~e!I3EIV.

35

40

These eight lines, which belong properly between 350 and 351,
give a summary recapitulation of the main steps in the argument
3SZ What can be thought is only the thought that it is. [The infinitive by itself
seldom bears the sense of the infinitive with article-i.e. 'thinking'; the con- (
'Struction must be the same as in 344 and 345-that is: the on{>' thing that exists 1
for thinking is the thought that it is.] For you will not find thought without what is, in
relation to which it is uttered; for there is not, nor shall be, anything else besides what is,
fi.na Fatefetterljj it to be entire and immovable. Wherifore all these are TMTe names which
mortals laid down believing them to be true-coming into being and perishing, being and
not being [i.e. both at once), change ofplace and variation of bright colour.
19
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of the Way of Truth. Lines 34-6 repeat the conclusion reached
at the end of 344; lines 36-7 confirm lines I 2-I 3 of fragment 8,
347; lines 37-8 summarize very briefly the content of 350 and 351;
and lines 38-40 revert to lines Ig-2I of this same fragment, 347·
It is only in the last clause, 5ta TE xpocx cpcxvov cq.le{~EIV, c and change
of bright colour', that we find a new point. Change of colour is
presumably specified as being a type of change that does not
involve change of place; both locomotion and qualitative change
are 'mere names'.

I

~
f

TRANSITION TO WAY OF SEEMING

353 Simplicius Phys. 30, I4 J..lETEA6wv 5£ <rno T&'>V voT)Twv hrl
TCx cxlcreT)TCx o ncxp!lEV{5T)S, i)TOI CrnO CxAT)6e{cxs, WS cx\rros <pT)O"!V~Tii
SO~cxv, ev ols Mye1
--

-

(Fr. 8, 1. 50)

~TCi) cro1 m:xVc.:> 1TicrTOV Myov 1)5£ v6T)!lCX
Cx!l<pis af.T)6el11s· 56~cxs 5' &no Tov5e ~poTeicxs
J..1Cxv6cxve K6crJ..lOV EJ..lWV eTiec.:>v O:TICXTT)Mv O:Kovc.:>v,

yev,Twv

J

&pxas Kcxi cx&ros O"Totxetw5ets !lEv Ti)v TipwTT)v
6:vTI6ecr1v EeETo, i)v <pWS KcxAEi Kcxi crKOTOS (f)) m:Jp Kcxi yfjv f}TIVKVOV
Kcxi &pcxtov f) Tcx\rrov Kcxi hepov, AEyc.:>v ecpe~fjs Tois Tip6TEpov
1TCXpCXKE1J..lEv01S E1TEO"IV
Twv

(Fr. 8, 1. 53) llopcpas yap I<CXTEeeVTo 5vo yvwJ..lcxs 6vo!lO:setv,
TWV J..l{cxv ov xpewv EO"TlV- EV q, 1TE1Tj_CXVT)J..lEV01 elcr{v55
TCxVTlCX 5' EKp{vcxVTO 5EJ..lCXS KCXi cri]J..lCXT' e6EVTO
xwpls O:n' &t.t.i]f.c.:>v, Tfj !lEV <pf-oyos cxl6eptov m:Jpt
flmov ov, J..ley' [&pcxtov] ef.cxcpp6v, ec.:>VTCi)TI<lvTocre Tc.:>\rr6v,
TCi) 5' hep~ llil Tc.:>\rr6v· &Tap KO:Keivo KCXT' cx\rro
TO:vTicx vliKT' &5cxfj, 1T\Jl<tvov 5e!lcxs E!l~pt6es TE.•
353 Parmenides ejfects tM transition from the ob.i!_cts Ef reason

~the objects of sense_, or,
as M himself puts it, from truth te seeming, whet; he writes:' Here I end nry trustworthy
discourse and thought concerning truth; henceforth learn the beliefs of mortal men, listening
io the deceitful ordering of my words'; and he then himself makes the elemen~
of created things the primary opposition of light and darkness, as he calls them, or fire and
earfh, or dense and rare, or sameness and difference; for he says immediately after the lines
quoted above: 'For they made up their minds to name two forms, of which Jiuy ~~~Wt not
name one ~that is where they have gone astray-and distinguished thern as opposite
in appearance and assigned to them manifestations. different one from the other- to one 1M
aitMrial flame offire,. gentle and very light, in every direction identical with itself, but not
with 1M other; and that other too is i11 itselfjust the opposite, dark night, dense in appear-
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eyw ~5!C:o<ocr1JOV eoJKOT<X TiaVTa <p<XTi3w,

ws ov IJfJ TIOTE TlS ere !3poT&'w yvWIJTJ TiapeAacrO"TJ.

X '>(

This passage of Simplicius actually ends here, at l. 59, but elsewhere
(Phys. 39. 8) he appends also the next two lines. [apCt!OVJ sed. Diels.

1

J

J

r
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Parmenides has now, in the Way of Truth, taught us all that
reason, unaided by the senses, can deduce about Being. It is like a
sphere, single, indivisible and homogeneous, timeless, changeless
and, since motion is itself one form of change, motionless as well.
It has in fact no perceptible q_ualities whatever. If Parmenides
)] ~
had taken the left-hand cofumn of the Pythagorean Table of f
Opposites and selected from it those concepts which could be
apprehended by reason alone, the result would be much what his
One is; while to the right-hand column, the various manifestations
of the Unlimited, he has denied any reality whatever. Such are
the consequences of the exercise of reason. Now, however, in
passing from the Way ofTruth to the Way of Seeming, Parmenides
passes, as Simplicius saw, cmo TWV VOTJTWV ETil TCx aioBT]Ta, 'from
the objects of reason to the objects of sense'; and just as in the Way
ofTi:uth the objects of sense have been altogether excluded, so also,
as we shall see, the Way of Seeming will exclude altogether the ~ X
objects of reason. Since all objects of sense are, to Parmenides,
'mere names' without substantial existence, he is obviously compelled to base his survey of them upon the false assumptions which
he himself declines to share with mortals; but at the same time his
survey does not cover all those false assumptions. Besides allowing
existence to non-existent phenomena, most men went so far as to
confuse them with the objects of reason. Parmenides will not, \
even in what he knows and avows to be 'a deceitful ordering of
words' (l. 52)~ follow them as far as that in their error.
The significance and purpose of the Way of Seeming has been
very variously interpreted. Whereas Zeller for instance, following,
as he thought, a suggestion by Theophrastus,Z regarded it as a
review of popular beliefs, Burnet (EGPr84-5) concluded that 'in
the absence of evidence to the contrary' it should be regarded
rather as 'a sketch of contemporary Pythagorean cosmology'.
Against any such view there are several strong arguments. The
ance and hecwy. The whole ordering of these I tell thee as it seems likef:y, that so_no thought
of mortal men shall ever outstrip thee.'
-
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contraries logically involves the rejection of the other, in the case
of the objects of sense the acceptance of one involves the accept..ance of the other as w~'n. Light, for instance, can only be seen tO"
exist in its contrast with darkness; a heavy body cannot be heavy
unless there is a lighter body with which to compare it; and so with
all sensible contraries.1 The fundamental error of which men are
guilty is that they have agreed to recognize the existence of these
sensible opposites; and this is, of course, the error which Parmenides himself must knowingly perpetrate if he is to give an
account of phenomena. Accordingly, even as he perpetrates it he
declares it to be an error: 'that', he says (353, fr. 8 1. 54), 'is
where they have gone astray'. But at least he will follow misguided
mortals no further. If he is to introduce these sensible contraries
h_~will nQ.t confuse them wjth intelligible; and so, instead of the
primary yair of Pythagorean opposites, Limit and Unlimited (the
former of which has been shown in the Way of Truth to be
intelligible), he selects as his own primary pair one of their
perceptible manifestations, <pws and <TK6Tos (or, as he himself calls
it, vv~), 'light' and 'darkness' (or 'night').
1
This consideration seems sufficient to establish Simplicius' interpretation
of the clause Toov lllcxv ov xpedlv t<TTlv, 'two forms, of which it is not right
to name one only (i.e. without the other)', as the most convincing. It is
true that Cornford's translation, 'of which it is not right to name so much
as one' (PlatfJ and Parrnenides 46), avoids the obvious difficulty of taking
lllcxv in the sense of €Tep11v, and may therefore be right. But if we suppose
Parmenides to mean that, whereas in the Way of Truth it is right to name
one opposite and one only (the other being &vdlvwov, 347 1. 17), in the
Way of Seeming you must not name one only without also naming the
other, then we not only give the sentence an additional point, of which the
structure of the whole poem seems to show that Parmenides himself was
fully aware, but we also give to the crucial word llicxv the significance
which its obvious contrast with 6vo seems to suggest.

(

What Parmenides has in fact done, in passing from the Way of
Truth to the Way of Seeming, is to take his own sphere of reality,
the One, and fill it, quite illegitimately, with the sensible opposites
of light and darkness; and once he has taken that forbidden step,
then he can proceed, as had the Pythagoreans with Limit and
Unlimited, to broaden the scope of each of these primary opposites
by describing their various manifestations.1 Light is rare, night
dense, and so on. Once one pair of sensible opposites has been
admitted, then there is no insuperable difficulty in giving an
281
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explanation of phenomena; and if only because it avoids the confusion between reason and sense, Parmenides' own explanation,
even though deliberately based on error, is at least such that 'no
thought of mortal men shall ever outstrip him' (353, fr. 81. 61).
1 Cf. Fr. g, which according to Simplicius comes IJST' 6;\(ya (i.e. soon
after Fr. 8): 356 Simplicius Phys. r8o, g

o:V-rexp tmtS!) TIOVT<X cpaos 1<<XI vv~ 6v61Jacrrat
'K<Xi TCx 'K<XTCx crcperep<XS OWCtiJEIS hrl TOlO"l TE 'K<Xi TO'iS,
1TCXv TIAEov tcrrlv OIJOV cpaeos Kal VVKTOs O:cpmov,
icrcuv OIJcpOTepcuv, tml ovSET!f''!' J,IET<X J,IT]Sev.
THE SENSIBLE OPPOSITES

/

357 Theophrastus de sensu Iff. (DK28A46) mpi 8' a:!crBTjcrec.vs
a:i llEV 'ITOAAO:l KO:l Ka:66A.ov 86~0:1 ov' elow. oi !lEV yap T(i) OllOict'
'ITOIOVO"IV, oi OE T(i) EVCXVTlct'. na:pllEVlOT)S !lEV Ka:i 'EilTIEOOKAf\S KO:l
nAC:rrc.vv T(i) OllOlct', oi oe mpi 'Ava:~a:y6pa:v Ka:i 'HpCxKA.elTov T(i)
eva:VTi't' ••.. ( 3) na:plleviof}s llEV yap o"Ac.vs ovoev &q>wpiKev O:AA.a
llOVOV chi ovoiv OVTOIV O"TOlXElOlV KCXTa TO \rrrepj3aAAOV EO"TtV t)
yvw<ns. ECxv yap \rrrepa:ipt;l TO eepllOV il TO \jN)(p6v, CXAAT)V yiveo-Ba:l
Tf)v o1avo1a:v, j3e"ATic.v oe Ka:i Ka:6a:pc.vTepa:v Tf)v o1a To eep1-16v • ov
llfJV O:Af...a KO:l Ta:\m')V Oeio-Ba:i TIVO) O"VIlllETplCX)'
(Fr. r6) oos yap eKa:O"Tos (<pf}aiv) exe1 Kpa:atv llE"Aec.vv 'ITOAV'ITA(xyKTc.vv,
TWS v6os O:v6pW7rOICTI 'ITO:piO"TOTCXI. TO yap a:VTo
11
TO"T1V 07rEp q>pOVEEI llEAEC.VV q>VCTIS 0:v6pW7rOICTIV
I< ( "'- ;·~
~ 1,
'
I
'
'
"\ L
>
'
'
/
~
• ..t<
KCXI 'ITCXCTIV KO:l 'ITCXVTl' TO ~ lT/\tOV EO"TI VOT)j.ICX. .,
......TO yap a:icrBavecrBa:l Ka:i TO <ppoveiv oos TcxVTo A.eye1 · 81o Ka:i Tf)v
llVtlllf}V KO:l TfJV A.i]ST'}V O:Tio TOVTC.VV yiveo-Ba:l Ola Tf\S Kpaaec.vs· av
And wkn all things have been named light and night, and things comsponding to
tkir powers have been assigned to each, everything is full of light and of obscure night at
once, both equal, since neitkr has any share of nothingness.
357 Tk tnajoriry of general views about sensation are two: some rnake it of like by like,
otkrs of opposite by opposite. Parmenides, Empedocles and Plato say it is of like by like,
tk followers of Anaxagoras and of Heraclitus of opposite by opposite .. .. Parmenides gave
no clear definition at all, but said only that tkre were two elements and that knowledge
depends on tk excess of one or tk otkr. Thought varies according to wktkr tk hot or tk
cold prevails, but that which is due to tk hot is better and purer; not but what even that
needs a certain balance; for, says k, '~in~filretltqt each tnan has in
hirwandcting lim!J.r, so -rhought is f()rthcoming to tnankind; for that which thinks is
tk same thing, name?J tk substance of tkir limbs, in each and all men; for that ()f
which there is more is thought'-for k regards.../lP&Ption_and thought as tk same. So to()
_mem.:;:.Y_and fo'.j!tfulness arise from tkse causes, on 1acount {j tk~ixture; but k never
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s· !<rasC.UO'l Tfj

IJ.l~El, TrO'TEpov EO"TO:l cppoveiv ft ov, KO:i TiS f) 5ta6EO'IS,
ov5ev ET! 5!Wp!KEV. OT! 5e KO:i Ti;> EVO:VTl<{) Ko:6' o:\rro TrO!Ei Ti)v
o:i0'61')0'1V, cpo:vepov ev ols q>T)O'l TOV VEKpov q>C.UTOS IJ.EV KO:i 6Ep1J.OV KO:i
cpc.uvf\s oiJK o:I0'6ave0'6m 5ta Tflv eKAmptv Tov 1TVp6s, \.jlvxpov 5e Ko:i
O'lC.UTrf\S KO:i TWV EVO:VTtC.UV o:I0'6ave0'6m. KO:i OAC.US 5e rrav TO ov EXEIV
T!Va YVWO'lV.

This passage, which sets forth the most influential of the doctrines
that survive from the Way of Seeming, contains two points in
particular that are of interest and importance. It is noteworthy in
the first place how completely Parmenides must, in the Way of
Seeming, have suppressed his real convictions: the equation of
~ception and thought comes strangely from the author of the
Way of Truth. At the same time the whole of this passage again
rilakes clear"how prominent a place was taken in the Way of
Seeming by the sensible opposites: if we can trust Theophrastus'
in.terpretation, even thought derives from the preponderance of
one opposite in the body over the other. Here once again, as in
the l.j'VXTJ 0:p1J.ovio: theory of the Pythagoreans (see pp. 261 f.), it
is probable that we see the influence of Alcmaeon; but be that as
it may, Parmenides' own theory of the perception of like by like
was not without influence on his successors (cf. especially
Empedocles, pp. 343 ff.).
ASTRONOMY

358 Fr. 12, Simplicius Phys. 39, 14 and 31, 13
o:i yap O"TE!VOTEpO:l (sc. O"TEq>CxVo:!) rrAf\VTO rrvpos &!<pfJ'TO!O,
o:i s· erri TO:iS VVKTOS, IJ.ETa 5e q>Aoyos iETO:l o:Icro:.
ev 5e IJ.EO'<{) ToV'Tcuv_5o:i1J.cuv ft rraVTo: Kv!3epv~ ·
TrCxVTO: yap (f)) .Q.JVYEf?OJ.o TOKOV Ko:l IJ.{~!OS apXEl
r.5
TrEIJ.TrOVO'> apO'EV! 6f\Av IJ.!yf\v TO ,. EVO:VTlOV cx?rns
O:pcrev 6T)AVTEp<{).
made clear whether, if they are equally mixed, there will be thought or not, or, if so, what
its character will be. But that he regards perception as also due to the opposite as such he
makes clear when he says that a corpse does not perceive light, heat or sound owing to its
deficiency offire, but that it does perceive their opposites, cold, silence and so on. And he
adds that in general everything that exists has some measure of knowledge.
358 The narrower rings were filled with unmixed fire, those next to them with night, and
qfter them rushes their share of flame; and in the midst of them is the goddess who steers
all; for she it is that begins all the works oj hateful birth and begetting, sending female to
miX with male and male in turn with female.
\
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359 Aetius II, 7. I ncxpf..IEVlOT)S o-recpavcxs elvcxl mpnrE1TAEYf..IEVCXS
hrcxt.t.f)t.ovs, Tf}V f..IEV EK TOV O:pcxtov, Tf}v oe EK TOV 'rt'VKVOV" f..llKTCxS
oe Cil\Acxs EK q>WTOS KCXl 01<0TOVS f..IETCX~V TOVTWV. Kcxl TO mptexov OE
'rt'CxO"CXS Teixovs OlKT)V o-repeov V'rt'expxe1V, vcp' ~ 'rt'VpWOT)S O&Eq>CxVT), Kcxi
TO f..IEO"CXlTCXTov 'rt'cxo-wv o-repe6v, mpl o'rt'CxAlV TivpwOT)S (sc. o-recpavT)).
TWV OE O"Vf..lf..llYWV TT}v f..IEO"CXlTOTT)v crrrCxO"CXlS (O:pxf)v) TE KCXi (cxiTicxv)
Ktvf)o-ews Kcxl yeveo-ews V'rt'expxetv, i)VTtvcx Kcxi ocxif..lovcx KVj3epvf)Ttv Kcxl
KA1J00VxOV rnoVOf..ICx3E1.£!K~ ~e._ KCXl 'AvCxyKT)V. KCXl Tf\S f..IEV yf)s
O:'rt'6t<pto-tv elvcx1 Tov O:epcx 5tex Tf}v j3ia1o'Tepav cxVTfls e~CXTf..lto-6eVTcx
TilAT)o-tv, Tov oe TIVpos O:vCXTivof}v Tov i)f.tov t<cxi Tov ycxt.cx~icxv t<Vt<f.ov.
O"Vf..lf..llYfl 5' e~ Cxf..l<poiv elvcx1 Tf}v o-et.f)vT)v, Tov T' O:epos Kcxl Tov Tivp6s.
mpto-raVTos 5' O:vwTC:cTw TICxVTwv Tov cxieepos V'rt'' cx&r<;> To TIVpwoes
V'rt'OTcxyf)vql ToOO' omp KEKAf)KCXf..IEV ovpcxv6v, vcp' ~ tlOT) TCx mplyetcx.
It is fortunate that, since he neither believed in it himself nor,
apparently, succeeded in influencing others by it, Parmenides'
astronomical system is of little importance; for it is virtually impossible to reconstruct. These two passages are quoted now chiefly
because they give us what little reliable information we possess
about the very obscure doctrine, to which reference has already
been made (p. 280), of the o-recpavcx1 or 'bands'.1 Two other points
of interest do, however, arise from these passages. First, we see yet
again how prominent are the sensible opposites in the cosmology
of the Way of Seeming; and in addition to the two familiar pairs in
359, dense and rare, light and darkness, we meet also in 358 with
the new pair-another, incidentally, which figures in the Pythagorean table-male and female. 2 And second, we learn again,
from the fact that Justice or Necessity is now described as the
'~u~of rnoy_ementan<Lbe_cgming ', how totally irreconcilable are
the two parts of Parmenides' poem (cf. 3471. I 4 and 350 1. 30). We
359 Parmenides said that there were rings wound one around tlu other, one formed of
tlu rare, tlu otlur ofthe dense; and that there were others between these compounded oflight
and darkness. That which surrounds them all like a wall is, lu says, by nature solid;
beneath it is a fiery ring; and likewise what lies in the middle of them all is solid; and
around it is again a fiery ring. Tlu middlemost of tlu mixed rings is the primary cause of
movement and of coming into being for tlum all, and lu calls it the goddess that stars all,
tlie ho(ileT..oftlu keps~..J~gtif!..E.!!!)..J:i§£.essjty. Tlu air, 1u says, is separated offfrom _the
earth, vap01"i;r.ed owing to earth's stronger compression; tlu sun is an exhalation of.fire, and
so is tlu circle of tlu Milky Way. Tlu moon is compounded of both air andfire. Aitlur is
outermost, surrounding all; next comes the fiery thing that we call tlu sky; and last comes
the region of the earth.
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should not waste time in the hopeless attempt to reconcile the two
parts. For Parmenides, such inconsistency is inevitably involved
in any attempt to explain, what deserves only to be negated, the
evidence of the illusory senses.
1

Aetius' account in 359, which probably summarises Theophrastus, is so
condensed that the most we can safely conclude from it is as follows.
Surrounding the whole system 'like a wall' is a solid firmament, and there
is another solid at the centre; immediately inside the former and immediately outside the latter are two 'bands' of fire; between these two are a
number of'bands' made up of the rare and the dense, light and darkness;
and in the midst of these, according to Parmenides' own words in 358 as
well as Aetius' summary, is 'the goddess who steers all'. J. S. Morrison
(]HS 75 (1955) 59fT.) has lately published a new reconstruction of the
system, which reaches the conclusion that' Parmenides' general scheme ...
whereby an upper firmament and system of elementary masses in rings is
repeated below the earth is only another and more precise form of the
Hesiodic picture in which the lower world, like the upper, has its firmament
of bronze, and holds a reservoir of the elementary masses' (but seep. go f.).
No such reconstruction can carry complete conviction, if only because it
must inevitably be based on many conjectures. A full discussion of the
many problems involved would run to a length out of all proportion, in a
book such as this, to the importance of the topic. Whereas the astronomy
of Anaximander is an appreciable part of his contribution to thought, that
of Parmenides is not.
3

Fr. I],asingle line concerned with embryology, 360 Galen in Epid. vt, 48
oe~rr-epolow

).lEV I<OVpovs, AO:IOicn OE I<Ovpo:s ...•

actually links two pairs found in the Pythagorean Table; but this, in the
absence of further evidence, cannot safely be regarded as more than a
coincidence. It is also of interest, however, as showing that Parmenides,
despite his emphatic theoretical negation of the world of sense, was yet
prepared to go into considerable detail in his explanation of it (cf. also
DK28A5o-4, especially 52). Presumably any account of the sensible
world had at this period, perhaps owing to the influence of Alcmaeon, to
take some account of physiological and embryological questions.
36o
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CHAPTER XV

ANAXAGORAS OF CLAZOMENAE
DATE AND LIFE

487

Diogenes Laertius 11, 7 (DK59A I)

f..kyeTcxt 5€ KCXTa Tl)v
5ta[3cxow EtKOOW ETWV elvcxt, [3e[3tc.:>KEvCXl 5e e[35o~l1)KOV1'CX
5vo. <pT)cri 5' 'ATiof..M5wpos ev Tois XpovtKois yeyevfjcrBcxt cx\nov
'D e[35o1J.T)KoO"Tfj 6/..vJJ.maSt (i.e. 50o-497 B.c.), -reevf\KEvCXl se T~
1TpC.:m:~ ElEl Tf\S e[350IJ.T)KOO"Tf\S oy5ofjs (i.e. 468/7; oy50T)KOO"TfiS
6y5ofjs Scaliger, i.e. 428/7)· i')p~CXTO 5€ <ptf..ocro<peiv 'A6t)VT)O"lV enl
Kcxf..f..fov (i.e. 456/5) hwv etKocrtv ~v, ws <pT)crt ~T\IJ.t)TplOS o
<l>cxf..T)pevs EV -rfj TWV ,Apx6VTWV &vcxypcx<pfj, evecx KCXi <pCXO"lV cx\rrov
hwv 5tCXTpiy;cxt Tpt<ll<oVTcx .•• ( r 2) ... Tiepi 5€ -rf\s 5iKT\S Mov St6:<popcx f..eyeTcxt. ~c.:>Tiwv IJ.EV yap <pT)crtv ev -rfj ~tcx5oxfj TWV qnf..ocr6cpcuv
\rrro Kf..ewvos cx\rrov &cre[3eicxs Kpt6fjvcxt, 5t6Tt Tov 1)/..tov 1J.v5pov Et-eye
5t&1Tvpov. &Tiof..oyT)O"CXIJ.EvOV 5€ \rrrep cx\rrov neptKf..eovs TOV IJ.cx6T)Tov,
TIEVTE Tcxf..mms 3T\1J.tw6fjvcxt Kcxi <pvycx5EV6fjvcxt. ~6:-rvpos 5' ev Tois
Blots \rrro 8oVKV5i5ov <pT)criv eicrcxx6.fjvcxt -ri)v 5{Kf\V &VTmot.mvoIJ.Evov T<{> neptKf..ei • KCXi OV IJ.OVOV acre[3e{cxs, &f..f..a Kcxi IJ.T)5tcr1J.OV' 1<cxl
WOVTCX KCXTCX5tKcxcrBfjvcxt ecxv&-r~ ..• ( 14) •.. KCXi TEAOS &Tioxwpt)cro:s
eis 1\&IJ.I.jJCXKOV cx\rr66t KCXLEO"Tpey;ev. OTE KCXi TWV apx6VTWV Tf\s 1TOAECUS
a~lOVVTWV T{ [3ovAETCXl aUT<{> yeve<recxt, <p&vcxt, TOVS 1TCXi5cxs EV <';) &v ano66:V1J IJ.T)VI KCXT' ElOS 1TCXl3ElV crvyxwpeiv. KCXi <pVAanETCXl TO e6os 1<0:1
vw. ( 15) Tef.ev-rt)crCXVTcx Sf} cx\rrov Eecxy;cxv EVTtiJ.WS ot /\cx!J.YJCXKT)voi. ...
zep~OV

487 He is said to have been twenry years old at the time of Xerxes' crossing, and to have
lived to sevenry-two. Apollodorus says in his Chronicles that he was born in the
seventieth Olympiad and died in the first year of the eighry-eighth. He began to be a
philosopher at Athens in the archonship of Callias, at the age of twenry, as Demetrius
Phalereus tells us in his Register of archons, and they say he spent thirry years there. ...
There are different accounts given of his trial. Sotion, in his Succession of philosophers,
says that he was prosecuted by Cleonfor impiery, because he maintained that the sun was a
red-hot mass of metal, and that after Pericles, his pupil, had made a speech in his defence,
he was fined five talents and exiled. Saryrus in his Lives, on the other hand, says that the
charge was brought by Thucydides in his political campaign against Pericles; and he adds
that the charge was not only for impiery but for Medism as well; and he was condemTUid to
death in absence.... Finally he withdrew to Lampsacus, and there died. It is said that
when the rulers of the ciry asked him what privilege he wished to be granted, he replied that
the children should be given a holiday every year in the month in which he died. The custom
is preserved to the present day. When he died the Lampsacenes buried him with full honours.
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The problem of the date of his trial is even more difficult.
A. E. Taylor (CQp (1917) 8r- 7) held that (r) Plato consistently
conveys the impression that Anaxagoras was an important figure
in Athens before Pericles' rise to fame but not after Soctates grew
up; (2) Anaxagoras could not have attained the position at
Lampsacus that the last sentences of 487 suggest unless he had
spent a considerable time there. He therefore concludes that 'the
account given by Satyrus was right in placing his prosecution at
the beginning and not at the close of Pericles' political career',
i.e. ca. 450 B.c. On the other hand]. A. Davison (CQN.S. 3 (1953)
33-45), arguing in favour of accepting both Satyrus' and Sotion's
accounts, surmises that there must have been an amnesty (other·
wise unattested) in ca. 445/4 B.c. by which Anaxagoras was per·
mitted to return to Athens, and estimates the relevant dates as follows:
Prosecuted by Thucydides
ca. 456/5 B.c.
Conjectured amnesty after Thirty
Years' Peace
ca. 445/4 B.c.
Prosecuted by Cleon
ca. 433-430 B.c.
Died at Lampsacus
428/7 B.C.
Fortunately, from the point of view of the historian of philosophy,
the exact date of the trial (or trials) is of relatively litt~e importance.
There is ample evidence in the fragments of Anaxagoras' own
book that he wrote later than either Parmenides or Zeno (see
pp. 368 ff.); and it seems likely, though it is incapable of proof,
that while Anaxagoras (in accordance with the more probable
interpretation of 488) includes implicit criticism of Empedocles,
Melissus (see p. 305) aims one of his arguments primarily, if not
exclusively, at Anaxagoras. Fortunately too, the most important
facts of his life are not in dispute. There can be no question that
he spent a large part of his active life in Athens,I that he was fairly
intimately associated with Pericles,:'' that he was prosecuted on a
charge (at least among others) of impiety, and that he thereupon
withdrew to Lampsacus.J
I Anaxagoras is said to have taught both Archelaus (see ch. xvz) and
Euripides. Cf. 490 Strabo 14, p. 645 Cas. KA<X301-l~Vt0S" o' f\v &v~p
hn<po:vf)s 'Avo:~o:y6po:s 6 <pvo-tK6), 'Avo:~t~o~evovs 6~o~tArrn'ls ToO MtAT)cr(ov·
ou'}Kovo-o:v 5£ To\rTov •Apxe:\o:os 6 <pvo-tKos Ko:l Evpmiol)s 6 1TOtTJTi)s. Since

490

Anaxagoras the natural philosopher was a distinguished Clazomenian, an associate

of Anaximenes of Miletus; and his own pupils iru;luded Archelaus the natural philosopher
and Euripides the poet.
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magnitude; but our atoms are not either the points or the solids
ofgeometry, but compact bodies, which, if they were large enough,
you could see and touch .... " ... The atom thus ceased to be
confused with the unit of number and the point of geometry, and
became a purely physical body whose essential property was
impenetrability.' The answer of Leucippus and Democritus was
not, however, the only possible answer to Zeno: it could equally
easily have been granted that physical matter, like geometrical
magnitude, was infinitely divisible. This, as is evident from 499, is
the answer that Anaxagoras chose to give. 'I grant', he means,
'that physical matter, like geometrical magnitude, is infinitely
divisible; but physical matter composes sensible bodies, and since
sensible bodies exist and have magnitude, the same must be true
of physical matter. However far you subdivide matter [Zeller's
reading TOI..I'Q for To ~11 is attractive], you can never reduce it to
sheer nothingness; even the smallest imaginable particle must still
possess some magnitude. In consequence each thing is indeed both
great and small: great because it contains an infinite number of
parts, and small because those parts are themselves of an infinitesimal smallness.' Anaxagoras' theory of matter is in fact deliberately adopted, like that of the atomists, as an answer to Zeno;
and when that answer is added to his answer to Parmenides, one
half of the basis of his system is now complete. He is enabled, by
his beliefin the infinite divisibility of matter, to devise a cosmogony
and to give an account of change which does indeed eliminate the
forbidden coming-into-being of what was not.
MIND

503 Fr. 12, Simplicius Phys. 164, 24 and rs6, 13 Ta ~EV at..t..a
TIO:VTOS J..lOipo:v ~ETEXEI, vovs 5e ECJTIV erne1pov Ko:i o:\rroKpCXTES Kal
J..lE~EIKTo:• ovoevi xpf)~CXTI, &A.A.a 1.16vos o:Vros ecp' eo:VTov eCJTiv. et 1.1~
yap ecp' ECXVTOV Tjv, &:AA.t!x TE<p EJ..lEJ..lEIKTO &:AA.cp, J..lETEiXEV CXv CxTICxvTWV
XP'TlJ..lerrwv, ei e~e~EIKT6 TE<p · ev 1ro:vTI yap 1ro:VTos J..lOipo: €vecrnv,
WOITEp ev Tois 1rp6creev ~o1 A.eA.eKTo:l · Ko:i &v €KwA.vev o:VTov Ta
O'VIJI-\EI-\EIYI-\EVO:, WO"TE 1-\T)OEVOS xpf)J.lCXTOS KpCXTEiv 01-\0lWS ws Kai
503 All other things have a portion. of everything, but Mind is infinite and self-ruled,
and iS mixed with nothing but is all alone by itself. 'For if it was not by itself, but was
mixed with anything else, it would have a share of all things if it were mixed with any;
for in everything there is a portion of everything, as I said earlier; and the thi11gs that were
mingled with it would hinder it so that it could control nothing in the satne way as it does
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j.IOVOV EOVTO: Eq>, ECXVTOV. EO"TI xexp AE1TTOTCXTOV TE 1T00n:CA1V XPll!ACrrwv
Ked Ko:6o:pc~>Tcrrov, Ko:i yvWJ..IT)V ye 1repl 1TCXVTOS 1Tao-o:v 'io-xe1 Ko:l
taxve1 J..IEylo-rov • Ko:i oo-o: ye '+'vxilv exe1, Ko:i Ta J..1Ei3w Ko:l.:-a e?>.ao-o-_£.:>,
·:rrmwv• VOVS i~p~ei. KO:t TfjS 1TEPIXWpijo-IOS TfjS OVJ..11TOO"T)S VOVS
EKpCrrT)O"EV, WO"TE mplxwpfjo-o:l TTJV apxiJv. KO:i 1TpWTOV &1T6 TOV
<Jj.IIKpov iip~crro mplxwpeiv, rnl Se 1TAEOV 1TEp1xwpei, KO:i mplxwpijo-el
rni 1TAEOV. KO:i TCx OVJ..IJ..IICJYOJ..IEVO TE KO:i WOKpiVOJ..IEVO: KO:t OIO:KpiVOj.IEVO: 1TOVTO: eyvw vovs. Ko:l 01TOiO: EJ..IEAAEV eo-eo-60:1 KO:i 01TOio: i')v, &o-o-o:
vW j.ITJ EO"TI, KO:LOO"O: vVv EO"TI KO:t 01TOiO: EO"TCXI, 1TOVTO: OIEKOO"J..IT)O"E vovs,
Kai Ti}v 1TEPIXWPT)O"IV To:\rrrjv f}v vVv mplxwpei TO TE ao-rpo: KO:i 0
~AIOS KO:t 1) O"EATjVT) KO:i 0 &i}p KO:t 0 o:lei}p ot &1ToKp1VOJ..IEVOI. i] Se
TTEPIXWPT)CJIS o:\rrT) rnoiT)o-ev &1ToKpiveo-6o:1. Ko:i woKpiveTO:I &1T6 TE
TOV ci:pO:IOV TO 1TVKVOV KO:i &1To TOV '+'V)(pOV TO eepJ,.IOV KO:i &1To TOV
3ocpepov To AO:J.l1Tpov Ko:l &1To Tov S1epov To ~11p6v. J,.~oipo:l Se
TTOAAO:I 1TOAAWV elm. 1TCXVTWO:O"I Se ovSev WOKpiVETO:I ovSe 010:KpiVETO:I hepov &1To Tov hepov 1r?>.i}v vov. vovs Se 1ras 8J,.~o16s eo-r1
Kal 0 J..IEi3WV Ko:l 0 EAOTTWV. ETEpov Se ovSev EO"TIV OJ..IOIOV ovSevi,
&J,X oTwv 1TAEio-ro: ev1, TcxVTO: evST)AOTCXTO: ev eKo:o-r6v eo-r1 Ko:i i')v.

..

504 Fr. 13, Simplicius Plrys. 300, 31 KO:i emi iip~CXTO 6 vovs
Klveiv, &1To Tov KtvovJ,.~evov 1TO:VTos weKpiveTo, Ko:l oo-ov eKiVT)o-ev 6
vovs 1TCXv TOVTO OIEKp{ST). KIVOVJ..IEVWV 8€. KO:l 01CXKp1VOJ..IEVWV i]
TTEPIXWPT)CJIS 1TOAA{i) J,.~aA?>.ov E1Toie1 01o:Kpiveo-6o:l.
505 Fr. g, ibid. 35, 14 ••• ovTw TOVTwv 1TEp1xwpovVTwv TE Ko:l
now being alone by itself. .For it is the finest of all things and the purest, it has all
knowledge about everything and the greatest power; and.znind controls all things, both the
greater and the smaller, that have life. Mind controlled also the whole rotatum, so that it
began to rotate in the beginning. And it began to rotate first from a small area, but it now
rotates over a wider and will rotate over a wider area still. And the things that are mingled
and separated and divided off, all are known by Mind. And all things that were to be, all
things that were but are not now, all things that are now or that shall be, Mind arranged
!hem a.ll, including this rotation in which are now rotating the stars, the sun and moon, the
~ir and the aither that are being separated off. And this rotation caused the separating off.
And the dense is separated offfrom the rare, the hot from the cold, the bright from the dark
and the dry from the moist. But there are many portions of ma'V' things, and nothing is
altogether separated off nor divided one from the other except Mind. Mind is all alike, both
the greater and the smaller quantities of it, while nothing else is like anything else, but each
single body is and was most plain~;)' those things of which it contains most.
504 And when Mind initiated motion,from all that was moved Mind was separated, and
as much as Mind moved was all divided off; and as things moved and were divided off, the
rotation greatry increased the process of dividing.
505 ... as these things rotated thus and were separated off by the force and speed (of
25
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crrroKplVOj.\EVC.VV \rrro l3f1')S TE KO:l TCX)(VTf\TOS. !3f1')V OE f} TCX)(\JTI)S
1r01Ei. , OE TCX)(VTllS o:\rrwv ovoevl EOlKE XPfJI-\CXTl Tf}v TCX)(VTf\To: TWV
v\Jv e6VTc.vv XP1lll6:rc.vv ev &v6pw-rro1s, &:1\Aa -rrC:wTc.vs -rroMo:-rrf..o:aiws
TCX)(V E<JTl.
so6 Fr. 14, ibid. 157. 7 6 OE vovs, os O:e( E<JTl, TO KCxpTO: [so Diels:
oao: e<JTi TE K6:pTo: Simplic. mss.] Ko:i vvv E<JTlV ivo: Ko:i Ta &/\/\a
-rr6:VTo:, ev T0 -rrof../\0 mplEXOVTl Ko:i ev Tois -rrpo01<p16eia1 Ko:i ev Tois
crrrOKEKpli-\EVOlS.

Another Parmenidean demand with which Anaxagoras had to
comply was that motion should not be simply taken for granted
but explained. In place of Empedocles' Love and Strife (moral
and psychological forces expressed in corporeal terms, see 424)
Anaxagoras substitutes the single intellectual motive force oPvfind.
It too, like Love and Strife, has many of the qualities of an abstract
principle. 'It has all knowledge about everything, and the greatest
strength; it controls all things that have life'; and 'it set in order
all things that were to be', including, of course, the cosmic revolution. Yet at the same time it is 'the finest of all things and the
purest'; it is' all alike, both the larger and the smaller quantities';
and though it is 'mixed with nothing', it is none the less present
'there, where everything else is, in the surrounding mass, and in
what has been united and separated off'. Anaxagoras in fact is
striving, as had several of his predecessors, to imagine and describe
a truly incorporeal entity. But as with them, so still with him, the
only ultimate criterion of reality is extension in space. Mind, like
everything else, is corporeal, and owes its power partly to its
fineness, partly to the fact that it alone, though present in the
mixture, yet remains unmixed.
How Mind imparted the first rotatory movement is by no means
obvious; it may be that even Anaxagoras himself had no clear
mental picture of the process. It appears, however, that the area
affected was at first small but is still steadily increasing. The speed
of the revolution is immense, and therefore its effect on the original
mixture is very powerful (505). The immediate consequence is
progressive separation: the moment the rotation takes in a new
tluir rotation). And tlu speed creates the force. Their speed is like tlu speed of nothing that
now exists among men, but it is altogetlur many times as fast.
5o6 But Mind, which ever is, is assuredly even now wlure everything else is too, in the
surrounding mass and in tlu things that have been eitlur aggregated or separated.
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537 Fr. 2 I a, ibid. vn, r 40

o~t~ yap TC:w &51)7-.wv Ta cpcuv61Jevcx.
538 Theophrastus de sensu 27ff. (DK59A92) 'Avcx~ay6pcxs Se
y{vecr6cxt 1-1ev (sc. Ta cxtcr6fJTa) Tois evcxVT{ots · TO yap oj.lotov &-rrcxees
\rrro Tov OIJo{ov ..• , TO yap oj.lo{ws 6ep1-16v Ked l.fNXpov o\Tre 6ep1Jcx{vetv
OVTE \j'Vxetv 1TAfl0"1030V ovSe STj TO yAVKV Kcxl TO O~V St' a\rrwv
yvc..:>pi3E1V, &AAa T<.;'> 1-lEv 6ep!.l<.;'> TO 1.fNXp6v, T<.;'> s· OAj.lvpc;> TO 1TOTIIJOV,
T<.;'> s· 6~ei TO YAVKV KCXTa <ftv EAAet\JIIV <ftv 8<a<JTov· 1TOVTCX yap
EVV1TOPXEIV cpncriv Ev i)IJiV.... &rrcxcrcxv S' cxtcr6fJO"IV IJETa AVrrfJS, omp
av S6~EIEV OKOAov6ov elvCXI Tij \rrro6ecret. 1TCXV yap TO OVOIJOIOV
CrnTOIJEVOV 1TOVOV 1Tcxpexet. cpcxvepov Se TOVTO T<.;'> TE TOV xp6vov
1TAf}6et KCXt Tfj TWV cxlcr6f'JTWV \rrrepjjoAij.

Like the other post-Parmenidean pluralists, Anaxagoras had to
give an account of perception that would re-establish its validity.
These three passages are all concerned with the senses, but otherwise they have little in common. 536, as we are told by Sextus
who preserved it, was concerned with imperceptible gradations of
colour, and its general point seems to have been that though our
senses show us what 'portions' predominate in a thing they are not
adequate to reveal all the other 'portions' which that thing must
contain. 537, on the other hand (which may perhaps come from
a discussion of epistemology rather than of perception), suggests
that from what we can see we are enabled to imagine also what we
cannot sec. 538 contains only the most important excerpts from
a detailed account of Anaxagoras' theories of perception. These
few sentences suffice to show that in this field too Anaxagoras
marks an advance upon most of his predecessors. His theory may
have been developed in conscious opposition to thatofEmpedocles,
who believed in perception oflike by like (see 454); but the notion
that the perception of unlike by unlike is, as it were, an imperceptible pain is original and subtle.
537 Appearances are a glimpse of the obscw1.
538 Anaxagoras thinks that perception is by opposites, for like is not affected by like . ...
A thing that is as warm or as cold as we are does not either warm us or cool us by its approach,
nor can we recognize sweetness or bitterness by their like; rather we know cold by warm,
fresh by salt and sweet by bitter in proportion to our deficiency in each. For everything, he
says, is in llS already .. .. Every perception is accompanied by pain, a consequence that
would seem to follow from his hypothesis; for everything unlike produces pain by its
contact; and the presence of this pain becomes clear either from too long a duratwn or from
an excess of sensatwn.
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CHAPTER XVII

THE ATOMISTS: LEUCIPPUS OF
MILETUS AND DEMOCRITUS
OF ABDERA
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS, AND DATES

546 Simplicius Phys. 28, 4 ( = Theophrastus Phys. Op. fr. 8)
AM<nrnos Se 6 ,EAECm)s f} MtATjatos (&l.l<poTepws yap AeyETat mpt
cxVTOV) 1 KOIVWVTJO'OS napl,.lEVf81J Tf\S <j>IAOO'O<pfas, OV -rljv aV-rljv
t~&8tO'E napl,.lEvl81J Kat ZEVO<pOVEI mpt TOOV OVTWV 686v, &M> ws
80KEi -ri]v EVOVTiav. eKdvwv yap EV KOl &KiVT)TOV Kai OyEVT)TOV Kai
1TrnEpaal,.levov 1Toto\JVTwv To 1rav Kai To l.lTJ ov 1-1118e 311TEiv avyxwpo\JVTwv, oihos O:rmpa Kai aEi KIVOVI,.lEVO \rrreerro O'TOIXEia TaS
OTOI,.lOVS Kai TOOV ev cxtrrois <J'XT)I.lOTWV O:rmpov TO 1TAf)6os 8ta TO
l.l1)8ev l,.laAAov TotoOTov f} TotoOTov Elvat, Kai yevEatv Kai l,.lETa~oATjv
&8tOAEI1TTOV Ev Tois OVO'I 6Ewpoov. E-n 8e ov8ev l,.laAAOV TO ov f} TO
l.lTJ ov \rrr&pxEtv, Kai ahta ol,.loiws Elvat Tois ytvol,.lEVOIS 0:1,.lcpw. -ri]v
yap TOOV OTOI,.lWV ovaiav vaa-ri]v Kai 1TATJP11 t/1TOTI6EI,.lEVOS ov EAEYEV
dval Kai tv TCi) KEVCi) q>EpE0'6at, omp 1-lfJ ov EKOAEI Kai OVK EAOTTOV TOV
oVTos dval <pT)at. 1Tap01TAT)aiws 8e Kai 6 haipos <XVTov AT)I.lOKptTos
6 ,A~8T)ptTT)S &pxas eerro TO 1TAf)pES Kai TO KEVOV • •••
547 Diogenes Laertius x, 13 ToOTov (sc. Epicurus) ,A1ToAA68wpos EV XpovtKois Nav01cp&vovs &Kovaai <pT)O'I Kai npa~tcp&vovs·
<XVTos se ov cp11ow, &AA, eavTov ev Tfj 1rpos EvpvAoxov emO'ToAfj.
546 Leucippus of Elea or Miletus (both cucoWits are current) had associated with
Parmenides in philosophy, but in his view of realio/ he did not tread the same path as
Parmenides and Xenophanes, but rather, it seems, the opposite path. For while they
regarded the whole as one, rrwtionless, uncreated and limited and forbade even the search
for what is not, he posited innumerable elements in perpetual rrwtion-namely the atomsand held that the number of their shapes was infinite, on the ground that there was no
reason why any atom should be of one shape rather than another; for he observed too that
coming-into-being and change are incessant in the world. Further he held that not-being
exists as well as being, and the two are equally the causes of things coming-into-b~inJJ.. The
nature of atoms he supposed to be compcut and full; that, he said, was being, and it moved
in the void, which he called not-being and held to exist no less than being. In the same way
his associate Democritus ofAbdera posited as principles the full and the void . •..
541 Apollodorus in the Chronicles says that Epicurus was instructed by Nausiphanes
and Praxiphanes; but Epicurus himself denies this; saying in the letter to Eurylochus that
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though he obviously revived some Milesian astronomical theories;
it might therefore be true. He may of course have visited Elea,
but the Eleatic doctrines were known in Athens, and Melissus,
against whom Leucippus perhaps chiefly reacted, was an Ionian.
Singularly little was known about Leucippus, in any case, and in
547 his very existence seems to be denied by Epicurus and
Hermarchus. But Epicurus is intent on proving his own originality; Burnet (EGP330 n. 2) suggested that all Epicurus said was
something like 1\e\nmmov ov5' el yeyovev oTSa, meaning 'I don't
consider Leucippus worth discussing'. Alternatively, the emphasis
might have been on the word q>~Mcrocpov: there was no philosopher
Leucippus (i.e. Leucippus was no philosopher). It is clear from
552 that Aristotle considered Leucippus to be the inventor of
atomism, and this is accepted also by Theophrastus in 546.
Normally they write simply of 'Leucippus and Democritus ',
though certain elaborations, e.g. of the theory of perception, are
distinguished as Democritean. On the whole we might accept the
assessment of Cicero in 548; all our other evidence seems to show
that the main theory was originated by Leucippus and accepted
by Democritus, who worked out the details and introduced a few
minor refinements. It would be very difficult here satisfactorily to
distinguish the two, especially since many post-Theophrastean
sources ignore Leucippus; where distinctions are traceable they
will be pointed out. The doxographical passages mentioning
Leucippus are collected in DK chapter 67: see also C. Bailey, The
Greek Atomists and Epicurus, for a valiant attempt to distinguish the
views of the two thinkers.
The date ofLeucippus is not known independently, except from
such guesses as that he was a pupil ofZeno. Democritus, however,
evidently gave a clue to his own age in his work 'The Little
World-system': he was about forty years younger than Anaxagoras. This fits Apollodorus' date in 549 (born 46o-457 B.c.)
better than Thrasylus', of some ten years earlier. In any case, if
Democritus accepted I I 84 B.c. as the year of the capture of Troy
(and this, the Eratosthenic epoch-year, was merely the commonest of several dates), then the composition of the 'Little
World-system' (on which see the next section) would be placed
too early, in 454· The probability is that it was written after 430.
Leucippus, presumably, was somewhat older, and his floruit (i.e.
the composition of the 'Great World-system') might be put
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(see G. Vlastos, AJP 67 (1946) 51 ff.). However, Diodorus certainly used
more than one Ionian source for this section, and it can be conceded that
the account of cosmogony in x, 7 is not primarily atomistic.

Democritus, on the other hand, must have been one of the
most _prolific of all ancient authors. Thrasylus (or Thrasylius), who
arranged Plato's dialogues in tetralogies, did the same for Democritus according to 550: there were thirteen tetralogies (comprising
fif£Y~ seEate_ wor~, some no doubt quite short) divided
1
between the following general headings: Ethics (2 tetralogies),
Physics (4), Mathematics (3), Musi~, includlng literature and
language (2), Technical subjects (2). There were additional works
which were probably not- genuine.x It is a tantalizing misfortune,
and a reflexion of later taste, that the considerable number of
fragments that have survived (not all of which are certainly
genuine) are nearly all taken from the ethical works.
Among the works classed as 'Y1ro~vf}~c:xTc:x and not included by Thrasylus
(Diog. L. IX, 49, DK68A33) are five concerned with foreign travel, for
example a Chaldaean and a Phrygian dissertation. The attribution is
perhaps related to the many stories in our ancient biographical sources
that Democritus. travelled extensively: for example 551 Diog. L. IX, 35
<pT)<:TI5e All~TJTplo> ~v ·o~c..>vv~o'> Kc:xl •AvTI0"6evT1> ~v A1c:x6oxc:xis <llro5tJ~fi<:Tc:xl
oo1Tov Kc:xl el5 AiyvrTTov 1rpO, TOVS lepec:xs yec..>~eTplc:xv ~c:x6rj<:T6~evov Kc:xi1Tp0,
Xc:xt..5c:x!ovs els Ti}v Tiepcr!5c:x, Kc:xi els Ti}v 'Epvepav 6<Xhc:x<:T<:Tc:xv yeve<:T6c:x1. Toi>
TE rv~VO<:TO<piC7TCXi) <pc:xcr{ TIVE) (TV~~~~C:XI C:XVTOV ~v 'lv5(q: KC:XI els, AI6I01T(c:xv
~Meiv. Another story is that Xerxes left Chaldaean overseers in Democritus' father's household, from whom Democritus learned much. There
may have been some basis in fact for these stories of foreign contact.
According to another anecdote Democritus said that he visited Athens,
but that no one recognized him.
1

ORIGINS OF THE ATOMIC THEORY

552 Aristotle de gen. et corr. A8, 325a2 eviOlS yap TWV expxo:iwv

TO ov e~ CxVcXyKTJS EV elvCXl KO:i Cxt<iVTJTOV. TO j.lEV yap t<EVOV oVt<
ov, KlVTJ6flvo:l 5' oVt< &v 5wo:cr6CXl l..lTJ OVTOS KEVOV KEXWPlO'j.lEVOV, ov5'
<XV -rro"Ma elv<Xl j.lTJ OVTOS "Tov 5leipyoVTos .... (a23) AeVt<m-rros 5'
e5o~e

551 Demetrius in his Homonyms and Antisthenes in his Successions say that he
travelled to Egypt to visit the priests and learn geometry, and that he went also to Persia, to
visit the Chaldaeans, and to the Red Sea. Some say that he associated with the 'naked
philosophers' in India; also that he went to Aethiopia.
552 For some of the earry philosophers thought that that which is must of necessiry be
one and immovable; for the void is not-being; motion would be impossible without a void
apart from matter; nor could there be a pluraliry of things without something to separate
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for sensation to apprehend. The fragment itself breaks off at the
crucial point, but Sextus' introductory comments (not quoted here)
indicate that 'genuine' opinion is intellectual. Obviously, its
objects are atoms and the void-it penetrates beyond the
'conventional' secondary characteristics to the ultimate reality.
Leucippus and Democritus themselves had been employing this
kind ofjudgement. Yet the mind, like the soul as a whole, operates
through the mechanical motions and collisions of atoms, and its
impressions must be subject to the same sort of distortions as those
of sensation (for which cf. 589, second part). It is clear, then, that
Democritus should not have claimed, and perhaps did not claim,
more than approximate truth for his' genuine' opinions-the truth
still lay 'in the depths' (fr. 117). 1
1 The difficulty of proving
a conviction about atoms and the void, if we
can only infer these from our possibly fallacious corporeal impressions, is
implied in a rejoinder by the senses to the first part of 589 ('by convention ... in reality atoms and void'), ascribed to Democritus by Galen: 593
Democritus Fr. 125, Galen de medic. empir. 1259, 8 Schoene (DK68B 125)
.•. TaAatva cppftv, "TTap' t'wtc...w Aal3o0c:ra Tcls "TTIO"TEtS 'l'l~o~tas t<aTal3aAAets;
lTTWila TOt TO t<aTai3AT)Ila. This neat criticism is normally accepted as
Democritean, but the possibility must not be overlooked that it is framed
by a later critic as an intentional epilogue to, and corrective of, 589. It is
odd that Sextus did not quote it.

ETHICS

594 Fr. 174, Stobaeus Anth. II, g, 3 6 ~ev evewos ets epyee
C{Keelee Keel v6~1~ee Keel Vrreep Keel c5veep xeefpEl TE Keel
eppu>TCCl Keel OVCCKT)5i}s ~O'TlV. os 5' av Keel 51KT)S &t.oyfj Keel TCx XPll
Mvree ~, ep51J, TOUT<{) lTCxvree TCx TOlcxO-ree &Tepm{T), chccv TEV
&vee~VT)aefj, Keel 5E5otKE Keel tcuVTov K<XKi3e1.
595 Fr. I 7 I, Stobaeus Anth. n, 7, 3 i e\15eet~ov{T) ovK w!3ocn<i}l.lee<r1v
oiKEi ov5e EV xpvac;>. "¥VXll oiKT)Ti)plOV 5eef!,lovos.
~Trl<j>Ep6~EVOS

593 ... Wretched mind, do you, who get your evidence from us, yet try to overthrow us?
Our overthrow will be your downfall.
594 The cheerful man, who is eagerfor just and lawful deeds, rejoices whether waking or
sleeping and is strong and free from care; but he that cares mughtfor justice and does mt
the things that are right finds all such things joyless, when he remembers them, and is
afraid and reproaches himself.
595 Happiness does tuJt reside in cattle or gold; the soul is the dwelling-place of one's
good or evil genius.

ATOMISTS: LEUCIPPUS AND DEMOCRITUS

596 Fr. 246, Stobaeus Anth. m, 40, 6 ~evtTeiT) J31ov a\rrapKEtav
StS001<El. IJCX3CX yap Kcxl crnJ3as AliJOV KCXl K01TOV yAVKVTCXTCX laiJCXTCX.
597 Fr. 277, Stobaeus Anth. IV, 24, 32 (DK68B277) cmct>
XPTtiJT) TEO ecrn 1TaiScx 1TOtf)crcxcr6cxt, EK TWV cpi:Acuv TEV IJOl SoKei
&iJElVOV elvcxt, Kal TCi) IJEV 1TCXlS gO"TCXl TOlOVTOS olov av J3ovAT)TCXl'
EO"Tl yap EKAE~cxcr6cxt olov e6eAE1 ... fjv Se TlS 1TOlfjTCX1 OTIO ~CUVTOV,
TTOAAol EVElO"l KlvSvvol. &vayKT) yap, os &v YEVT)TCXl, TOUT~ xpflcr6cxl.
We know of no ethical doctrines held specifically by Leucippus,
but Democritus devoted a part, though evidently not a particularly large part, of his considerable output to this subject. It
happens that nearly all of the 2.90 or so verbatim fragments that
have come down to us are from the ethical writings. Many are
preserved because John Stobaeus, the sth-century-A.D. anthologist,
incorporated them in his collection. Over a quarter of the total
are ascribed to 'Democrates'; most critics now follow Diels and
accept the majority of these as genuine fragments of Democritus.
Democritus' ethics are not explicitly based upon atomist physical
preconceptions, and atoms are not mentioned. 1 The ethical
fragments express, in a graphic and highly developed gnomic
form, the Hellenic sentiments of restraint, common sense, and
sanity. Yet no irrational sanctions of behaviour are introduced, no
Justice or Nature that could not be resolved into the interplay of
atoms and void. Vlastos may well be right in calling Democritean
ethics 'the first rigorously naturalistic ethics in Greek thought'.
At the same time there is no pandering to sophistic amoralism: the
ethical ideal is eV6v1J(T) (otherwise termed EVEO"TOO, a6aiJJ311))contentment fo~nded on moral well-being. 594 and 595 show this
clearly enough; the latter may contain a reference to Heraclitus
fr. II9 (250). There are other, clearer..r_eferences to Heraclitus; and
Democritus also repeated Anaxagoras' famous pronouncement
'the things that appear are a vision of the_unseen' (537), which
has an obvious relevance to the atomic theory. 596 shows the
non-hedonistic and indeed ascetic nature of much of his ethics,
596 Service abroad teaches self-sufficiency,· barley-bread and a straw mattress are the
pleasantest medicines for hunger and fatigue.
597 He who feels any desire to beget a child seems to me better advised to take it from one
of his friends; he will then have a child such as he wishes, for he can clwose the kind he
wants. . . . But ifa man begets his own child, many are the dangers there; for he must make
the best of him whatever his nature.
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